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THE P^tOFITAB LITY OF A GROUP PA EM 
In a paper entitled 1 Group Farming in Bunyoro, Uganda1 

presented to last year's S.S.C. Conference at Makerere, I discussed 
the idea of a Group Farm as it was seen in the current scheme in 
Uganda. I then examined the way in which it was working out in 
practice in one particular case. I there took for granted the 
central developmental aspect of the idea, that the Farm will develop 
into a stable community of Farm families, living on the Farm, 
providing the labour to work their land, and drawing their livelihood 
from it. 

I did not get round to questioning this at the time partly 
because I then lacked data on how things really were developing to 
set against the idea. I merely accepted that this was the end 
towards which the Farms would progress. I did indeed qualify this 
to the extent of making the progress dependent upon the Farm's 
fulfilling its income promise, but this was hardly a real 
qualification since I firmly expected it to do so. I have now the 
record of the ensuing year and it is clear that my cheerful 
expectations have no~; entirely been fulfilled. 

This paper is therefore an attempt to examine what has been 
going wrong; what this means in terms of the developmental idea; 
and briefly at the end, what could be done about it. Three major 
aspects are examinedi income, turnover of members and settlement. 

Before going further, however, I must outline briefly the 
history of the Farm and the general plan of its operation. It began 
as a fully-fledged Group Farm in the 1964-/5 season, following the 
operation for one season of a small, local, group cotton-growing 
scheme on land cleared by hand by its members. There were about 20 
members of this original group; membership was expanded when-the 
Government moved in to 56. Many of these newcomers were not, in 
contrast to the original group, local people or people depending 
for their livelihood exclusively on farming. A further feature of 
the influx was that several people obtained control in practice, 
though not on the books, of more than one plot. 56 is therefore 
the nominal 'membership figure, and this remained practically the 
same in the second season which is the one primarily under 
discussiono In the current season membership has expanded again 
to 61. 

This is one of the first generation of Farms, for long was 
regarded as a model, but it is small in comparison with most others. 
It also has other peculiarities, in particular that each member has 
a permanently allocated 15 acre plot. These plots are arranged in 
rows, and cultivation is in strips of single crops running across 
the successive plots. This is to facilitate mechanical operations 
which can be carried out continuously along the strips from one end 
of the Farm to the other. Eacn plot also includes a strip by the 
access track which is set asice for the house site and for the 
cultivation of food crops according to the individual plot-holder's 
requirements. 

During the Farm's first season the only crop generally grown 
was cotton. The second (1565/6) season was thus the first in which 
a full cycle of cropping was carried through. As in the first 
season, three acres of cotton were grown per member Preparation 
of the land, planting and spraying were all the responsibility of 
the Farm Manager, to be carried out mechanically and to be paid for 
by a block loan obtained, in theory at least, through the parent 
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Co-operative Society, Thinning, weeding, picking and sorting were 
the responsibility of the individual plot-holder, to be carried oat 
with whatever labour he could obtain. 

In addition to the cotton, 'minor crops1 were grown in both 
the first and second rains. These were 1-J- acres of maize and i acre 
of groundnuts in the first rains, and 2 acres of maize and -J- acre of 
beans in the second. Again for these, the preparation of the land 
and the planting were the Farm's responsibility, and the care 
thereafter and harvesting the individual's. 

In my first paper I showed how the role of the Farm Manager 
was necessarily of wide significance in the running of the Farm, 
in contrast to the idea of the role, which would restrict it to the 
provision of mechanical services. 

Income 
I begin b5̂  considering income, since I contended in my first 

paper that all other satisfactory development depended upon this. 
In the season under discussion the cotton price, on which the 
Farm primarily depends, was at the high level of 60 cts lb. The 
crop was initially heavy, but the late continuing rains caused some 
damage and made picking even more unpleasant than usual; the weeds 
continued to grow around the ripening cotton. Fear of damage to 
ripe cotton left in the field rapidly broke up the small amount of 
co-operation between members which there had been for previous 
operations. In the 1964/5 season 14 Farmers had picked co-operatively 
in 3 groups, but last season there was no co-operative picking at 
all after the first week or sc. Thus every man was left to fend 
for himself. 

In these circumstances, in spite of the high price, cotton 
incomes were no higher than those of the previous year. 

Table I Initial Gotton income 

1964/5 1965/6 
Median value Shs 1050 Shs 1032 
Interquartile range Shs 700-1200 Shs 520-1500 

By 'initial income1 I mean the value of the crop sold, less 
the amount repaid for the loan for Farm charges. These are 
principally for mechanical operations, but may also include other 
charges, such as for seed, dressing or sprays. No allowance is made 
for the labour which the Farmer himself must supply. It is therefore 
the income he would have received if he had done all the work hnmn^lf 
or with his own unpaid family labour. 

Table II Proportion of Farmers employing labour 
Additional Casual Monthly Farm 

kin labour __paid posters 
"Cotton harvest '64/5 55% 25% J W 34^ 
Season before 
cotton harvest r65/6 - 57$ 20ft 

But in the first place, family labour is by no means 
necessarily free. As Table II shows, more than half of the Farmers 
brought in extra kin not normally concerned with the Farm to deal 
with the cotton harvest. These particularly, almost without 
exception, had to be given some reward for their services, but even 
other regular members expect and get monetary and semi-monetary 
rewards°9 i.e. if not money itself, at least clothes, the payment of 
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tax, etc. This is particularly so because of the obviously close 
link there is between the cotton the individual picks or sorts and 
the money that its owner receives for it. I have not the data to 
give an average cost of rewards and there certainly is not any 
typical set. I can merely give a few specimens to suggest the range. 

Initial Kin receiving, & amount rewards cotton income 
X. wife 60/-, sister's son 75/-? 

sister 20/-, fatherfs mother 10/-. 165/- 450/-
2. sister 20/-, mother 10/-, motherrs 

sister 5/-, brother 5/-. 4-0/- 700/-
3. wife 100/-, mother 30/-, father 20/-, 

wife's mother 30/-, wife's father 20/-. 200/- 730/-
4. wife .200/-, sister 200/-. 400/- 1120/-
5. wife 3 goinas (= 100/-)+50/-, brother 200/-. 350/- 1270/-
6. father & mother 200/-. 200/- 1530/-

Secondly, although family and kin are undoubtedly the most 
important sources of labour, there wns also a good deal of 
recourse to straightforwardly paid labour. As can be seen from 
Table II I have distinguished three types. The one which the 
highest proportion of Farmers used, 1/3 of them, was 'Farm porters1. 
This is labour hired by the Farm Manager or the Co-operative 
Society and sent to help members who are not able to complete 
operations satisfactorily out of their own resources. They may 
be sent with or without a prior request from the member concerned. 
They were used both for picking and for sorting the cotton, and 
are very expensive a^ they are paid at the Government rate for 
porters, Shs 5/20 per day. The attraction of them was that they 
were available on credit from the Society, whereas other labour 
would require immediate payment, which was difficult until cotton 
had been sold. 

Secondly, a quarter of the Farmers used casual labour at one 
time or another, usually paying 50 cts for picking a 4-gallon tin 
of cotton. This labour was mainly provided by AXur cash-cropping 
migrants settled around the edges of the Farm. And thirdly, a few 
members employed labour by the month, the current minimum rate for 
this being 35/-. Most of the monthly labourers at this time were 
Banyoro, though Rwandans from a nearby refugee settlement moved in 
subsequently. 

One way and another, it is clear that there were very few 
Farmers who incurred no monetary cost in providing labour for the 
cotton crop. It is therefore essential to make some estimate of 
cost of labour to set against the initial income. In Bunyoro at 
least, the Farm is not worked by a collection of Farm families 
which can each be regarded as a single income unit. 

The major easily costable items ares-
Weeding? casual labour © 15/- per acre/time 

3 acres, 4 times = Shs 180/-
Piokings casual labour © about 4 cts lb 

Farm labour © about 8 cts lb say, 7 cts lb, both 
Sortings Farm labour © about 5 cts lb operations. 
In costing the cotton labour there is thus a fixed element, 

like the Farm charges, which does net vary according to the amount 
harvested, and also a variable element. Combining both, an 
estimate of labour costs on the basis of the amount of cotton 
actually sold, has a median value of Shs 375/- (Interquartile 
ranges Shs 307 - 418). This appears to be In reasonable harmony 
with the specimen 'rewards' quoted above, bearing in mind that 
the latter are exclusively for harvestiAg. It cJck-s not that 
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this amount of money was actually spent, though in some cases it 
certainly was5 but at least it is clear that unless the initial 
income received by the individual exceeds his labour estimate by a 
fair margin, the crop has not been profitable. It therefore gives 
some measure of the 'real1 profit or nett incomes median of initial 
incomes less labour estimates = 

Shs 6S0 (interquartile range: Shs 221 - 1015)• 
Taking this cotton income for the moment as if it were the 

total Farm income, it may be compared with other local incomes. 
Privately employed porter © 35/- per month min. = Shs 420/- p.a. 
Secretary-Manager of Co-operative Society @ 85/- Ss 

per month = 1020/- p.a. 
Government porter @ 130/- per month = & 1560/- p.a. 
Tractor driver @ ISO/- per month minimum = Shs 2280/- p.a. 

It is clear from these figures that even with the cotton price 
as high as 60 cts lb, some third of the Farmers failed to do 
appreciably better than a local porter, employed throughout the year. 
The fact that many did in fact very much worse demonstrates that 
even these levels of income are not without risk. Incomes of Farmers 
in general are certainly not comparable with those of the paid 
Farm staff of porters , plot measurers and tractor drivers who 
work for them. 

However, when compared with the results of local cotton 
growing- the only inportant cash crop in the immediate area- the 
results appear mo.̂ e favourable. I intended to obtain data on cotton 
sales for the people of one particular village from the Co-operative 
Society; without detailed knowledge of the actual people it is not 
possible to untangle the dead men and those who sell for others into 
meaningful figures. The Society concerned is the one to which the 
Farm also belongs. This would have provided, some fairly definite 
income figures for comparison. Unfortunately there wore difficulties 
about selling the crop to this Society, on account of bottlenecks 
in transport to the ginnery, and in the provision of money for 
payment. A good deal of cotton was therefore sold to other 
neighbouring Societies, some of which even arranged transport. In 
these circumstances it became impossible to obtain useful figures. 
Nevertheless from the incomplete data I have available, it seems 
that average income per household in the particular village, 
calculated in a way to be comparable with the figures above, could 
not reach more than half the Farm level. There is of course, as on 
the Farm, a very wide range of variation, and much overlap of village 
with Farm incomes. 

In addition the Farmers had the 4-i acres of 1 Elinor crops1 
grown primarily for sale. These undoubtedly made a definite 
contribution to real income in spite of the difficulties which 
beset them, but it is difficult to obtain any accurate idea of how 
big this contribution was. 

To begin with, the first rains were insufficient and the maize 
and groundnuts grown then yielded poorly. The bulk however, at 
least of the maize, does seem to have been delivered to the Society; 
the Farmers have in theory an obligation to deliver the whole of 
their production. But then began difficulties in disposing of the 
crops which meant that there were long delays before the Farmers 
received payment. Unlike cotton these crops can be profitably 
disposed of other than by sale to the Society. Alrer-dy with the 
first maize two Farmers failed to deliver any at all, and it seems 
probable that many people delivered only as many groundnuts as they 
thought would offset their loan; 35/53 Farmers delivered groundnuts 
to a value within - Sis 20/- of the amount of their loan. 





w _ nls phonic T consider below. Hero I note 
only the roV . • : that the Farmers in general have so 
far failed to devolc. u stable relationship to the Farm and the 
management of their riots on it. T'.cre is^as yet little sign of 
a class of steady and competent Farmers developing to form a basis 
for the Far-i.i as a successful long-term operation.^ 

T:;rnover of members 
A further fact pointing Ln the same direction is the high 

turnover of members in the season, a season indeed which should, 
in the high price of the cotton, have been most favourable to the 
Farmers. Table IV i hows the bare figures for those leaving and 
for new members. it is hoped that the members are gaining any 
beneficial expcrLe. ;:e from the Farm, it is clearly regrettable not 
only that so many should leave so rapidly but also that there is 
in. consequence a high proportion (28$) of totally inexperienced 
Farmers agaii on t le Farm in the succeeding year. 

Table IV Far n raô .bersh/p in the succeeding year. 

64/5 •55/6 ' 6S/7 

New members *. * r 3 17 
Total members ti.b 55 61 
Members loavinf 3 11 (1 to date) 
io age turnover 5 20 — 

If it is asked who these leavers were, the only at all general 
factor to which I can point is the:_r failure to make money. When 
the leavers5 median income of Shs 332 is set against the general 
Farm median of Shs 1032, it is obvious that as a category t ^ y failed 
financially. But this does not in fact tell us much, for it does 
not necessarily mean that they left because they failed financially; 
they may have failed because they had decid'ed to leave in any case, 
or both failure and leaving may have resulted from some third factor 
or set of factors. There was in fact no one reason for their 
leaving; they and their circumstances were highly diverse. There 
was no general disillusionment o/or the Farm; the leavers do not 
represent a faction; nor C:.o they have any connection with Farm 
'politics1, of which in any case they arc hardly any. An optimist 
in Group Farm management tends to see it as 'a weeding out of weak 
members1? but as will appear, thin is only true if made so by 
definition. 

To demonstrate all this, I nc.; cite briefly the circumstances 
of each of the 11 leavers? before, commenting further on them. 
1. Kwebiha;^* a lo^al man in his mid-203, teaching at a school 
about 10 miles away. He had a motorcycle and much of the time 
commuted between* the ..'arm, where he stayed with his wife and 17 year 
old sister1s son, and the schooj . He had no established holding 
anywhere else, had built one of the best houses on the Farm and 
clearly intended to stay. But in neither season did he make any 
moneys Sfe 452 in the first year and Shs 423 in the second. 

2.&3. Isoke and Byonaro? fathe / and son, neither of them ever living 
on the Farnio The father, a local government officer in Mr.sindi, 
had already taken up land on the ".arm site before the F;;rm itself 
started. . . „ v': * ^ -aim pcoxern as a member. He 
began building a SllLjtantial hous^ buu never completed it. 

Nm->s are fictional 
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Initially j_ie of hi? wo wives lived on the Farm, with a full-time 
porter, and he himsex; visited i .very weekend, sometimes1, "being 
brought by a car—own? ng friend wio v>as ?lso a member. In the same 
house lived his sister, who looked after Byemaro's plot. This was 
virtually her,sj?yong..?o:s ;iole was limited to sending her money 
occasionally from his salary as a mechanic in Hoima.~ She would then 
employ labour with it, and give him a share of the cotton money in 
return. In the first season ±soke!s cotton made Shs 940, and 
Byeak.ro1 s'& 1001. But then things b^gan to go wrong; the friend 
who had given lifts went to work elsowhere and the lifts ceased. 
Isoke did not feel sble to get to the Farm in any other way, so his 
visits aloo stopped. Hi : wife was ill, went home to recover and did 
not come back, except very briefly at ;he end. His second season1s 
cotton income drop] ed to 3s £80. His sister stayed on alone for the 
cotton harvest and produced Shs 1245 from Byemaro'a plot, but then 
she also left. Though ; elratant for different reasons, the family 
had no alternative but to give up their membership. 

4. Byabagambes 21 years, unmarried and with virtually no history 
of employment, He made Sfc 'D.84 in the first season but then apparently 
lost interest Though ha xmo usual!,7 sleeping on the Farm, in 
a tumbledown ihack, he v.as rarely to be found there during the day 
and neglected his pl'o'5 most of the time. In the second season his 
cotton inco:ie amounted to Shs 44 

5. Kasigwa: in uis rnc~30s, married and with small children, but 
still living anc .ul .v-rfcing or his father!s land near the F:̂ rm. 
He never lived on the F;-rm or built there at all; indeed all his 
plans v;v"G centre'! on building at ho. Nevertheless he was a member 
of one of the few groups of Farmers who worked together regularly, 
r nd in the firs'j jeaaon, in which he made Shs 1270, and the early part 
cf the second he was ioing well. But he vacillated between drinking 
too much and giving it up altogether, and when his wife left him, 
temporarily as it proved, he ceased to cope with the F/-rm. Hip 
second season1 s initial cotton income was Shs 241. 
6. ' • Byembanc.wat The first chairman of the group wnen it began in 
1963, and previously the leader of two local Co-operative Farming 
Societies. He did well in the first seasons Shs 1673; but in the 
second was unable to cope with the Farm (Ste 241), through illness and 
perhaps approaching old sge ~ he was about 65 years old. Ho never 
built more than a shack on the Fnm, and though he sometimes stayed 
there, he had a proper home off the Farm nearby. He did not want 
to leave the Farm, but the committee considered that he was unable 
to manage and at the time he was too ill to resist successfully. 

7. Katabarwas 21 years, and with about 2 years of agricultural 
employment before he decided to grow cotton on his own account. 
He came to the Farm with a wife but she left him after the first 
season, He lived on the Farm wr h his younger sister until she got 
married and left at the beginning of this year. His father was 
already daad. Ho decided that, for lack of anyone to help him, he 
could not manage to remain on the Farm. In any case he did not 
succeed in making L.uch money in either seasons 
Shs 695 for the first, and Shs 548 :"or the second. 
8. Maku.ru s an important chief, he joined the Farm only at the 
beginning of the second season. He tried to get his brother's son, 
an ex-warder, to stay there to work the plot, but after a little 
experience of it he proved unwilling. Makuru had no alternative but 
to give up without even completing a season. 
9. Barwogezas a local shopkeeper in his late 20s, he had a rough 
shack 011 the Farm but never really lived there. He attempted to farm 
but rather expensively, frequently using porters. His plot was rocky 
and infertile and he lost a good deal of money, first season income 
Shs 526, second Sfe 203, * :e latter at least being certainly insufficient 
to meet his labour costs. He was not interested in another plot which 
was offered to him, and his original plot was. not re-occupied. 
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The bable shows a clear difference between resident holders 

as( a category and all others, although medians and means for the 
two groups are not in fact very different. Whereas the former show 
a definite central tendency in their income levels, the letter do not. 
They may if anything be said to fall into two sections, those who 
performed below average for the Farm, and those rather far above it. 
Among the latter there are such people as the EAR & H official who 
is devoting energy and money to his land on the Farm and is now 
building the first block-built house there, in spite of losing the 
greater part of his last season1s cotton in an accidental fire. 
This was after he had made special efforts to get it picked at the 
optimal time. He plans to retire onto the Farm. 

While Group Farming is not of course primarily for such people, 
I may note in passing that in practice a Farm which has a few of 
them is likely to be v^ry fortunate. They offer the best hope that 
a Farm really will become a centre of agriculture-based progress, 
and that it will be able to find from within itself the means to 
enlightened self-government as an independent, self-sufficient unit. 
Though it is always true that if absentees are bad, it is more 
difficult for the Committee to contact them and bring pressure to 
bear on them than is the case With residents, if they are good they are 
often very very good. 

I have shown that residents are on the whole more consistent 
as Farmers than are the absentees. For this reason alone a trend 
towards increasing residence would be desirable. It would also 
tend to suggest that there was an increasing appreciation of the 
full-time nature of the Farm's demands and willingness to accept 
them. I did indeed predict in my earlier paper that settlement on 
the Farm would increase. It is therefore useful to examine the 
rccord of actual residence on the Farm as I have obtained it by 
monthly censuses between September 1965 and November 1966. This is 
set out in Table VI below. 

Table VI Residence on jfche J?^rm b>y month. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1965 " ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Total plots 56 56 56 56 
«/o not occup. 23 25 20 18 
Adults per 
occup. plot 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.3 

1966 
Total plots 56 55 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 .61 61 
1o not occup. 11 11 18 28 41 38 39 34 28 33 31 
Adults per occup. plot 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.1 2.0 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.2 

In the Table two measures of residence are adopted, the 
proportion of plots found unoccupied each month (those where nobody 
had slept on the preceding night), and the mean number of people 
over 16 years who had spent the night on each occupied plot. No 
distinction is attempted between residents and visitors; indeed it j 
the kind of situation where it would be very difficult to make any 
such distinction? at least without a large borderline category. 

The pattern from both indicators is clear. It is of an increase 
in residence as the cotton season builds up and a decline once it is 
over. It is a distinctly cotton-based pattern, with a very distinct 
holiday period, with a very high rate of unoccoupied plots, in the 
three months, May, June and Jul5r, when the cotton has been finally 
disposed of. Even these figures in fact do less than justice to the 
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desertedness of the Farm at this season since I have only counted 
the plots in multiple holdings' as empty if there was nobody on any 
of them; e.g. for the purposes of the Table, two people in one house 
1 filled1 four plots for several months of the year. 

Even more significant however, than this seasonal desertedness 
is the comparison of the rates for September, October and November 
of the two years. The proportion of empty plots is markedly higher 
in the second year. This is not accounted for by the new plots, 
which in fact have shown a more regular occupancy than the old. 
Nor is it accounted for by the fact that members have left, since, 
as already discussed, the leavers included a high proportion of 
absentees anyway. It is that there have been very few new residents 
establishing themselves in the period, together with a tendency for 
others to stay there less. 

What seems to have happened is that in the enthusiasm and 
exhortation of starting the Farm most of the Farmers built 
there and a majority started to live there, at least part of the 
time. But as I pointed out in my earlier paper, over half even of 
these maintained their previous home elsewhere and when the cotton 
season was over they went home. With a continuing failure to accept 
the full-time committment to the Farm and with the reliance on hired 
labour, the locals at least found that they could keep the Farm 
ticking over while basing themselves more pleasantly and comfortably 
on their previous homes. The desertedness of the Farm indeed 
snowballed. At the best of times it remains only slightly more than 
a collection of diverse individuals, lacking important links with 
one another. When some of the few who were there started to go 
away, this inevitably increased the loneliness of those remaining 
and their feeling of insecurity. This was indeed accentuated by 
a number of robberies. The incentive to go home oneself, if one 
had a home to go to, was therefore strong. All of which 
contradicts the idea of how the Farm would develop. 

The second indicator, the number of adults on each occupied 
plots, does however appear to offer slightly more er ouragement. 
It shows slightly more people per plot than in the previous year 
and this may mean that those who are living on the Farm are tending 
to become more established there. On the other hand it may be 
simply a reflection of the fact that a number of plots on which one 
person only was staying before were now not occupied at all, being 
either worked from local homes off the Farm, or by means of periods 
of temporary residence. It seems that the latter is likely on the 
whole to be the more important explanation of the increase shown 
by this indicator. 

Nothing disasterous has happened on this Farm. Yet many of 
the Farmers are not securing a good income, their performance is 
erratic, they have lost faith in the Farm's handling of the minor 
crops, too many people are leaving - though it should be stressed 
that there are plenty ready to take over from them - and though 
settlement has here been a part of the plan from the beginning, and 
residents are the steadier part of the membership, the amount of 
residence on the Farm is at best not increasing. These are all 
troubles which came up in the second season after a very promising 
first one. What happened? 

The provision of labour 
The season under discussion was the first in which the Farmers 

had to deal with more than one Farm crop at a time. The work of 
the first rains crops overlapped with the beginning of the cotton 
work, and the second rains with the r^st of the cotton season, 
producing indeed a coincidence of harvests. The evidence is that 
pcope turned increasingly to hired labour to deal with this situation. 
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a number of robberies. The incentive to go home oneself, if one 
had a home to go to, was therefore strong. All of which 
contradicts the idea of how the Farm would develop. 

The second indicator, the number of adults on each occupied 
plots, does however appear to offer slightly more er ouragement. 
It shows slightly more people per plot than in the previous year 
and this may mean that those who are living on the Farm are tending 
to become more established there. On the other hand it may be 
simply a reflection of the fact that a number of plots on which one 
person only was staying before were now not occupied at all, being 
either worked from local homes off the Farm, or by means of periods 
of temporary residence. It seems that the latter is likely on the 
whole to be the more important explanation of the increase shown 
by this indicator. 

Nothing disasterous has happened on this Farm. Yet many of 
the Farmers are not securing a good income, their performance is 
erratic, they have lost faith in the Farm's handling of the minor 
crops, too many people are leaving - though it should be stressed 
that there are plenty ready to take over from them - and though 
settlement has here been a part of the plan from the beginning, and 
residents are the steadier part of the membership, the amount of 
residence on the Farm is at best not increasing. These are all 
troubles which came up in the second season after a very promising 
first one. What happened? 

The provision of labour 
The season under discussion was the first in which the Farmers 

had to deal with more than one Farm crop at a time. The work of 
the first rains crops overlapped with the beginning of the cotton 
work, and the second rains with the r^st of the cotton season, 
producing indeed a coincidence of harvests. The evidence is that 
pcope turned increasingly to hired labour to deal with this situation. 
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Table II above shows that the use of hired labour was far more 
general in the earlier and relatively slack part of the second 
cotton season than it had been at the peak of the previous season, 
the actual harvest. This was no doubt partly to do with the 
availability of resources with which to hire labour at the latter 
period, both, money from the first season's cotton, and the minor 
crops as discussed above. But it did not apparently lead to a 
useful increase in production and is therefore almost certainly an 
unsatisfactory development, besides being at variance with the basic 
idea thai;the Farm would be worked primarily by the family labour 
resident on it. 

From the beginning there has been a preoccupation in planning 
and management with this family labour and its sufficiency. 
The Farm Manager early attempted to find out what labour would be 
available by asking Farmers how many people they intended to have 
living and working on the Farm. This survey in fact had no 
practical purpose since he had no idea of how much labour would be 
required to work the Farm. It was purely the result of a 
preoccupation with this aspect5 indeed it was just as well that it 
had no practical purpose, since the ' intentions' expressed in fact 
bore no relation to the event. 

Again, one of my own initial objects in systematic interviewing 
on the Farm in the middle of the 1965/6 cotton season was to document 
a difficulty which I supposed must exist in providing sufficient 
labour. In fact I failed entirely to find any awareness of such 
a difficulty. This was partly because it was only I, but not the 
Farmers, who were under the spell of the idea that they would-be 
working the Farm with their own family labour. They knew well that 
the effective supply of labour was not limited by those on whom 
they could call personally, but, much more elasticly, by the 
resources they could devote to the hire of strangers. Thus, 
though it is tempting to suggest that the young did badly because 
their junior family status tended to mean that there were fewer 
people on whom they could call for help, this cannot at least have 
been a major factor. It nay though have contributed to the 
difficulties of the young, as for example, in the case of leaver 
No 7, for whom it wa.£5 probably accentuated by the failure to make 
much money in the previous season* 

But the lack of awareness of difficulty did not mean that, 
even by the use of hired labour, all work was getting done 
satisfactorily. It seems rather that there is an absence of any 
compulsion experienced to tend the crops just because they are there 
and need -attention if they are to do well. In general, agricultural 
work here seems not to be given a high priority in the allocation 
of time, and this is no doubt accentuated by the possibility of 
falling back on hired labour. A man feels that if he does not get 
round to weeding the cotton himself by the time it gets really bad, 
then he can always put a gang of Alur in, and they will finish it 
up in a day. 

The idea of full-time, regular committment to agriculture as 
to a job has not yet gained wide acceptance, while the idea of one 
big effort for the cotton largely hag. In the first year the cotton 
season was virtually all that the Farm was, with corresponding 
success. In the second year the Farmers were asked something much 
more difficult, in effect to commit themselves the whole year round 
to making farming the first claim on their time. This I think was 
the real difference between the seasons and the main reason for the 
troubles of the second. A few Farmers were able and y/illing to rise 
to the new demands, but more became erratic and fell be ck 
increasingly on hired labour. 

I have already contended that the possibility of hiring a big 
force occasionally is a factor opposing the development of a 
preoccupation with keeping tip w±-.n th- j oh Where, sre still other 
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factors in the way of the development of a full-time committment, 
as in employment. In the first place, as my comparison with salary 
levels showed, income obtainable on the Farm is not high in relation 
to salaries. In the last season, with the cotton price at 60 cts, 
the potential income may have been sufficient? in the current season, 
at 40 cts, it must be very doubtful whether it is. 

Secondly the Farm is unlike a job in that returns for work put 
in are both distant and uncertain. She idea very necessary to the 
commercial as opposed to the subsistence farmer that labour which 
turns out to have been unproductive^ spent on one crop will on 
average be balanced by labour on another crop which turns out to 
have been super-productivc, has not yet appeared. The troubles were 
accentuated in the season under discussion by the difficulties in 
getting payment for minor crops5 maize harvested in December 1965 
was not paid for until June 1966 for example. This means that there 
is a serious discipline problem which is not there in employment; 
where work is not a way of life, it requires considerable discipline 
to work steadily without any compulsion purely in the hope of future 
rewards. And in Bunyoro work is distinctly not a way of life. 
This I think is the big difficulty with which such an all-in scheme x 
has to contend. 
Future action 

If this is so and if it is judged that income levels in the 
future, i.e. crop prices, arc likely to be sufficiently high to 
make it worth the attempt, then the need is to educate people into 
a new attitude to farming. Nothing can be guaranteed, but at least 
it would seem more sensible to spend money on attempting to change 
the Farmers than merely to decoratc the landscape, as has recently 
been done at the Farm under discussion by the building of large 
main roads in circles around its two hills. 

I therefore suggest that consideration should be given to the 
possibility of paying members weekly a small sum for 1 subsistence1 
as an advance on the crops under production. This would be favoured 
by the Farmers and should have the effect of raising their standard 
of living and increasing their dependence on money and hence their 
interest in earning as much of it as possible. By making the Farm 
more immediately attractive it should also serve to attach members 
more firmly and more constantly to it. But the main advantage would 
be that the payments could be made conditional on whatever behaviour 
it was desired to encourage among the Farmers. Notably, residence 
could be a condition, and keeping up with work needing to be done. 
This would have the intention of establishing a preoccupation with 
keeping up and a habit of hard work, in the hope that the improved 
rewards obtained, together with the greater dependence on money, 
would ultimately make these permanent. 

I will not go into the mechanics of such payments here, and 
perhaps there are other possible solutions. Let me finally summarize: 
I have shown that the developmental idea of a Group Farm as a col-
lection of Farm families, living on it, providing the labour for it 
and getting their livelihood from it, is not here working out in 
practice. I have suggested that one of the main reasons for this 
is that the idea of full-time, all the year round committment to 
agriculture is far less natural and obvious to Banyoro than it 
perhaps is to the Scheme's devisors and managers, and that introducing 
the idea was, and remains, therefore not without difficulty. I have 
finally suggested action which could bo taken in an attempt to 
promote an attitude to Group Farming which its devisors had perhaps 
taken for granted. 
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The Strength of the Miiller-Lyer Illusion as a Function of Atten-
tions! Factors* 

Segall, Campbell, and Herskovits, in 1966, reported wide 
cross-cultural variations in susceptibility to several geometric 
;optical-illusion^9 figures. In accounting for these differences 
Segall, et.al.invoked an empiricistic orientation derived from the 
theoretical work of Brunswick (lS56). Brunswick's theory of ecolog-
ical cue validity suggests that different habits of visual inference 
are learned under differing ecological conditions and subsequently, 
when a respondent is placed in an ambiguous setting, that is, one in 
which the normal ecological cues are not valid indicators of veri-
dical perception, these learned inference habits may lead to non-
veridical perception. 

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to deal extensively 
with the Segall, research findings, for those of you who are 
not familiar with them it may prove helpful at this point to quickly 
review the major hypotheses and the subsequent findings of this 
study. Three hypotheses are relevant: carpentered-world, foreshort-
ening of receding horizontals, and symbolizing three dimensions in 
two. The carpentered- orld hypothesis states that peopls living in 
vighly carpentered, rectangulariaed environments learn ,he useful 
inference habit of interpreting acute and obtuse an^lej, an they 
appear on the retina of the eye, as actually repres 3:^ting right 
angles. The most obvious example is the top of a table. Looking 
at the top of a table it is clear that the four corners do not 
appear on the retina as right angles, when, in fact, the person 
living in the carpentered world knows that they are ri-ht angles, 
He, therefore, according to this theoretical appro'ich, develops the 
useful inference habit of interpreting these acute or obtuse angles 
as right angles. Of course not all acute or obtuse angles do repre-
sent right angles and this the person also learns so that the proba-
bility of interpreting an acute or obtuse angle as a right angle is 
not one, When the person who has, however, learned this habit is 
placed in a situation lacking in the multiple cues normally found 
in his environment? in other words a situation which isolates this 
cue of acuteness or obtuseness representing a right angle, there 
will be a tendency for him to employ this normally useful habit. 
V/hen, however, the acute or obtuse angles do not rcproo • at right 
angles and the inference habit is employed it ;ill le, d to non-
veridical or inaccurate perception. In other ./ord^ an optical-
illusion, or a discrepancy between physical r. iasurement, :,nd psycho-
logical or subjective measurement ill result. 

Now, let us carry this reasoning to tL., cross-cultural level. 



When, for two different cultures, the strength of this inference 
habit differs, or the probability of interpreting acutenass or ob-
tuseness as a right angle is less for one culture than another, and, 
when representatives of both cultures are placed in the ecologically 
unrepresentative situation, the likelihood of employing this habit 
will be greater for the representative of the culture with the 
stronger habit than for the representative of the culture with the 
relatively weaker habit. Hence, one cultural group should be more 
susceptible to the illusion than the other. 

Specifically, Segall, et.al.predicted that people living in 
highly carpentered environments e.g. "Europeans" would be more sus-
ceptible to this type of illusion than would nNon-Europeans!t living 
in a relatively uncarpentered world. They employed two figures to 
test this hypothesis; the Miiller-Lyer and the Sander-Parallelogram, 
both of which can be explained in terms of the foregoing reasoning 
with regard to interpreting as right angles, angles which are acute 
or obtuse on the retina. Their findings support their prediction. 
The three "European'1 groups in their sample, U.S. college students 
at Northwestern University?residents of Evanston, 111., and a sample 
of South African whites, were the most susceptible of the 1. groups 
tested for these figures. 

Turning to the second hypothesis; foreshortening of receding 
horizontals, the suggestion is that p -ople who live in relatively 
open environments learn the habit of interpreting what appears on 
the retina of the eye as a. daort vertical line as representing a 
horizontal extending away from them. An example would be a furrow 
of a plowed field. On the other hand, the person living in a rela-
tively compressed environment, such as a forest or an extremely 
mountainous area would interpret a vertical retinal image as repre-
senting a vertical in the environment. When representatives of 
these two cultures are placed in an ecologically unrepresentative 
situation in which it is impossible to tell whether a vertical line 
is representative of a vertical or a horizontal, the field dweller 
would be more likely to interpret the line as a horizontal than 
would the forest dweller. When, in fact, the vertical does not re-
present a horizontal extending away from the subject such a habit 
would lead to inaccurate judgment since there would be a tendency 
to over-estimate the actual length of the vertical. Segallj ot. al. 
employed two versions of the Horizontal-Vertical illusion figure 
to test this prediction and once again the results offered general 
confirmation of the theory. The Banyankole of Uganda, one of the 
groups living in the most open environment cf the sample, were most 
susceptible to these illusion figures. The Evanstonians and North-
western students, living in an environment loss open than the Ban-
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yankole, but certainly net as compressed as the tropical forest en-
vironment of the Bete" of the Ivory Coast, fall near the middle of 
the 17 samples, while the Bete fall at the bottom, or were least 
susceptible to the illusion. 

The third hypothesis, symbolizing three dimension in two, 
refers to the relatively widespread communication habit of symboli-
cally representing the three dimensional world in two dimension, by 
the use of painting or photographs for example. The suggestion is 
that in groups where this habit has been learned the strength of 
the various illusions should be enhanced, since all four of them 
are based, in part, on the employment of such a habit. 

A final word about bhe Segall, e_t. al., study, which will, I hope, 
lead me back to the subject at hand, The different ordering of the 
17 samples or the different types of illusion figures quickly rules 
out such all encoirpassin/ explanations as simpleness of mind (what-
ever that might mean), 01 educational level per se as the causal 
factors. Something mveh more complex .s goir.g on. 

Let ur return no- to the present experiment. In spite of care-
ful instructions anrl a viriety of controls employed by Segall, et. 
al.in an attempt to eliminate artifactual differences from their 
data, it was clearly impossible to rule cut all other potential 
interpretations, For example, findings employing the MUller-Lyer 
figure have been shown to be a function of attentional factors. 
Gardner and Long, 1961, for example, demonstrated that very brief 
instructions to concentrate on the horizontal portion of the 
MUller-Lyer figure led to a significant decrease in the strength of 
the illusion. Could it be that the reason the Segall, et. al. African 
samples obtained lower illusion scores than the "European" samples 
on the Mttller-Lyer illusion was due to a selective attention factor 
which led them to disregard the angled lires and isolate the hori-
zontal lines more successfully than the "Europeans"? If this were 
found to be the case, it would stil.. remain., of course, to specify 
the reasons for this difference and it might v/ell be that one would 
be led back to an ecological differences t-xp Lana tion so that such a 
finding would not necessarily be - ; contrf.di ;tion to the Segall, 
et. al. findings, yet it might help to clarify the situation. Never-
theless, it is a plausible hypothesis tha selective attention could 
have been a factor in producing 1>wer ill sion scores for the 
African samples than for the "Europeans" and is a hypothesis which 
can be directly tested. It is t<- this qu stion which the experiments 
reported belrw are cirected.. 

If the lower magnitude o^ tne Kttller-Lyer illusion for the 
African samples was produced c { Cifferenc s in attention which led 
them to ignore the angled lines at the ends of the horizontal lines, 
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then further instructions to specifically ignore those lines should 
not lead to a further decrease in the magnitude of the illusion. If, 
therefore, it could be demonstrated that specific instructions to 
ignore the angled lines does lead to a reduction in the strength of 
the illusion for the African samples, some evidence would be offered 
that the original differences found by Segall, et.al.were not an 
artifact of selective attention differences. 
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METHOD 

Data from five samples of subjects (Ss) have been collected, 
three in Uganda and two in the U.S. For ease of discussion I 
shall refer to these as five separate experiments, although e&ch 
employed the same design and only two different sets of materials 
were used. 
Experiment 1 

Subjects: 66 adult male members of the Banyankole tribe in 
Western Uganda were tested. 

Materials: The twelve Muller-Lyer test stimuli and the four 
comprehension-check stimuli from the Herskovits, Campbell, and 
Segall (1956) booklet were employed. (These are described in 
detail elsewhere, so will not be discussed here. However, for 
those not familiar with them, Figure 1 in the Results section will 
indicate their important properties.) It is important to note 
here that these figures were two-color figures, the horizontal 
lines being red and the angled lines being black. Additionally, 
the angled lines did not connect with one another or with the hor-
izontal lines. 

Procedure: The data were collected in conjunction with an 
interview which lasted approximately two hours. Near the half-way 
point of the interview the S was told he would now be presented 
with some drawings and would be asked 3ome questions concerning 
them. He was then presented with the comprehension-check stimuli 
of the booklet. If he answered these correctly (all Ss did) he 
was then given one of two sets of instructions. Instructions A 
were as follows: 

In this figure (kth of the comprehension chocks) you see, at 
the ends of each red line, black lines which are at an angle 
to the red lines in such a way that they look something like 
an arrowhead. For one red line the arrowheads point inward, 
toward the line. For the other red line, the arrowheads 
point outward, away from the line. Now I am goin^ to show 
you several more pages with figures like this. I want you to 
tell me which of the two red lines between the arrowheads is 
longer. Do you understand? 

Instructions B, as they differed from A", were: 
...to show you several more pages like this. But, I want you 
to concentrate very hard on the red lines. Try to ip.nore 
the arrowheads or angled, black lines. This is difficult to 
do, but I want you to direct your attention only to the red 
lines. Try not to see the arrowheads at all. I want you to 
tell me hich of the two red lines is longer, Do you under-
stand? Remember, try to ignore the arrowheads * (These instr-
uctions were adapted from Gardner and Long, 196}•) 

The twelve test stimuli were then administered (Trial 1). Tn ad-
dition to asking the S to respond by saying "left" or "right", he 
was also asked to use his right or left hand to indicate the side 
on which the longer line appeared. 
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Then several more items of the questionnaire were asked and 

answered. Approximately five minutes after the first administra-
tion of the test stimuli, the S was told, 

Now, I would like for you to look at these figures again. 
This time (for those who had received Instructions A first) 
I want you to concentrate very hard on the red lines..... 
And (for those who had received Instructions B first) this 
time look at the entire figure. Do not try to ignore the ar-
rowheads at the ends of the red lines. Remember, tell me 
which of the two red lines is longer. Do you understand? 

Presentation of the stimuli then began with comprehension item U 
and proceeded through the 12 test stimuli (Trial 2). 

Half of the Ss received Instructions A first, followed by 
Instructions B (Group 1), and the other half received Instructions 
B first, followed by Instructions A (Group 2). 

Subjects were allowed as much time as they desired to make 
their decision, but equal decisions were not allowed. If an S 
said "equal" he was told that in each case one of the two lines 
was really longer than the other and that he would have to make 
a chcice as to which line it was that was longer. 

The stimuli were presented at a distance of from four to 
five feet from the S and about a foot below eye level. 

Experiment 2 
Subjects: adult, male, unskilled employees at Educational 

Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, were tested. 
Materials: The materials employed were the Herskovits, eĵ . 

al. stimuli of Exp. 1. 
Procedure: The relevant procedure was identieal to that of 

Exp. 1. The task did not, however, come in the middle of a two 
hour interview, nor were the questions between the first and sec-
ond presentation of stimuli, (Trial 1 and Trial 2), the same as 
those of Erp. 1. 

Experiment 3 
Subjects: 76 male African students enrolled in the first 

year sociology course at Makerere University College were tested. 
Materials: A set of 2k test stimuli and four comprehension-

check stimuli were employed. Hereafter referred to as the Davis 
stimuli, complete specification of the dimensions of these stimuli 
is given in Table 1. Table 1 indicates the length of the hori-
zontal line for each of the Zk ) segments and the percentage dis-
crepancy between the length of that line and the length of the 
horizontal in the typically over-estimated segment (> (). Percen-
tage discrepancy is determined by subtracting the length of the 
> horizontal from the of the ^ horizontal, dividing 
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that figure by the length of the ) ( horizontal and then trans-
lating to a percentage figure by multiplying by 100. Taking stim-
ulus number 10 as an illustration, the percentage discrepancy 
figure of 08 indicates that the length of the horizontal in the 
f—) segment was 8% longer than the length of the horizontal in 
the y ( segment of the illusion figure. The anc;le of diver-
gence for the angled lines^nori°zohtal was 45° and 135^ for the 

and ( segments respectively. The angled lines were all 
20 mm. in length. 

TAELE 1 n 
Dimensions of the Davis Muller-Lyer Stimulus Set 

Stimulus No. Length of the horizontal Percentage 
of the (—7 segment in Discrepancy 
millimeters 

1 57 -07 
2 59 -03 
3 60 -02 
4 61 00 
5 62 02 
6 63 03 
7 64 05 
8 64 05 
9 65 07 

10 66 08 

11 67 10 
12 68 12 

13 69 13 
14 70 15 
15 71 16 
16 72 13 

17 74 21 
18 75 23 
19 77 26 

20 77.5 27 
21 81 33 
22 84 38 

23 87 41 

24 90 46 

The length of the horizontal of the ) ( segment was, for each 
stimulus, 6l mm. 

The four comprehension-check stimuli were similar to the 
Herskovits, et.al_. comprehension-check stimuli in size with the 
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exception of figure 3? in which the angled line on the side oppo-
site of the longer horizontal line was extended to be longer than 
either of the horizontal lines. This was done in order that one 
could determine whether or not the person was responding to the 
longest line in the figure or to the longest horizontal line in 
the figure. 

Other differences between the Eerskovits, et.al. and the Davis 
figures that are important are that the Davis figures contained 
all black lines, the angled lines converged with each other and 
with the end of the horizontal lines, and the figures were pre-
sented on 8}£ by IO/2 in. pages. The Herskovits figures were red 
and black, the lines did not converge and they were presented on 
5x7 in. pages. 

Procedure: The instructions ana procedure were essentially 
the same as for Exp. 1. One difference was that in the instruc-
tions of Exp. 1, wherever the words "red line" appeared, the words 
"horizontal line" were inserted. Also, the task between trials, 
the completion of a questionnaire on test-anxiety occupied a min-
imum of five minutes and an average of approximately eight min-
utes. Further, each S sat four feet from the stimuli. The stim-
uli were presented at eye level and were constantly illuminated 
by a 60 watt light three and one-half feet from the stimuli and 
slightly to the right of the S. 

Actually, two sets of identical stimuli were employed rather 
than only one set used twice, as in Exp. 1. The difference be-
tween the two sets was only in the ordering of the stimuli and 
the relative position of the two segments of a particular figure. 
In determining the order of presentation of the 2k stimuli 7 two 
sets of numbers from 1 to 24, Set 1 and Set 2, were drawn at ran-
dom, employing a random numbers table. Subsequently, for each 
figure, the relative position of the two segments was chosen at 
random with the restriction that for no more than three stimuli in 
a row could the two segments be in the same relative positions 
and that for the 2k figures, 12 would have the ) ^ segment or 
the right side and 12 would have that segment on the left side. 
Set 2, with the stimuli ordered according to the second set of 
randomly drawn numbers, reversed the position of the two segments 
for any given stimulus from that used in Set 1. 

Half of the Ss received Set 1 first, and half received Set 
2 first, independent of instructions. 

In this and subsequent experiments employing these figures, 
response to the second comprehension-check stimulus was occasion-
ally incorrect. When this occurred, the S was first asked to indi-
cate the side he meant by pointing with his right or lift hand. 
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Frequently (no record was kept of the Ss for which this was true) 
the problem turned out to be one of saying, for example, "right" 
but actually pointing to the left. If this was the case the S 
was reminded that we wanted him to use his right and left as the 
reference point, rather than the right and left of the assistant 
who v/as holding the figures and facing him. Additionally, he was 
asked to use his right and left hand to indicate the side on which 
the longer line was located. 

For other Ss, the concept "horizontal" was not at first clear. 
These Ss were then told that they were only to consider the straight 
lines which went parallel to the edge of the page, not the lines 
which went at angles-. They were then asked again which horizontal 
line in figure 2 was longer and all Ss were able to choose cor-
rectly. However, a few Ss then went on to choose the wrong line 
in figure 3* They were reminded that we were only interested in 
the two horizontal lines and asked again. If they were still in-
correct a presentation of at least the first set of stimuli was 
carried through as a matter of courtesy, but the data of such an 
S v/as not included ii the sample. Elimination of this type was 
necessary only in three or four instances in Exp. k. 

Experiment 
Subjects: 130 adult, male members of the Eanyankole tribe 

were tested. 
Materials: The Davis stimuli were employed. 
Procedure: The procedure was like that of Exp. 3 except for 

the task between trials, whish took only an average of four minutes, 
the amount of control over the exact distance of the stimuli, the 
height of the stimuli relative to eye level, and the illumina-
tion of the stimuli. The distance varied from four to six feet, 
averaging about five. The stimuli were almost always from one to 
two feet below eye level and illumination varied with the setting 
and the day, but the stimuli were always well lighted. 

Immediately following the presentation of the seoond set of 
Davis stimuli, the Herskovits, et.al. stimuli were presented to 
each S. The only further instruction was to indicate for these 
figures which red line was longer. 

Experiment 3 
Subjects: 26 male students at Princeton University were 

tested. 
Materials: The Davis stimuli were employed. 
Procedure: The procedure was similar to that of J?xp. 3-

(precise details of the between trial task and illumination are not 
yet available to me.) 
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RESULTS 

Experiments 1 and 2 
Of the 66 Ss in Exp. 1 to whom the stimuli were presented, Ik 

of these were elimirated from the analysis. Twelve were elimin-
ated for having two or more Guttman errors in their protocols 
(Guttman, 19^7) for either Trial 1 or Trial 2. (See Segall, et.al. 
for a discussion of this procedure and the rationale behind it. 
Suffice it to say here that this procedure serves to eliminate most 
Ss who, for one reason or ancther, misin erpreted the task or 
responded with a detectable bias not rel. ted to perceptual dif-
ferences.) One S was eliminated due to an error in the admini-
stration of the stimuli whereby he did not receive every stimulus 
figure. The final S eliminated was a "good" S selected at random 
from Group 2 in order to produce equal N.s pec group, a condition 
necessary Tor the type of analysis employed. 

The data were analyzed by means of a Lindquist Type II Anal-
ysis of Variance (ANOVA). (Lindquist, L9_L;3). The means on which 
this analysis was based are contained in Table 2. The non-signi-
ficant F of cOOk for the interaction betrsen Instructions and 
Trials (in other words, the difference between Groups) allowed 
comparison of the main effects for Instructions and Trials* The 
F of 2.4l for Instructions indicated the X of 3*77 for Instruc-
tions A was not significantly higher than the X of 3*56 for In-
structions E („Fn = k.Ok). Nor was the F of for ^rials 

Op 1,50 
significant. 

Table 2 
Mean Number of Illusion Responses for Experiment 1 and 
Experiment 2. Presented separately for Instructions and 
Trials 

X 
Trial 1 + TriaI 2 1 over Trials 

Inst. A 

Exp. 1 
(Bany. ) 

Exp. 2 
(U.S.) 

3.85 ] 
5 ^ 7 

3.73 

f.40 

3.77 

Inst. B 

Exp. 1 
(Bany) 

Exp. 2 
(U.S.) 

3.62 

^.93 

3.50 

87 

3.56 

4.90 

X 
over 
Inst. 

Exp. 1 
(Bany) 

Exp. 2 
(U.S.) 

I 

3.73 

5.20 

3.62 

k.6k 

3.66 

k. 92 



For analysis, 10 Ss were eliminated from Exp. 2; seven due to 
two or more Guttman errors and three "*rood" Ss, randomly selected 
from Group 2, to produce equal Ns per group. The means on which 
the ANOVA was based are also included in Table 2. 

The F of 1.39 for the interaction term, Instruction by Trials, 
was not significant pg= 4.20). The F of ,017 for the main 
effect of Instructions was also non-significant. The F of 5*06 for 
Trials, however, was significant at the .05 level, indicating a de-
crease in the strength of the illusion from Trial 1 to Trial 2. 

These results, therefore, for both Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, fail to 
c< nfirm the prediction of a weaker illusion being produced by 
specific instructions to ignore the "arrowheads" or angled lines. 

Additionally, a comparison between the two experiments was 
mad , by means of a Lindquist Type IV ANOVA. There were no signi-
ficant interaction effects, justifying comparison of the main effect 
differences between the U.S. and Banyankole samoles. The F of 
23»87 was significant r;* = 4.00) indicating that the U.S. 
group with an X of 4.92 was more susceptible to the- illusion than 
the Banyankole group, whose X = 3*66. The main effect for Trials 
also produced a significant F of 5*73* indicating a decrease in 
illusion strength over trials. 

As a further aid in interpreting the data from these experi-
ments the proportions of illusion responses to each item for In-
structions A and Instructions B and for Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 were com-
puted. Illustrated graphically in Figure 1, this analysis support® 
the finding of the Type IV ANOVA that the U.S. sample was more sus-
ceptible to the illusion than the Banyankole sample. The point of 
subjective equality (PSE) for the U.S. sample, averaging over In-
structions, is 16.0, while that of the Banyankola is 9-1 • The PSE, 
of the percentage discrepancy point at which 50% of a given sample 
would have perceived the comparison stimuli to be equal, is deter-
mined by dropping a perpendicular from the 5 0 l e v e l of each curve 
to the abscissa. Within both the U.S. and Banyankole samples there 
is also evident a definite trend for Instructions A to produce a 
greater proportion of illusion responses than Instructions B, a 
finding in line with the prediction. It is not possible to teat 
the significance of the difference between PSEs, howevo-r, and it 
must be recalled that the difference between the moan number of 
illusion response for Instructions, for both experiments, was not 
significant. 

(Insert Figure 1 about here) 





Finally, G-uttman reproducibility coefficients (Reps) were 
computed. This is an index of the exxent to which the actual 
response patterns of a sample of _Ss can be reproduced,, given 
only the total score for each individual in the sample, or, in 
other words, a measure of response consistency. For the 65 Ss 
of Exp . 1 to whom all stimuli were presented the Rep was 
.975. For the 40 £s of Exp. 2, the Rep was .977. Perfect 
reproducibility is 1.00, 
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Experiments 3,4 & 5> 
Of the 76 S_s tested in Exp. 3, two were eliminated for 

having highly inconsistent response patterns containing seven 
or more G-uttman errors, The more stringent Segall, et.al. cri-
terion for elimination was not employed. The basic reason for 
this was the _3s were being asked to compare as many as five 
figures within a range of 10% discrepancy as compared to two 
figures in the Hershovits, et.al.stimuli , and it seemed much 
more likely that two or more errors could be the result of the 
difficulty of the task, not just artifactual oiases. Addition-
ally, if the Segall, et.al. criterion had been applied more than 
5O/o of the j3s would have been eliminated. Since setting an 
acceptable limit is largely arbitrary, the major analysis of 
this experiment was performed on the sample size of 74. How-
ever, an additional analysis was done, in which the 11 _Ss in 
the sample who had four or more Guttman errors on any single 
trial or a total of 5 or more errors on the two trials were 
eliminated. This analysis is briefly discussed below. 

As in 5xp. 1 Sr. 2, the initial analysis consisted of a 
Lindquist Type II ANOVA. The means arc summarized in Table 3. 
The F of .46 for the interaction between Trials and Instruct-
ions was not significant Comparing Ir. structions A with 
Instructions B, the F of 6.30 was significant beyond the .05 
level ( 0 5 F 1 ^^ = 4o00) indicating that Instructions B, to ig-
nore the angled lines, led to a decrease in the strength of 
the illusion for the figures employed in this experiment and 
confirming the initial prediction. The F of 2.93 for Trials was 
not significant at the .05 level. 

Table 3 
Mean Number of Illusion Responses for Experiments 3*4 & 
5, Presented Separately for Instructions and Trials. 

X 
Trial 1 Trial 2 over Trials 

Exp. 3 
(Mako) 17. 3 16 „ 7 17.0 

Inst. A Exp. 4 18.8 17. 9 18. 4 
(Bany.) 
Exp. 5 18.7 18. 2 18.4 
(U.S. ) 

Exp. 3 16, 4 15.9 16. 2 
(Mak.) 

Inst. B Exp. 4 18, 5 17.0 17.8 
(Bany.) 
Exid . 5 17 o 5 15.7 16.6 
(U.S.) 

Exp. 3 16.8 16,3 16.6 
X (Mak. 

over Exp. 4 18.7 17.5 18. 2 
Ins t. (Bany.) 

Exp. 5 18 <. 1 17.5 17.5 
(U.S.) 



The second M O V A for this set of data was based on 6 2 Ss, 
eliminating the 11 discussed above on the basis of Guttman 
errors and one ,?goodn J> selected at random. The only differ-
ence between this analysis and the foregoing was that the 
Trials effect was also significut, This elimination proce-
dure did have the additional effect of raising the X for 
Instructions A to 17.5 ^d for Instructions B to 16.8. 

Thirty-two of the 130 S>s tested in Exp. 4 were eliminated 
from the analysis. These included seven Ss in the sample who 
had five or more Guttman errors, 13 Ss who responded by choos-
ing either the > < segment or the <- -> segment on every stimu-
lus of a set j, suggesting they had not understood the task, and 
iwo J3s eliminated at random to produce equal Ns. 

The initial Type II AIT OVA resulted in a non-significant 
in 'eraction F of .33. The F-for Instructions was 3 • 7 5 9 -.:igni-=. 
ficant at the .06 level J . 3.69), again supports the U D -L , JL U b 
prediction that instructions to ignore the angled linej loads 
to . decrement in the illusion. The P of 18.73 for Trials, 
significant beyond the .05 level also repeats the previous 
significant decrease in illusion strength from the first to 
the second trial. The mean values of these data are in Table 
3 also. 

For the 130 j3s of Exp., 4? the Herskovits, et. al. figures 
were also presented, following the presentation of the two 
sets of Davis stimuli. For all 130 the X was 2.71 and the 
PSE was 8.5. 

At present data has been collected and amlyzed for 26 S_s 
in Exp. 5» (it is anticipated that the total IT v/ill o. ...bout 
50)o The F for interaction between Instructions and Trials 
was .56, not significant. The F for Instructions ;au 5.68, 
significant beyond the .05 level ( n c P 1 = 4.26). The F of U J 1 , f- 4 
2.77 for Trials did not reach the ,05 significance level. The 
means for these data are also contained in T Yolo 

When the collection of data for Exp. 5 is complete 
Typf IV M O V A similar to that for Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 will be 
car- led out. At this point, if the U.S. sample continuc3 in 
its present trend, it appearls likely that there ill be an 
over-all significant difference between the three triples. 
Since it also appears likely that there ./ill be n inter-
action between Trials and the three samples of jjS > to at 
this difference between the samples it is more appropriate to 
compare the Trial 1 dat: for the three groups. Looking at 
these means in Table 3? the highest mean is that of the Ban-
yankole sample at 18.7 v/hile the lowest mean comc3 fron the 
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Makerere sample at 16.8 and the U.S. sample falls nearly between the 
two, at 18.1. The significance of these differences will be tested 
when data collection has been completed. 

As in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, the proportion of illusion responses 
to each stimulus v/as computed. These are summarized in Table It 
should be noted that the PSE differences are small, but for both the 
Banyafckoke and U.S. samples, they are in the predicted direction. 
For the Makerere sample the differerce is slightly in the opposite 
direction. Both the U.^. ard Banyankole samples have PSEs higher 
than the Makerere sample, a difference which is also reflected by 
the means. 

See Table k 
Finally Reps were computed for each sarr.ole. For the Makerere 

sample of 76 Ss, the Pep was .951* F0r the Banyankole sample of 
1^0 Ss the Rep was also .951 and for the U.S. sample of 26 Ss it 
w\„ .9^5-
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DISCUSSION 
In gen;ra_., the res/lvs confirm the i redicticn that specific 

instruction> to igncra t e arjleC lines ir the Kiiller-Lyer figure 
would lead ,o a decrement m the strength of the illusion. Support 
is offered therefore, for the conclusion that the original Segall, 
£t.al.findings with regard to the Mitller-Lyer illusion were not arti-
factually produced by selective attention differences between the 
"European'! end "non- uropec-nn samples. 

The results of the two experiments employing the Herskovits, et* 
al^figures failed to :onfirm the predicted instructions difference, 
although the findings were in jhe predicte 1 direction. However, the 
failure to find a si \nificant difference f >r these figures was not 
unexpected and can n>t be interpreted as negative evidence. The 
major reason that this failure to find a d-fference v/as not unexpect-
ed was that th? predicted difference wan a .ticipated to be relatively 
small, but the Herskovits, t̂. al figure? a e not particularly sensi-
tive to small changes. This is because th stimuli are separated, 
one from ano:her, ale ng the percentage discrepancy dimension by a 
discrepancy of seven per ^eit at the point where the Banyankole PSE 
falls, and s x per ctnt at ;he ooint where the U.S. sample falls. 
Because of this it was cecided that to pro-ide an adequate test of 
the hypothesis a new set of figures, which covered the range of per 
•cent discrepancies more completely, would '>e necessary. 

An additional concern about the appropriateness of employing 
•the Herskovits, £t.al.figures to test this hypothesis was the fact 
•that they employed Separate colors for the horizontal lines and the 
angled lines, and -chat the angled lines did not'converge with one 
•another or with the horizontal, Both of these factors should make 
it easier to isolate the horizontal lir.e, or selectively attend to 
the horizontal, and minimize any effect that further instructions 
to ignore the angled lines might have. It vas because of these 
factors that the Davis figures employed only black lines and did 
connect the angled lines with each other an 1 the horizontal. 

In interpreting the findings of these DWO experiments it is 
important to note thac for neither the U.S. sample nor the Banyan-
kole sample was the difference between instructions significant. 
Had it been found tha" the U.S. sample did ave a significantly 
lower illusion susceptibility inder "nstruc ions B, bu; that the 
Banyankole sample d-d not, support for the ypothesis that selective 
attention differences could have produced t" e Segall, et.al. results 
would have been offeree. The fact .hat both groups performed simi-
larly, even though the prediction b^ing tested v/as not confirmed, 
supports the validity of the Segall, et. al. : nterpretation. 

Comparison between the data of the present experiments and the 
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original Segall, et.al.data for the U.S. and Banyankole samples also 
provides some evidence of the reliability of the measuring instru-
ment, particularly since more than six years has intervened since 
the Segall, et.al. data were collected. From the present experiments, 
the Instructions A-Trial 1 data provide comnarable information to 
the Segall, et.al.data. For the Segall, et. al. data for the U.S. 
sample (Evanston) the X = 5-36 and the PSE = 20.3- For th/> data of 
Exp. 2 the X = 5.4-7 and the PSE = lo.5, the mean being slightly 
higher and the PSE slightly lower. For the Banyankole data the 
Segall, et.al.X = 3-^5 and PSE = For the Exp. i data the X = 
3 85 and the PSE = 10, both slightly higher than the original. Al-
though these differences have not been analysed statistically, the 
general indication is that the two sets of data are reasonably 
comparable. 

Turning now to the experiments which employed the Davis stimu-
li designed to provide a more precise test of the predicted differ-
ei between instructions, the results of all three experiments 
confirmed the prediction. This aspect of these data, therefore 
offers clear positive support of the Segall, et.al. interpretation 
of cross-cultural differences and negative support for the hypothe-
sis that the differences could have been produced by attentional 
differences leading to an isolation of the borizongal by the "non-
European" samples. 

While answering the question this experimentation set out to 
investigate, several other questions were raised. First, and easiest 
to cope with, is the question of why there was an increase in sus-
ceptibility to the Davis figures, as compared to the Herskovits, et* 
al.figures. For example, the PSE of the U.S. sample on the Davis 
figures, Instructions A - Trial 1 was 26.5, as compared to the U.S. 
sample (Northwestern) PSE of 16.2 on the Herskovits, et.al. figures. 
It should be recalled that the empiricistic type of the theoretical 
orientation would explain the occurence of the Kitller-Lyer illusion 
in terms of a learned visual inference habit which leads a person 
to interpret the figure as representing a three dimensional figure 
in which the angled lines represent, not acute or obtuse angles, 
but light angles. On this basis, any cues which would enhance the 
possibility of making this type of inference should increase the 
strength of the illusion. Er^ployin/r linos of a constant color and 
actually connecting the angled lines ' ith the horizontal arJ both 
such factors. An additional difference between the Herskovits, ejt. 
al.figures and the Davis figures which also should cnhance the 
illusion effect for the Davis figures .vas the size of the page on 
which the stimuli were presented. The in, pages for the 
Herskovits, et.al. figures brought the figures much closer to the 
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edge of the page than did the 8)4 x 10)4 in- pages of the Davis figures, 
a factor which could have provided an S with additional cues by 
which to judge the actual length of the horizontals and thereby 
increase his accuracy. 

The second and more complex question raised by these data is 
the failure to replicate the cross-cultural differences between 
the U.S. and Eanyankole samples found by Segrall, et.al. "Referring 
back to the Instructions A-Trial 1 cell in Table 3, the condition 
which provides data comparable to the Segall, et.al. data, it will 
be noted that there is virtually no difference between the mean 
value for the Banyankole sample, 18.8, and the U.S. sample, l8.7f 
One would have predicted, however, both on the basis of the theory 
and the previous results, that the U.S. sample would have been 
significantly more susceptible to the illusion than the Banyankole 
sar/ole. With regard to the Makerere sample (X = 17»3) it would 
ha been predicted that it would be less susceptible than the U.S. 
sample but more susceptible than the Banyankole sample. This is 
because they live in an environment, and were most likely raised 
in an environment, relatively more carpentered than the "typical" 
Munyankole, yet relatively less carpentered than the "typical" 
American university student. The relative ordering of the U.S. 
and Makerere samples is in line with this expectation, but the 
Banyankole sample is out of line with both of the others. 

Are there any grounds for interpreting this apparantly con-
flicitng finding? At this point, I know of none. One is, of 
course, immediately led to consider methodological differences and 
differences between the materials and while, in the present case, 
it is possible to speculate at some length about the effects these 
might have had, none of this speculation has any direct bearing on 
I hig issue, as I see it. The most obvious "out" would be to sug-
gest that somehow the task was not communicated adequately to the 
Banyankole Ss. The. data, however, do not bear this out. These Ss 
appealed •o"understand what to do and, in fact, did produce con-
sistent and statistically significant differences between the two 
types of instructions, a difference which would have been highly 
unlikely if they had not understood the task in the first place. 

Without laboring the point further, probably the most fruitful 
way of beginning to get at this issue, will be to test other samp-
les, who would be predicted to be minimally susceptible to the It 
Muller-Lyer illusion, employing the Davis figures. This would pro-
vide some information as to the reliability of the findings of the 
experiments reported here and oerhaps provide further clues as to ^he 
nature of the problem. 
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SH ART 

In an effort to investigate the possibility that the cross-cul-
tural 'differences in susceptibility to the -Milller-Lyer illusion re-
ported by Segall, ejb, al. (1?66) were produced by selective atten-
tion differences leading the "non-European" samples to more effective-
ly ignore the angled lines in the figure, or isolate the horizontal 
lines; and, hence, display less susceptibility to the illusion than 
the "European" samples, two .sets of experiments were conducted. The 
specific prediction tested was that instructions which specifically 
called for ignoring the angled lines would produce a weake-r illusion 
than instructions which .did no-t call for ignoring the angled lines, 
independent of the -cultural group being tested. 

Employing the stimulus figures used by Segall* £t. al. , the 
first set of experiments corr-pared the performance of a U.S. sample 
of Ss with a sample of Baryankole tribesmen in Western Uganda for 
both types of instructions. For neither sample of Ss did the in-
structions to ignore the angled lines lead to a significant decre-
ment in the strength of the illusion. This was interpreted as 
supporting neither the specific prediction being tested nor the 
hypothesis that selective attention differ ̂ ntially influenced the 
samples of the Segall, ejt. al_. study. 

The second set of experiments employed a set of MUller-Lyer 
stimulus figures specifically designed to test the prediction. Three 
samples of Ss, African students at Makerere University College, Ban-
yankole tribesmen, and American students at Princeton University, 
were tested. For all three samples instructions to ignore the angled 
lines led to a significant decrement in the strength of the illusion. 
These data were interpreted as supporting the specific prediction 
and failing to support the selective attention hypothesis. Both sets 
of experiments, therefore, offer evidence that the Segall, et.al. 
findings were not artifacts of selective attention differences which 
led to the ignoring of the angled lines by one type of culture, but 
not by the other. 

The second set of experiments did not, however, replicate the 
previous findings of significant cross-cultural differences in sus-
ceptibility to the Ftfller-Lyer illusion. 
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Ĵ jgd Resettlement and Development Strategy 

in Kenya 

John U. Harbeson 

The transfer of land in the former "White Highlands11 from European 

to African occupation has been fundamental to the transfer of political 

power in Kenya. The political importance of this resettlement did not derive 

solely from the desire of African nationalist leaders to remove European 

Settlers from land allegedly stolen by them* or from the need to mitigate the 

threat to political stability posec by growing numbers of landless, unemployed 

Africans . Of equal or greater political importance has been the opportunity 

the resettlement program afforded European settlers to escape the feared 

consequences of African rule. 

The political and social significance of land resettlement does not 

end with the transfer of political power but extends to the post independence 

drive for development. Since independence the emphasis on settlement schemes 

has been on equalling or surpassing the production and employment levels set 

by the previous European farmers9 thus- to confound widespread pessimism about 

the economic prospects of the schemes . In this paper I shall argue that 

political and social considerations are as important to the post independence 

economic success of settlement schemes as they were in the initiation of this 

land transfer before independence. In the first section I shall try to show 

the role of land resettlement in the de-emphasis of these social and political 

considerations; in the second, to show the consequences for settlement of 

this de-emphasis. 

Resettlement and the Transfer of Power 
i 

The three phases in the evolution of the settlement program have 

been directly related to the important changes of political mood that have 

marked Kenya's transition to independence. The first phase was the "low 

density" program agreed upon in principle at the 1360 Lancaster House 
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Conference and imp 2mer.tcd in 19oi These schemes T.:ere scattered throughout 

the highlands on high potential, underdeveloped land. Settlers ware required 

to possess fanning experience and some working capital to qualify for plots 

from which they could expect to derive £1C0 of income after subsistence and 

loan repayments. Thes^ schemes r^flected loth the policies and the problems 

of European inspired multi-racialism in Kenya. By scattering schemes through-

out the highlands and raking use of high potential-underdrveloped land* ulow 

density11 settlement contributed simultaneously to racial integration in 

agricultural areas and agricultural development But the urogram accomodated 

only a limited umber of compar atively pro. perous African iarmers9 very little 

relief of rural uneir lov- undertake ~d it strongly reflected the O 
European objent^ves of diminishing the force of African nationalism and making 

possible substantial contLed Europecn faming in the Highlands. 

The "low censit program became inadequate almost as soon as it was 

initiated because the dimensions of African 1.endlessness and unemployment 

increased, exacerbated by increasing Eurooean uncertainty leading to near 

cessation of development - d decreased employment on European farms. 

Independence was to come sooner uhan expected, and the lcng range objectives 

of multi-racialism were displaced by increasing European ,?ight wing demands 

for U.K. funds to assist both European farmers wishing to sell and emigrate 

and the e seeking insurance against post independence expr opriation. Great 

Britain responded in July 1962 with the million acre" prr^ram of nhigh density" 
A 

settlement for an additional 30,000 Africans, required tc be landless and 

unemployed3 on plots capable of producing £25 to £70 net income. The third 

phase5 begun concurrently was inii.iali undertake ; for hur unitarian and security 

reasons to enable elderly, incapacitated, and isc^ated farmers to sell their 

farms. Many have been sold to indivi iual famers rather :han subdivided for 

settlement schemes in c°der to maintain economies of scale. Since independence 

such transfers have continued either :;o individual farmers or to groups 

settlers farming as cooperative societies. 

Together3 the three phases \ave accomodated 35,000 African ners 

and about one-third of the European settlers. The sche~^s have extended the 

"spheres of \nf3uencet? of all maicr ribal groupc, although the Kikuyu have 
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benefitted most. 40% of the total cost of £22,000,000 has been met by 

British government grants; the remainder by loans from the World Bank, the 

Commonwealth Development Corporation, the West German Government and the 

British Government. 

Land resettlement contributed to important strategy changes by 

African leaders during the transfer of power partly because of the awkward 

position in which the settlement program placed them. Initially, the African 

leaders said that resettlement was acceptable but not as a final realization 

of nationalist goals regarding land, that settlement could not preclude 

"further changes" after Uhuru. Thus they tried to steer between accepting a 

program inspired by officials and European leaders whose motives they distrusted 

and maintaining the support of lower echelon politicians whose free land 

demands most of them knew were excessive. They did not discourage settling 
schemes 

Africans in the Highlands but observed the "low density"/aided landed, not 

landless, Africans. African leaders approved the removal of established racial 

land barriers but were wary of attempts to demobilize African nationalism 

before its principle objective, political independence, had been achieved. Most 

leaders saw the inadvisability of expropriating European farms but many found 

it politically difficult initially to present this view to their followers. 

This ambiguity in the African position heightened the fears of right-wing 

Europeans, and strengthened their hand in London and within the European 

community at the expense of the multi-racialism advocates. This influence led 

to the second phase or trhigh density" settlement. 

This new and much larger phase of resettlement helped draw African 

leaders away from maintenance of nationalist policies and toward reconciliation 

with European adversaries of African nationalism, toward a new spirit of non-

racialism. As independence approached, African leaders increasingly realized 

their own interests lay in de-emphasizing further resettlement. nationalist 

pressures had enabled right-wing Europeans to secure a program substantially 

increasing the financial burden on the future African government and diverting 

development funds away from African areas to the European Highlands. If the 

political necessity of a second million acre scheme were proved to the U.K. 

Government by Europeans, the resulting financial obligations to the U.K. 
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Government and the priority which European interests would gain over those of 

farmers in the African areas could only weaken the independent African govern-

ment and the prospects of post independence political stability. 

Gradually, therefore, African leaders decided that political stability 

would result from territorial stability rather than territorial expansion of 

African areas, from economic development of existing rather than new African 

areas. Territorial expansion had both political and economic costs. Politic-

ally, the departure of European farmers removed the buffer between the large 

and small tribes, expanded principally the land of larger, densely populated 

and therefore land hungry tribes, and recognized nationalist land claims — 

but at the cost of heightening fears of smaller tribes whose lands had been 

protected by the European buffer. Economically, redevelopment of European 

areas by Africans was thought to be less promising than further development 

of existing African areas because most of the best land was in the latter 

and because the prospects of settlement schemes were viewed with pessimism. 

Conversely, territorial stability had both political and economic benefits. 

With delay of independence no longer feared„ settlement no longer threatened 

African nationalism but rather post independence political stability. Emphasis 

on territorial stability rather than territorial expansion implied the security 

of existing tribal lands and the assuaging of fear based on tribal expansion. 

Larger tribes would accept territorial stability because they had gained 

through resettlement and all tribes gained the promise of assistance to their 

economic development. Economically, territorial stability and development 

of existing areas implied that competent remaining European farmers could 

continue their contribution to the countryTs development, a contribution 

particularly valuable in offsetting the initial economic problems of settle-

ment schemes. Furthermore, development of existing African areas meant that 

funds could be channelled to the Africans where the economic potential was 

greater. 

Thus, even before independence African leaders de-emphasized 

settlement as part of an evolving policy designed to achieve post-independence 

political stability through economic development of existing African areas 



and territorial stability rather than further expansion. Implicit in this 

policy were a new spirit of non-racialism under which contributions to economic 

development by all races have been welcomed and a policy of reconciling 

political differences in the nationalist movement to facilitate contributions 

by all ethnic groups to development. 

POST INDEPENDENCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

Post independence policy continues the emphasis on economic develop-

ment of former African areas in preference to the resettled areas and expand-

ing African areas by further resettlement. Economic development is also 

emphasized by comparison to social change and political development. In the 

Development Plan 1966-70, the emphasis on former rather than new African areas 

is justified by the greater agricultural potential of the former African areas. 

Economic development is given greater emphasis than social change because the 

creation of greater economic opportunities is thought to be the sjlne qua non 

for social change. "If projects do not offer benefits in excess of their 

costs, they cannot contribute to economic development and it is unlikely that 
1 

they would make a substantial contribution to social change and improvement." 

Four implications follow from this strategy. First, social change 

is defined in economic terms. The "social approach" to economic development 

in the plan means "to involve the people of Kenya at every step and to an 

increasing extent in the economic development of the nation/1'Seconds social 

change is assumed to follow naturally from opportunities for economic develop-

ment. The plan does recognise the importance of changing traditional 

behavior patterns. But it argues that economic opportunities are sufficient 

in themselves to bring about these changes: "Development of the monetary 

economy will in itself generate opportunities that were not a v a i l a b l e in the 

traditional subsistence economy. These opportunities will in turn induce 

changes in behaviour patterns and incentives by making available to people 

a range of consumer goods that were not available to then; before and oy 

I _ 

Kenya Development Plan 1366-70, p. 57. 
ft 

I b i d . p . 56 . 



2 opening markets in which they can sell their increased production.r Third, 

social change is to take place primarily thorugh institutions î sij,-̂  — 

economic purposes. These institutions include schools, credit organizations, 

self-help schemes and cooperatives, and are justified in each cas~ only by 

their place in the economic structure of the country- Fourth3since there is 

no discussion of political organizations, it is inferred that political 

organizations and processes have no role in the development process. 

The success of this development strate;^ depends on its ability to 

elicit the popular participation necessary to achieve the desired levels of 

economic development. If participation is to be achieved, the institutions 

through which economic development is to be achieved must satisfy two basic 

requirements . They must translate economic opportunities into reality for 

the individual participants, and they must be channels suitably designed to 

permit and eccourape participation by individuals in the development process. 

Participation., however, can be achieved in at lea^t two ways: (1.) 

development of existing economic assets by the present owners, or (2) transfer 

of assets to new owners. The former approach implies assisting greater 

economic participation by those persons already in possession of economic 

assets who may not be fully involved in the modern economic scctor the 

latter, assisting persons without significant economic assets to acquire t'lon 

as a prerequisite for participation in the modern economy. The present 

emphasis of rural economic development on former African areas means employing 

largely the former approach. The settlement schemes are the rrincipo1. example 

of the latter approach. 

The settlement schemes test the relevance of the development strategy 

to the task of achieving participation in the modern economy by *.rancferring 

economic assets to new participants. The conversion of the highlands from 

European mixed farms to African small holdings raises a question as to whether 

the economic institutions employed by relatriv-ly lar %; scalo farmerri hav 

been converted to the peculiar requirements of t .o n^w 3:1 all farmers. 

2 Ibid. p. 60. 
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Furthermore, most settlers are either newcomers to the modern economy or 

have experienced it only indirectly as employees of former European farmers. 

This prompts a question whether or not the institutionss particularly cooper-

ative societies, designed to channel rural participation in the modern economy 

are effective with new participants. 

Settlement Schemes. The Incomplete Transformation 

A preliminary appraisal of economic development on the settlement schemes 

suggests that economic institutions have not fully succeeded in translating 

economic opportunities into reality for the settlers nor have they induced 

full participation by them. This has happened partly because opportunities for 

economic development have in practice been limited and partly because the 

assumptions of the development strategy regarding social change appear somewhat 

unrealistic. 

A. Problems in the Economic Structure 

When the high density schemes were established, it was widely held 

that they would not be economically viable. Especially within the last year, 

however, some high density schemes, particularly on the Kinangop, have produced 

crops in excess even of their quotas. Pyrethrum quotas, unfilled a year ago, 

have in some cases been doubled and trebled. Milk production substantially 

exceeds contract requirements on most Kinangop schemes. 

Where such economic performance occurs, attention is called to the 

schemes1 limited opportunites for further economic development. Overproduction 

in relation to quotas and contracts prevents the settlers from participating 

fully in the cash economy and is a depressant to development. Output also 

exceeds drying facilities for pyrethrum and canning facilities for milk with 

a similar effect. The deficiencies may well be remedied in time and merely 

reflect underestimation of production prospects. For pyrethrum, however, the 

value to the settlers of their increasing responsibility for production of 

this crop is qualified by the prospect of a diminished market resulting from 

the imminent competition of a Japanese synthetic. Forward planning may be 

necessary to adjust these scheme budgets for possible diminution of the market 
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for their principle crop. Milk production is adversely affected by the 

complexity of the marketing system. Prices have varied considerably depend-

ing on whether output was intended for sale as fresh milk, as manufactured 

milk, or for conversion to butter. They have also varied depending upon 

whether the farmer possessed a quota or a contract. Quota prices have been 

higher because the farmer undertook to contribute to the supply of fresh milk 

for sale throughout the year and to pay a penalty for non-delivery. Quotas 

are still used, but the Kenya Dairy Board now sells only contracts carrying no 

penalty for non-delivery and therefore a lower price. High Density settlement 

schemes operate therefore on contract, but settlers know about these price 

differencials without understanding the reasons for them. Politicians are, 

therefore, able to depress the incentive of producers by spreading rumours of 

price differencials. Marketing of general produce through central organizations 

is beset by communications problems. Settlers distrust the system whereby 

produce is evaluated and accepted or rejected at the central depot rather than 

on the schemes and also the delays in payment. Private traders reject crops 

or accept and pay for them on the spot. Settlers prefer the latter even 

though the size of the market or the price may be lower. 

The problems of settler participation in the cash economy occur not 

only in marketing by also in production. One hindrance is the shortage of 

tractor equipment which is insufficient to plough more than half the arable 

land on most schemes. On some schemes, settlement cooperative angage out-

side contractors for ploughing and harvesting, but their ability to do so is 

hampered by their weak bargaining position. Where a crop like wheat is 

involved, rigid timetables for ploughing, planting and harvesting prevent the 

cooperatives from dickering with contractors over terms of service. The 

inexperience of settlers with such contracts, however, increases the chances 

of misunderstandings and therefore unacceptable delays. Delays are caused, 

in any event, by the frequent impassibility of scheme roads. Such difficulties 

frequently diminish or eliminate the settlers1 profit with predictable effect 

upon incentive. 
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These economic difficulties prevent the full participation of settlers 

in the cash economy. The main problem is therefore not to encourage cash crop 

production but to ensure that such difficulties do not destroy the incentive 

he has acquired. Perhaps agricultural planning presently underestimates the 

incentive of the farmer to produce cash crops and overestimates the suitability 

of existing economic arrangements for encouraging that incentive. The problem 

might perhaps be tackled in two ways. Firsts more avrricultural education 

resources might be devoted to educating the farmer to the nature, and problems 

of the economic process in which he is to participate. Particularly where 

farmers have shown willingness and ability to produce, cash crops 3 this 

course might have beneficial effectc on his ability of deal with the problems of 

such participation and therefore on his incentive. Second, removal op dis-

incentives to production could be a principal objective in the allocation o47 

remaining loan funds for settlement. For example, in the Kinanpop drying 

facilities for pyrethrum and tractor equipment should receive first consideration. 

Objects of settler suspicion such as milk price differentials should either 
explained 

be adequately/so as to eliminate distrust or corrected by allocating additional 

contracts or by directing settlers7 efforts to the production of other crops. 

B. Problems of Social Change 

The theory that economic opportunities with induced social chanre 

leading to economic development assumes that development institutions translate 

these opportunities into reality for the participants. But development at the 

cr\ass roots level on the settlement schemes is diminished not only by economic 

difficulties but also by an hiatus between administrative priorities and 

social requirements of the settlers. The administrative officcrc> em'/ti-size 

(1) production. (2) loan repayments, and (D curbing the activities of 

dissident politicians. But the settlers1 requisites for participation are 

very different: First, they require sufficient knowledge of the development 

process in which they take part ar^ its difficulties if they r̂c to combat 

ill-informed rumours spread by self-interested relifici^.s. Second, instruction 

is needed not only in the importance and purpose of cooperative societies but 

also in ways and means by which they can take part in tho societyTs activities. 
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"his conflict of priorities reflects a fundamental disparity between 

centrally defined ^oa3s and some local prerequisites for economic development. 

Progress on loan repayment, for example, relates to a fundamental political 

objective of post independence development' eliminating and preventing 
r,colonial:f relationships with more develop id countries. It is not the loan 

but the circumstances in which it was contracted that the Kenya government 

views with concern. "The settlement process was inherited from the British and 

was designed more to aid those Europeans who wanted to lorve than th3 Africans 

who received the lan'.. Our land problems should not be settled on terms 

decided in the United Kingdom. Instead o* r policies and plans in agriculture 

should be dete:Tiinec by our need to develop and financial support sought for 
3 

these plans from several sources. T The settlement loan is viewed as a 

vestige of colon:' 1 authority; contracted m the interests of non-Kenya 

citizens, and contrary to Kenya1s principal objective of development. Removal 

of the loan obligation removes the vestige of colonialism and furthers the 

policy of non-alignment. 

The difficulty arises because emphasis on loan repayment helps to 

substantiate the view that settlement, because it "does not make an efficient 

contribution to development, is not in the country*s best interests. Although 

some schemes have demonstrated ability to produce bumper cash crops, emphasis 

on loan repayment puts at least a temporary ceiling on further economic 

assistance for scheme economies. !7ater reticulation, pyrethrum dryers, and 

tractors are all investments of direct value in realizing maximum production 

on schemes. Although some progress has been mad3 in equipping schemes with 

such production aids, the process is plowed dowr becausc crop proceeds which 

might be directed to these ends are absorbed by repaymens. From the 

administration point of view, therefore, production exce :s of budgets and of 

processing and marketing facilities -s an cr.r rrassnont because it stimulates 

the demand for additional development with which lean repayment obligations 

compete. 

3 Kenys^ Sessional Pr.per No. 10 196 3-5, African Sccialism and its Application 
to Planning in Kenya, p. 37. 
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Loan repayment drives a wedge between central goals and local pre-

requisites for development only if development is conceived in purely economic 

terms and if existing loan obligations are considered a bar to further invest-

ment in economic development. If these conditions apply, the Plan's con-

centration on economic development is unwise, in the case of settlement, since 

increased production cannot be accomodated. Since social change does not in 

any event appear to follow economic development on the schemes, administrative 

priorities might advisably be altered to concentrate more directly on problems 

of social change. Limitations imposed on the pace of economic development 

might profitably be turned to advantage by inducing requisite social change 

preparatory to the next stare of economic development. 

Problems of Cooperative Societies 

The problems of coordinating social and political change with economic 

development come to institutional focus in the settlement scheme cooperative 

societies. The societies are set up to perform such functions as marketing 

produce, supervising whatever processing of produce takes place on the scheme, 

operating scheme stores, supervising artificial insemination and dipping of 

cattle, and coordinating loan repayments. A cooperative society is headed 

by an elected committee comprising a chairman, a secretary and as many as 10 

other members. The committee supervises a number of paid employees of whom 

the bookkeeper is perhaps the most important. The societies are supervised 

on behalf of the Department of Cooperative Development by cooperative officers 

and their assistants. 

The common judgement on cooperative societies is that they suffer 

from inadequate management, and th3 members and elected officers from 

inadequate training. Such judgement is based on weakness and instability 

of cooperatives1 elected leadership., widespread financial abuses often 

perpetrated by the leadership, and incapacity to manage the technical side. 

Steps have been taken ty the Department of Cooperative Development to tighten 

financial control of societies by the Department and, to a lesser extent, to 

train elected cooperative officers for more effective general management. 
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change seens not to follow economic inducements in this way> but merely to 

stimulate production. Absence of social change permits negative political 

opposition to interfere with the loan repayments that must be met before 

further investment in economic development can be contemplated. 

An alternative and perhaps more appropriate strategy would use 

the temporary ceiling on further economic development as an opportunity to work 

directly on social requisites for economic development in order to remove the 

bases for political activity presently dysfunctional to development and to 

provide a basis for future economic development. 



A b i u Egbert Gerken 
UCE.A0 Social Science Conference, 

December. 1966. 

II ENTITY, STATUS, AND PRESTIGE 

Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to present some preliminary 

results of a survey which at present is carried out in three 
different areas of Busoga, The material is taken from 200 
interviews with homestead-heads, 100 each in Busambira 
( furtheron referred to as B, ), a former kingdom some 
30 miles east of Jinja which was one of Lloyd Fallers' areas 
when he did field work in Busoga in 1950-52 ( Fallers 1956 ), 
and in Wairaka - Wanyange ( furtheron referred t as W/W ), 
two parishes some 3-7 miles east of Jinja on Tororo Road, 
The survey is part of a study on social change in rural areas 
of Busoga under the impact of industrialization and urbani-
zation ( Gerken r366 )u Fieldwork is done since November 1965 and includes a time-budget for some 60 farmers, a women-
questionnaire with a sample-size of 200 and a survey of 
homestead-heads the sample-size of which is 400. The inter-
views for this paper were administered during September, 
October, and November 1966. 

Independent Variable 
Influence of. an urban center on its surrounding ruital areas may be seen m : & 

the demand for labour, 
the demand for agricultural products, 
the supply of cultural patterns, 
the supply of new consumer goods, 
the provision of urban services. 

If one accepts the assumption that these influences are 
important for social change in the villages, differences 
in tljiq pattigr̂  well as in the rate of social change 
should be observable between rural areas according to their 
distance from the urban center. Distance, therefore, defined 
as traffic-time and -cost* was chosen as the independent 
variable. It was possible to keep other factors more or less 
constant. Although divided in some 15 kingdoms and more than 
60 independent chieftaincies these units followed very much 
the same pattern in legitimizing authority, they share the 
same system of property and, with the exception of the extreme 
North and North-East have the same language ( Fallers 1956, 
Fallers 1960, Richards 1959 ). 

Approach 
%ere does social change become manifest in a way that a 
survey can provide material for description and explanation? 
In the beginning of my study it seemed tempting to me to take 
the actions and decisions of individuals as the starting 
point for two reasons: l) a majority of processes of social 
change is brought a-bout by the actions of individuals: 
individuals quit groups in the village and join other groups 
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in town, individuals deviate from the norms of one group (Clan) 
and endure its sanctions to fulfill the conflicting norms 
of other groups ( on the working place ) and enjoy their 
rewards. 2) Changes which might he effected "by the "intrinsic 
logic" of a culture fend./civ the contact rith another ci21 ture 
have importance for the actions of individuals and will pro-
bably "become manifest in categories of "membership" and 
"conformity to specific norms" of groups arô ind which these 
changes centre, 
Action might be roughly analysed in three categories: 
conditions of action ( environment ), choice of goals, that 
is the norms and values which [rov3rn these choices, and choice 
of means to accomplish these goels> that is the instrumental 
norms which allow or forbid certain means of actionc The 
most important part certainly f- isists . i t;:e norms which 
govern the choice of goals- or, if the norms are already 
internalized, the motivations for searching certain goals. 
The concepts of identity "and status as a determining factor 
of identity seem *;c provide a possible framework inside which 
they might be described and explained. 
The term identity was re-introduc:ed to the social sciences 
by Flrik TCrikson ( Erikson 1956 ) and was recently applied 
by Michael Banton to problems of class-^ ethnic-, and race-
alignment in West Africa ( Banton 1965 )c tfrikson define s 
identity or rather identity-formation as "„„„arising from the 
selective repudiation and mutual assimilation of childhood 
identifications and their absorption in a new configuration 
which, in turn, is dependent on ~be process by which a society 
identifies the young individual, recognizing him as somebody 
who had to become the way he is, and who, being the way he is, 
is taken for granted." ( Erikson 1956 ) Identity - formation is 
not confined to the end of adolescence but is a "lifelong 
development". It is not a substitute for"self" but is essentially 
a social term establishing"where a person is situated, " .. that 
is, cast in the shape of a soci.al object by the acknowledgement 
of his participation or membership in social relations"(Stone 
1962 ) 
I think it is possible to take the concept cf identity into 
role theory in very much the same way as this was done with 
identification translated as the acceptance of the complementary 
role in a collectivity ( Parsons 1958 ). Identity, then, would 
describe a certain configuration of the roles a person integrates 
in a unique way which links it with groups of people who have 
some meaning for it, either positive Dr negative. ( compare 
concepts of membership and non-membership in reference group 
theory. Merton 1957 ) 
Status with enate Mayntz may be defined as the sum of: 
a) the role expectations placed on a social position, and 
b) the prestige the holder of the position enjoys by virtue of 
holding the position,not by virtue of his personality. dentity 
is determined by status insofar its formation is dependent 

on the process by which socPty identifies the individual" 
( Erikson 1956 ) which in turn depends on the position which 
an individual holds in its soci 1 relations ( in groups, 
collectivities, and social categT ies - I shall use these 
terms in the way they were defined by ^erton. rerton 1957 ) 
and is expressed in the prestige it enjoys as the holder of 
that position,, 
from page 5. + sample in Busambira was stratified to ensure 
at least 3- non-farming " .population. 

Therefore, and because the total number of this group is yet 
too small it will be combined v;i :h t>- farmers' group in the fol-
lowing tablesw 
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Operationali z ati on 
The devices used in the questionnaire base on the idea that 
the impact of industrialization and urbanization is mediated 
through the supply of new social categories and new norms 
connected with these categories. Besides the traditional 
groups ofascriptive solidarity in family, Clan,and territorial 
community and categories like "cultivator on subsistence 
plus cash-crop level,f new groups and categories in friendship, 
ethnic solidarity, occupation et al. become possible. 
Reference to these groups and categories will with some proba-
bility lead to conflicting role-expectations, ^hese conflicts 
and their solution or non-solution through adjustment, new 
interpretation of norms, deviance or change constitute an 
essential agens for social change. 
a ) priorities 
The questionnaire first tries to establish membership and 
conformity with at least one norm with as many groups as passible, 
some 25 altogether and then tries to find priorities between 
competing' norms. 
An example for this procedure is a hypothetical situation in 
which a father faced with the situation of not being able to 
pay the school-fees for his children is offered, one by one, 
5 alternatives each related to a norm of another category: 
(a) selling--a bvcicle, (b) giving the groundnut-crop as security 
for a loan,., (e) going to town for a t1ob, (d) selling part of 
his land, ( e) selling the whole kibanja. The frequency with 
which certain response patterns were chosen, aliased by 
residence and occupation are shown in Table I. 
From 17 possible response patterns only 6 were chosen with some 
frequency. There is a strong resistance, in voth areas and in 
all occupations to give up what is looked at as the very basis 
of social and economic existence in Busoga: a home with a 
minimum of•land, around it ( pattern 3-6), This holds true for 
Busambira whes?e 98% of the respondents have a home of their own 
as well as for ^airaka-Wanyange where only 43^ have s home of 
their .own, .the* 'rest having houses somewhere else in Busoga. 
In fact, those answering in pattern 1 or 2 are not married 
and have no children and,therefore, following Soga values are 
nottfbataka", persons with full social rights and responsibilities, 
I think one can interpret this as a clear priority of the norm 
to have a home before the norm of educating one's children. 
A difference in residence as well as in occupation arises if 
the norm of landowner ship isolated as it is from the norm of 
having a home- is involved. Here we find 69^ in Busambira refusing 
to sell a piece of land in order to pay the school-fees for 
their children against only 34,4^ in "rairaka-'T̂ nyange ( patterns 
4 and 5 ). .oe-cupation there is a difference between farmers 
(• 65,-356 V and civil servants ( 37,9^ ) and industrial workers ( 38,4'̂  ) whereas the figures for "small businessmen" including 
traders, fish-mongers, village carpenters, and bycicle-repairers, 
are similar to those of the farmers ( 56.6 0, ' Possible expla-
nations seem to be that land in the vicinity Of the town actually 
commands a high price ( 1.000/- for a residential plot ) whereas 
a resident of .Busambira would have to sell atleast a i -ere 
(average size of a holding in Busambira; 4 acres ) to raise 
the school-fees'for one child per one year in a primary school. 
For those to a less degree dependent on agriculture for their 
cash-income - although 68" of them is still actively involved 
in farming- land might be sold as long as the home with a nunimum 
of land is not endangered. I would like to pointto " other 
figure: 29,3% of the residents in zv/r do not accept looking for 
a job in town as an alternative to non-education whereas only 
17% in B. do ( patterns 5 and 6 )eI would argue that people in W A have a more" realistic view of the labour market and the 
earnings possible than people in B. 
•+• and ++ : see page 2m 



b) social position 

Factors affecting the social position of a liisoga might be divided 
into: i those sine qua ncn conditions of having a home and being or having 
been legally married (that is having paid dowry and/or been married in a 
ceremony) without which a man is not regarded as a mutaka. In B. only one 
respondent had no home and 9 had never been married, 4 of which are younger 
than 25. In W/ff 12 respondents had no home and 2S had never been married, 25 
of which are younger than 25 years. Of these 22 give marriage as their 
immediate goal, ii those variable factors the combination of v/hich defines 
the social position of a I-usoga in his society and/or different sub—societies: 
occupation, education, religion, membership in a ruling Clan v. a commoner 
Clan, position of father in Clan, village, and kingdom are the main factors. 
These factors are by no means independent. The position of the father is oft̂ jn 
decisive for the place the respondent takes in these dimensions. Having a hi ;h 
position in the kingdom and Clan and thereby having control over land, Clan-fuir 
and access to the local Government he was able to finance the education of his 
son. Table II shows the relation of the position of father to occupation and 
education of respondent. 

The relation between Clan-membership (ruling v. commoner Clan) might be 
seen in Table III. Members of one of the six major ruling Clans (that is those 
Clans which provide a traditional ruler recognized in the Busoga Local Governiruvt 
Ordinance) provide a considerably higher percentage of civil servants and a 
slightly higher percentage of industrial workers, to whom other criteria of 
selection are applied, than members of the other 350 odd Clans. 

Religion as a factor of social postion, too, is closely related to occrpat~ 
and education, the most obvious reasons being the long-standing rcluctance Gf 
Muslim fathers to send their children to missionary schools and the compliance cf 
chiefs with the religion of the early European administrators, see Table IV. 

A perhaps more interesting result is that there seems to have taken place 
a certain polarization of religions between Kusliir/ farming arid small business/ 
residence in some distance from town on one side and Christian/ civil servant »?. 
industrial worker/ residence near town on the other. The figures presented ir 
Table V suggest that this is not only a result of Christians more likely^to cr.co: 
non-farming and non-rural positions thereby leaving ISuslims in the majority m 
rura.1 areas (only of the adult males in Busoga are accounted as employees. 
Uganda Government 1965, Uganda Government 1965 a) but to a certain degree also 
the result of farming and rural population actually converting to Islam. 
The figures of Table V base on the religion of the father in comparison to 
religion and residence of the son. A different religion of father and son dees 
not necessarilly mean a conversion. Quite often a father joined a religion when 
his children were already born and left them with a free choice. But even then 
it seerns striking to me that sons who do not opt for a non-farming position pnd 
a near-town residence or in any case do not succeed in achieving them should 
choose Islam against the preference of their fathers. The fathers of responaucits 
in B. form a relation of -46/35/20 between Christians/t-uslims/Pagans whereas the:.' 
sons form a relation of 42/50/7. The figures for W/7 show the inverse trend: 
64/xyi2 and 75/l8/l respectively. 

c) prestige 

In the pre-test stage of my questionnaire I tried to measure prestige by 
means of a Prestige-Scale (NORC 1947). Interpretations of sirdlar rankings became 
extremely misleading as long as no information concerning the criteria of presti 
ascription was available. A preference of a small farmer v.- a mechanic in a 
factory for example may as well be originated in a traditional orientation towards 
land-ownership, living near the grave of one's .grandfathers, living in the 
if omqanity into wrhich one is born as well as in a perfectly rational orientantion 
t.punting for the possibly higher profit one mi^ht achieve out of a 10 acre far A. 
I, therefore, chose a dichotomous approach on the criteria, of prestige-ascription. 
The respondents were given three choices each for pair of a, for an outsider, 
modern and/or urbanized v. a traditional and/or rural position and were asked to 
state the reasons for their choice. I tried to keep ccnstant certain factors 
which in the Soga system of values consnand some irportar.ee: inheritance of land, 
marital status and age. The pairs were chosen under the perspective of the 
traditional "stratification", giving an example for each cf the three main strav' * 
farmer, commoner-chief, and ruler, (see Table Vl) 
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Reasons brought 'forward with a certain frequency might be roughly placed 

on two continua the particularism - universal Ism dimension of norms of 
orientation and the ascription - achievement dimension of acquistion of 
roles• (Parsons 195l) 

On the particularistic end I would place mainly those criteria which follow 
/or more/less the chief-client pattern, Lloyd F. Fallers has stressed the point that 

Bagenda and, one might well include, Basoga do not have an overall concept of 
class or a concept cf stratum in which to place an individual human being, "but 
tend to see the posi tion of an individual in dyadic relations comparing it to 
another individul which is either its chief or its client. (Fallers *1964) 
This is very much tho ascription pattern which "traditional" Basoga follow and 
which in fact is qii:e sufficient for reasons of orientation in a traditional 
society. An interim ;ing point is the adjustment of this pattern to a situation 
v/ith a highly differentiated division of labour or positions related to each 
other through the r.arketc In the first choice, for instance, between a farmer 
owning 10 acres and living in some distance from the town and a mechanic in 
Nyaziza Textiles th j chief-client pattern may for each choice make a specific 
adjustment: The positions might be seen as positions in a single production line 
where a one-iided dependence is assumed. The position at the beginning of the 
line is superior io the position at the end on the ground that the latter depends 
on the fir3u> Thereby, cue farmer is superior because he produces the cotton 
which the factory uses and without which the mechanic would not have a job at all. 
Another possible adjustment is based on the idea that every institution above 
a certainsize quite naturally must be a government department, a view which in 
the past was more or lass justified. In this ease the mechanic is placed into the 
chief's po iti nbeinr I rian who is working with the government whereas the farmer 
has to pay taxes. 

On the universal is tic end criteria like ineome, independence in making 
decisions and permanence of job might be placed. The frequency with which 
civil servants and industrial workers refer to permanence probably reflects the 
situation on the labour market with everybody being aware of his possible 
dismissal. The farmer/ chief/ ruler choice, therefore, does not necessarily 
indicate a traditional status system-, 

On the ascriptive end criteria like "inheritance of position", "respected by 
his people", might be placed. On the achievement end criteria referring to 
specific performances, "giving advice", "defen ing our rights" might be placed. 
Answers referring to qualification vsere only given twice so that they are not shown 
in the Table VI. 

The figures presented indicate that almost always industrial workers 
provide a considerably higher percentage of answers on the universalistic end 
(a, e) and on the achievement; end (e) than both farmers and civil/servants, civil 
servants more often than not being more near to the farmers1 point of view than i»o 
the view of industrial workers. Choice I, d and e combined: TU 64, CS 38,5^ 
F 45,&/o Choice II, d and e combined: IW 46,8^, CS 18,5^, F 25,6/b 
Choice III, g: IW 3 6 , C 3 29,73, F 11,1^ 
These figures, seems to me, can perhaps be interpreted as indicating the breaking 
up of an overall Soga status system into at least two partial status systems. 
The discriminating factor between the different populations hold inn; thorn seems 
to be not so much residence (rural. - urban) but occupation which in turn is 
related to residence, 

d) identity 

"The Copperbelt miner is above all else an African as opposed to the 
Europeans, and an urban industrial worker as opposed to a rural 
former* But in West African cities neither of these identities has 
been so important as in Central Africa." (Banton 1965) 

To raise material concerning identities I used two different sets of 
questions. +1. I presented a list of 14 possible affiliations and asked for 
priorities (an elaborate way of ensuring compliance had to be used), furtheron 
an open question in which respondents were asked to describe themselves, 

+ lam indebted to Clife Davis, ftartin R. Dcrnbos, and Karshall Ser-all 
for kindly allowing me to study their questionnaire on political identity 
in ̂ Test-Uganda* 



finally a question about terms the respondent never wants to be called. 
2. As indicators for assumed ethnic and religious identities questions about 
work-mates and supervisors as veil as tne respondent's evaluation of proposed 
marriage-partners of his daughter were ohosen. 

Table VTII shows the figures for the first choice analysed by residence 
and occupation. Striking figures ce?rfcainly are the preferences of industrial 
workers and, to a smaller degree, of r/tY residents: almost 6Gfj (35%) choose 
their Clan-membership as the inert important part in a description of themselves 
whereas farmers and residents c/ B more equally divide on marriage, Clan, and 
farming wiJ\h a preference for marriage 5 1% (27%). The high priority for Clan-
membership in W/W is not related to actual Clan-contact, where indicators of 
attendace of Clan~m?e tings (B. 56%, Tifil 49^) and knowledge of the name of a 
Clan-leader (B*92$, V/ff 75;s) do not suggest this. Partly, this might be explained 
with unmarried respondents taking to Clan-membership as a kind of family-substi-
tute, partly, in an area with high Clan-intermixture (Table IX) and low popula-
tion stability (Tabce X) the Clan-name may seive as an orientation symbol only 
whryeas an stabilized axeas the name of the respondent is sufficient and his 
position more or less evident« But this cannot explain the exceptional high 
figures for industrial workers* I think they must be seen in the context of 
ethnic identity* 

Farmers and civil servants on thei:' work-place as well as in village-life 
normally do not compete with members of other tribes. Basoga industrial workers 
however fir.d themselve. • minority in the factories of Jinja (23,6^, Uganda 
Government 1965) in a pi ..lie which they regard as their own, or, at least, share 
with their brothers, the I3aganda (lO, 3;/j), In the open question asking for 
further descriptive terms 4:0% of the industrial workers named their tribe whereas 
no civil servant and r.c farmer dr>d this. From Fallers (Fallers 1956) one might 
safely follow that then e has not been a strong ethnic identity in Busoga so far, 
in any case nothing ar distinctive as m Bug and a* I would argue, therefore, that 
industrial workers, as] ed to describe themselves, took to Clan-membership as 
a traditional way of eroressing oneTs identity in order to express an ethnic 
identity which being quite new and without an elaborate ideological superstructure 
has no proper means of expressing itself, 

A national identity has not yet developed although in a situation in whioh 
Kenyans, Ruandans, Sudanese take away much envied jobs this would have been 
possible, Kenyans, for example^ are normally referred to as Luo, Samia, and 
Kikuyu. Marriage discrimination also does not indicate a special anti-Ugandan 
discrimination with Luo (B*76, ¥/W 66) and Banyaruanda (B. 74-, W/W 60) taking 
as many refusals as Teso (B,77, W/W 56) . 

There is, however, a small percentage of answers among industrial v/orkers 
(15%) related to a racial identity. A class identity is not manifest unless one 
interprets anti-Asian discrimination which is particularly strong among indust-
rial workers concerning working-place and supervisors as a disguised elass -
identity. BantonTs generalizations about development of class - identities in 
West-Africa (Banton 1965) do not apply in Busoga: no signs of either an intra-
tribe class distinction* ( The relation ruler - commoner chief - farmer used as 
it was only for judging relations between individuals did not develop into a 
class-distinction> partly, I would avgue, because the main constituens of such 
a distinction:control over land, fad-ad away in selling of land for cash which 
it is nearly impossible to reverse.) or an inter-tribe class distinction becomes 
manifest.. A possible explanation for this might be that the raeial distinction 
places all tribes (that is, the majority of their members) into the lower class 
as far as industrial work-relations are concerned. There is, on the other hand, 
a high per entage both in B* and W/.7 of ansers like ,fI am poor1' (B. 37̂ ?, W/W 15^) 
mainly given by farmers but without a reference to a class cf exploiters except 
Asian traders. 

The results do not indicate identity based on settlement. The place of 
origin was only named three times .In TS/VT, never in 3. This fits in with Fallers 1 
observation (Fallers 1956) that the solidarities mainly centre around family end 
Clanf to a small degree around the territorial unit. If contact with the mutalla -
chief is accepted as an indicator, then the high percentage of those who never 
had a word with the mutalla-chief in a matter not related to tax-paying (xf3%> in 
W/ff, 50fo in B.) supports this vie'T. Even where the place of origin in Busoga 
has its distinct language (Bulamogi), it was never mentioned. The place of 
actual settlement was never mentioned neither in B. nor in 17/T. It is, therefore, 
difficult to say wether in W/V7 with its low population stability (Table X) the 



stabilized group, that is those who live there since the resettlement of the 
area in the early 1930s after the sleeping-sickness or are born there, serves 
as a community into which newcomers care to integrate. Table X suggests that no 
long-term residence is intended, but also temporal integrations, I would follow 
from my ovm observations, are exceptional cases and are not looked for, mainly, 
I would argue, because the traditional centres of solidarity,Clan and family, 
did not loose their strength. Easy transport which allows to keep contact even 
with distant relatives as well as the acquisition of new functions, prevented 
this. 
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LENDING MONEY 

"Neither a lender nor a borrower be" ^ n Polonius 
In this paper3 I have put down some very tentative thoughts on loans, firstly as they 
are used in financing small-scale African 
enterprises, and secondly as a service 
African businessmen give to their customers«, 
These remarks arise out of research in 
progress, and may v/ell need to be revised 
when the findings are more complete, and 
have been analysed. Meanwhile, I hope what 
follows will suggest a few ideas for 
discussion, in a field of development where 
there are many problems, little previous 
experience and knowledge to go by, but 
already hopeful progress. 

The development of Kenya depends much on 
lending money - by foreign governments to the Kenya 
Government; by the Kenya Government to farmers, 
co-operatives, settlers, businesses; and by these in 
turn, sometimes, to their customers0 Few of these loans 
are strictly commercial, in the sense that the lender is 
looking for the most profitable return on his investment. 
They are part of a development strategy, where the 
lender's aim is to promote economic growth as efficiently 
as he can, rather than to make the safest or largest 
profit o 

The need for these loans usually arises 
because the investment is too uncertain, or the profit 
too small, to attract commercial capital. The borrower 
may have little or no security to offer, his credit-
worthiness may be impossible to assess, the viability of 
his enterprise may be speculative. The purpose of the 
loan is, therefore, to supply a need for capital where 
commercial safeguards against bad risks, and sanctions 
against default cannot easily be applied. And the 
lender is lookin0 for a different kind of return: even if he loses money, he has achieved his essential aim if 
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he hc~s promoted a significant growth in the economy• 
Such development leans cannot, then, be 

treated as if they ware straightforward commercial loanse They involve different kind of relationship between 
lender and borrower, where mutual trust and understanding 
are much more important. The lender cannot simply 
calculate the rate of profit that would justify the risk, 
and secure hinself by legal contract against too severe 
a losso Kg has to explain the kind of development he 
hopes to achieve, and find borrowers who want to achieve 
it, trusting very largely in the sincerity of their 
intentions e 

Hie first problem, of course, is that his 
confidence me-.y be abused. The borrower may not use the 
money for the purpose intended - a government builds a 
palace :.nstead of irrigation works, a farmer gets a new 
wife instead of fertilizers and ploughs. But apart from 
such bad f. - the lender sees it - there are, I 
thin'r, u ^ ° . . ics in \orking out the expectations 
and obligations of such a relationship between lender 
and borrower, even where the intentions of both are 
sincere. 

Here 1 vant to discuss a particular strategy 
of lending, which can be illustrated, for instance, by 
the Industrial and Commercial Development Corporation's 
small industries loan scheme• A limited amount of money 
is provided for a revolving fund, which is lent at a 
rate of interest high enough to cover the cost of 
administering the fund, and to service the debt which the 
.government itself may have incurred in setting it up. 
The loans are to be repaid by :.rstalment over about 
seven years, so that the fund can, in fact, revolve. 
Since the purpose of the scheme is to promote African 
enterprises in a field where as yet few are established, 
it has little experience to guide it in assessing the 
viability of projects put to it, or the competence of the 
applicants. Nor can it insist too much on adequate 
security, so long arJ the scheme hopes to encourage 
talent held back for lack of access to capital - since 
some of these talented people will have little by way of 
security to offer. At the outset, promising projects 
are examined, and the hopeful ones financed, without 
strict regard for guarantees• 

Inevitably, there are disappointments. 
Ventures fail through mismanagement technical difficulties, 
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lack of a market. A new bakery attracts more determined 
competition from those already established, and cannot 
sustain a price-cutting war. A sawmill fails to obtain 
an allocation of forest timber. Machines do not turn 
out a satisfactory product, A partnership breaks up in 
recrimination, and when the books are gone through, a 
great deal of money has disappeared. Some of these 
misfortunes are bad luck, ana could not have been 
foreseen, but meanwhile the revolving fund is being 
drained, and the whole operation endangered. The scheme 
has, then, to become tougher in self-protection. It 
begins to insist more strictly on security, and to 
control more closely the way the money is spent. So, 
for instance, the I.C.D.C. generally prefers to give 
loans for machinery, workshops, and ot̂ gr-.-r̂ eeverâ le 
assets, rather than for working capital. And it pays 
for these itself, once the borrower has placed his 
orders, so that it can be sure that the loan is spent 
exactly as agreed. If the instalments are not repaid, 
it can then insist that the assets are sold up, and at 
least recover some of its money. It must, of course, be 
prepared for this, and has a responsibility to protect 
its resources. But the safeguards can have awkward 
consequences. 

If an enterprise is chiefly dependent on 
government loans, then it needs government help as much, 
or more, for working capital as for machinerys otherwise 
there will not be enough money to keep the machines 
working. Once a business runs into difficulties, they 
quickly become cumulative. A machine breaks downs by 
the time it is repaired, the business has run out of 
money to fuel it or feed it supplies, so the business 
shuts down again. By then it is losing its customers, 
the I.C.DoC. is beginning to press for its instalments 
on the loan, and within a few months of starting, 
collapse may already be near. At the same time, since 
loan repayments begin usually six months after the 
granting of the loan - when the machinery bought with it 
may scarcely be installed and fully working - there is 
almost no margin to allow for 'unforeseen difficulties0 

I do not mean to suggest that this is- what 
happens to most of the enterprises supported by the 
I.C.Do Co, or that the I.C.DoC. is wrong to guard its 
fund carefully. But there are some, I think, whose 
chances of success would be greater but for the conditions 
under which the loan is granted. That is, the regulations' 
needed to protect the loan fund from depletion tend to 
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inhibit the flexibility needed to give every enterprise 
supported the best chance• A lending institution like 
the I.C.I).Co has therefore to make an uncomfortable 
choice. If it insists on its regulations, it may have 
to wind up enterprises which with more time, more advice, 
and perhaps more money could succeeds and it will still 
lose a part of its investment. If it relaxes its 
regulations, then it is likely to lose even more. The 
choice depends in part on what it takes as its criterion 
of success. If, fundamentally, the purpose is to 
promote viable new enterprises, then so long as this 
happens, it is less important that the loan fund may 
become exhausted in time through default. But, naturally 
enough, a public institution accountable for its 
management tends to become preoccupied with the 
protection of the fund. 

It can happen, for instance, that an 
enterprise which could afford to repay its loan 
instalments instead uses the money for further develop-
ment - hiring overseas advice, installing electricity, 
replacing unsatisfactory machines with more efficient 
ones. The managers of the business may well be right 
that the investment is crucial to their progress, and 
the returns will justify it. But the lending institution 
cannot look at it this way. The fund depends on regular 
repayment of a fixed sum on a fixed day. It does not 
stand to gain anything by deferring payment, though the 
business itself may become much more profitable. A loan 
scheme cannot compensate for its support of businesses 
which fail by a higher return from those which succeed-
Considered simply as a financing organization, the 
scheme is not concerned wit£ the development it has 
promoted, but only with get->inS its money back. 

In general terms, this is the paradox. The 
government wants to promote economic enterprise, and 
enable people with talent ar-d initiative to exploit it. 
Government only needs to preside capital itself, where 
commercial capital is not willing to invest - that is, 
where the risks are high. to fulfill their purpose, 
the loans must go where little security can be offered, 
where there is little p r e v i e w s experience, and a great 
many unknowns. Inevitably, there are losses, and in 
reaction, government is likely to take one of two 
courses. It may restrict its loans to those who have 
experience and adequate security* or impose tight 
regulations. If it does the first, it may become 
redundant, lending where private capital would be equally 
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willing to invest. And if it does the second, it may 
create conditions which, many potentially viable 
enterprises cannot meet. It may also go so far in 
control that the borrower feels he has lost the 
initiative, and leaves the lending organization to run 
his affairs. When things go wrong, he looks to the 
lending body to tell him what to do next, while they 
expect him to assume the responsibility. Eetween the 
two, the situation may deteriorate irrevocably - the 
lender threatening to sue for his money, while the 
borrower is still petitioning for help and further 
funds. There is sometimes genuine confusion over the 
legal responsibilities the borrower has entailed. lie 
tends to see the loan as part of a mutual co-operation 
in development - as indeed it is. But the lending 
institution tends to repudiate any responsibility for 
success or failure, insisting on the contractual 
commitment to repay, regardless of circumstances. 

The relationship is, therefore, very difficult' 
to establish on a basis of mutual understanding. Both 
lender and borrower share the belief that men with the 
initiative to start new enterprises deserve to be 
encouraged, and that this will create employment and a 
larger African share in the money economy. It is 
probably the African businessmen and progressive 
farmers who are doing most to pioneer the social changes 
in values and working habits on which development 
depends. But, though they share the same aims, the 
interests of lender and borrower tend to diverge as soon 
as problems arise. The first becomes preoccupied with 
saving his capital, the second with saving his 
enterprise. So, for instance, while the I.C.D.C. may be 
pressing for the repayment of its loan, the business is 
still talking of further loans, replacing obsolete 
machinery with more modern, diversifying its activities, 
or opening new branches to increase its market. And it 
seems that sometimes, to limit its risks, the I.C.D.C. 
may have been reluctant to grant enough for efficient 
machinery, and especially for working capital, to ensure 
the most promising start. And being short staffed, it 
cannot give much time to supervision and advice. By the 
time a business is in serious difficulties, it may be 
reluctant to approach the I.C.D.C. frankly, fearing that 
if it reveals the extent of its problems, it will only 
remind the I.C.D.C. of its indebtedness. 

Given these difficulties, I wonder whether a 
loan represents most appropriately the kind of 



relationship the IoCoD.Cc is trying to establish with 
the small industries it supports. From its own point 
of view, loans luvs the disadvantage that the return is 
the same, irrespective of the success of the enterprise. 
It loses on failures which cannot repay, but cannot 
balance the loss by sharing in the profits of its 
successes. Having no part in the management, it cannot 
easily influence the operation of the business, once it 
has agreed the 1oen. From tne point of view of the 
business, the conditions under which the loan is granted 
leave very little margin for unforeseen difficulties, 
and may even inhibit the proper use of the new assets 
for lack of uncommitted resources, while the obligation 
of the loan instalments easily makes the I.C.D.C. seem -
through no fault of its own - less a partner in 
development than an intimidating creditor. 

Would it make more sense to replace loans by 
the investment of equity capital in these businesses? 
This represents more nearly, I think, the kind of co-
operation which government is trying to establish, and 
meets most of the problems discussed above. Wheu an 
enterprise is well-established, government should be able 
to recover its investment at a profit; it has a right to 
be represented in the management; the capital it has 
invested does not have to"be repaid on pre-determined 
dates, irrespective of the needs of the business; it 
could be less specific about the particular use of its 
contribution; and it would be much more continuously 
in touch with the progress of the enterprise. There 
should probably be, also, a central auditing service to 
supervise the book-keeping. No doubt there are 
disadvantages to such a scheme, too. There would no 
longer, for instance, be a strictly revolving fund -
though I doubt whether it is very realistic to suppose 
that any such fund can be self-sustaining for long, 
given the high risks of promoting small businesses in 
new fields. So the alternative of investment seems at 
least worth considering* 

If it is not practicable, then I wonder 
whether there might be more emphasis 011 advice and 
training, rather than loans alone. Fewer or smaller 
loans, backed by an advisory service, would, I think, in 
the long run contribute more to development. Advisory 
services are expansive - especially as they can be worse 
than useless, unless the advice is really competent and 
imaginative, and so need well-qualified personnel. But 
part of the cost might be saved by inviting businessmen 
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already established to volunteer their services as 
occasional consultants in their field, organized through 
the advisory service. Already some of the businesses 
get very useful advice in this way, learning from each 
other's experience. And I have never heard of anyone 
refusing advice, for fear of giving a competitor an 
advantage: African businessmen seem very ready to help 
each other in this way, with little sense of rivalry. 

2 

I turn now to another kind of lender-borrower 
relationship. 

The granting of credit to customers is one of 
the most widely acknowledged reasons for the failure of 
African businesses. African shopkeepers themselves 
list credit amongst their outstanding difficulties, and 
they would advise a newcomer to business to give little 
or no credit at the outset. Yet it seems that nearly-
all of them do give credit, and often lose money by it. 
In one market centre near Nairobi, for instance, about 
90fo of the businesses give substantial credit, and more 
than four fifths of these have incurred bad debts. The 
amounts are not large - from less than a hundred 
shillings to five thousand, with about half of the 
businesses owed more than four hundred shillings which 
they are unlikely to recover. But since many of these 
businesses probably do not realize more than two hundred 
shillings profit in a month, the loss is serious. 

These businesses do not give credit 
indiscriminately to all their customers, except for a 
very few. They give to regular and reliable customers, 
as they say, people they know, those with regular 
salaries, teachers and government employees, friends or 
prosperous farmers. But their judgement of who can be 
trusted is evidently not very sure, since they lose 
money just the same. And it is not always easy to take 
effective action against those who do not pay. Although 
most say they are prepared to take defaulters to court, 
only a minority have ever done so, and the outcome some-
times hardly justifies it. Each individual debt may be 
too small to justify the expense, especially as the debt 
may still not be paid, inspite of the court order. And 
many of the businessmen fear to make themselves unpopular 
by initiating prosecutions, when it comes to the point. 

At the same time, only half the businessmen 
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in this market believed that they needed to give credit 
to retain customers. About two fifths give credit, lose 
money by it, and yet maintain that they need not do so 
to run a successful business. It is hard to say 
exactly whys they are influenced, I think, by prevailing 
custom, and by a sense of obligation to help people who 
could not otherwise afford to buy. But it seems clear-
that credit is not generally given simply tc secure a 
commercial advantage. Most businessmen, if they set 
the loss of customers through refusing credit against 
the loss through bad debts of giving it, would almost 
certainly decide against credit. This is the advice 
they give, but do not follow. Credit seems at least in 
part a response to expectations in the community which 
they do not like to repudiate. 

The relationship between a shopkeeper and his 
credit customers has, then, this in common with the 
relationship between government and the enterprises it 
lends to: in neitrier case is the money lent primarily 
for commercial reasons, but rather because the lender 
sympathizes with the borrower's needs, and believes that 
by helping him, he will be helping the progress of the 
community. And in both cases, it is hard to pursue 
defaulters ruthlessly without contradicting these 
altruistic aims. At the same time, the lender is open 
to exploitation, because he has few sanctions he can 
apply, is reluctant to make himself unpopular or cause 
hardship by applying them, and cannot easily judge who 
will prove trustworthy. With the shopkeepers as with 
government loans, part of the trouble lies in the 
different circumstances of lender and. borrower, which 
make their interests hard to adjust. 

The shopkeeper is buying his stock, usually 
for cash, and if he can get credit at all from his 
suppliers, it seldom runs for more than a month. So he 
works to a monthly cycle, while his customers are 
chiefly farmers, whose economic cycle is seasonal. It 
seems, once you think of it, odd that credit in an 
agricultural country should be tied to the monthly wage 
packet, when most people are not wage earners at all, 
but must wait for the harvest. But there is nothing 
the African shopkeeper can do about this, since his own 
access to credit is very restricted, if he has any at 
all - far more restricted than for the Indian shopkeeper 
with whom he competes, or the Indian wholesaler from 
whom he typically gets his stock, but who seldom trusts 
him with an advance. 
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At the same time, the farmer1s attitude to 
credit may be influenced by a tradition of mutual help 
which is not governed by a strict timetable, especially 
where farming has not yet been greatly influenced by 
cash crops and government loans. A plough contractor 
in the coastal region, for instance, failed because his 
customers treated the service as they were used to 
treat help from a member of their community - as an 
obligation to be repaid as and when they could. But 
meanwhile, fuel had to be bought for the tractors, 
repairs paid for, loan instalments repaid. He was 
reluctant to take anyone to court, because he was 
genuinely concerned to promote the agricultural progress 
of his district, and did not want to discourage people 
from adopting modern techniques by associating them with 
legal prosecutions. The business failed, but he did 
succeed in demonstrating the value of using tractor 
driven ploughs, and he believes that if such a business 
were started again, people would now be more willing to 
pay promptly. Someone else will probably gain the 
advantage of his pioneering. 

His experience can be compared with another 
plough contractor on a settlement scheme on the coast, 
who did very well, and now has several lorries and 
tractors bought with his own money, besides the equipment 
acquired through a government loan. Both men, as it 
happens, gained new ideas partly from their army 
experience, and while the one who failed had a few years 
primary education, the successful had no formal education 
at all. The different fate of their enterprises was not, 
I think, determined by differences in their competence 
or purposefulness, but rather by the difference between 
the communities in which they were living. The farmers 
on the settlement scheme-were more familiar with the 
demands of a money economy, and they formed a more 
impersonal community from different regions, recently 
promoted by government action. So they were already 
conditioned to understand the need for prompt payment 
of the tractor's hire, and for sanctions against default. 

As the country makes progress, I think 
successful businesses will give less and less credit, 
and more selectively. The businesses supported by the 
I.C.D.C. which I have met, who represent the more 
ambitious enterprises growing out of communities and 
market centres, are much less ready to give credit: 
about a third none at all, and the rest only cautiously. 
They have learned by experience. About a third have 
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accumulated bad debts in the past, sometimes running 
into thousands of shillings. A few have begun to use 
hire purchase agreements, or ask for security. So it 
seems that as businesses grow more sophisticated, and 
larger in scale, the prevailing practice of credit 
begins to disappear. There is a popular picture, which 
you may find in shops up and down the country - printed 
I think in America early in this century. On the left, 
a harassed man, head in hand, sits despairingly amongst 
a pile of papers. On the right, a prosperous looking 
gentleman with a comfortably round waist stands in 
front of his safe, smiling complacently. The caption 
on the left reads 'I have given credit9 and on the 
right 'for credit come tomorrow'• (And when tomorrow 
comes, of course, the customer will get the same answer). 
The future seems to lie with a philosophy of strictly 
cash transactions. 

3 

Both these examples of a relationship between 
lender and borrower show how difficult it is to establish 
a pattern of obligation which is workable from both 
points of view, when the concern is not merely with a 
mutual calculation of financial advantage. The lender's • 
desire to promote the well-being of the community makes 
strictly commercial terms inapplicable, but no other 
really satisfactory control takes its place. The 
outcome tends to be an uneasy hesitation between legal 
enforcement and a desire to maintain goodwill and co-
operation for the future. In the end, businessmen are 
seeking to extricate themselves from a kind of relation-
ship which causes more trouble than it is worth, while 
government may be wise to do the same, and look for other 
terms on which to co-operate in the development of private 
enterprise. (And it may be that the same is true of 
international loans to developing countries; the 
relationship is certainly uneasy, and fraught with a good 
deal of mutual disappointment). We need, I think, to 
search more imaginatively for ways of distributing 
capital for development, which can embody more effectively 
the mutual purpose, and establish a pattern of expectation 
which both parties can meet. In the promotion of enter-
prises, the solution may lie in a scheme of government 
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participation through equity capital; for retail 
businesses , in offering, perhaps, discounts to customers 
who deposit money ii: advance. But whatever the solution, 
it will have to be worked out in terms of social 
controls which people can abide by, ana represent values 
and interests which they share. 

The notion of 'security' sums up the whole 
problem. For security in the sense of attachable assets 
is only a means of achieving security in the wider 
sense of protection against risk. But in the circumstances 
of a developing country, like Kenya, ambitious to for 
rapid progress and new forms of economic activity, the 
risks are bo.und to be high.. The question is not, I think, 
how to avoid risk, but how the risk can be most fairly 
distributed. The security which most people can offer is 
their land. But given the deep attachment to land, and 
the ultimate dependence on it for livelihood and protection 
against hardship, how many people can really afford to 
hazard their land for business ventures? When it comes to 
the point, will government be ruthless enough to demand 
•this sacrifice as the price of failure? Is it after all 
fair that those who pioneer new enterprises should take 
so great a risk? I would guess that most businessmen, 
when they give their land as security, do not seriously 
consider the possibility that they will lose it. Nor, 
so far as I know, has anyone yet been forced to sell his 
farm through his business failure. The common practice 
of securing loans against land may well not be an 
equitable way of sharing risk, and recognising this, it 
may not be enforced. 

In practice, the government is generally seen 
as the carrier of risk - not only by those who seek loans, 
but by banks which, it seems, seldom accept any 
responsibility to venture their capital in the promotion 
of the African economy. The government can take it all. 
But, of course, if the government did, inueed, shoulder 
all the risks, there would be little incentive to those 
who receive loans to make every effort to justify the 
privilege of a share in scarce development capital. So, 
on the one hand, the insistence on security from the 
borrower tends to force him, in principle, to risk his 
whole livelihood; while reliance on the government's 
ability to spread its risks, leaves the borrower too little 
committed. What is needed, I think, is a system which 
ensures that both government and businessmen, or business-
man and customer, distribute the risks equitably, in terms 
of their own resources. That is, each undertakes a risk 
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which, given his circumstances, is neither ruinous nor 
trivial. He will then carry a manageable share of the 
burden of insecurity which is the inevitable counterpart 
of progress. But in seeking to share this burden fairly, 
we need, I think, often to look for other ways to express 
it than the form of a commercial loan. 
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THE SYALUATI OK OF SSTTLEI^IIT SCEK-IE PERgORI-l̂ TCB s 
A SOCIOLOGICAL APPRAISAL 

Within the past year, "both Kenya and Tanzania have experienced a 
major turnabout in governmental policy relating to land settlement. The 
change has come at a time "when land settlement (especially settlement 
schemes) was under serious study by members of the academic community. 
And yet, apparently, the academic viewpoint played little or no part 
in bringing about the decision to de-emphasize settlement as a form of 
rural development policy. 

The situation is relevant to development studies for several key 
reasons. It is, first of all, a case study in the kinds of evaluation 
which are relied upon by administrators in making rural development 
policy. Of equal interest, however, is the fact that it is a topic 
about which social scientists—who like to think they have something 
important to say about development—had little explicit theory. Their 
inability to advise meaningfully on this topic has made clear the iride 
gap between potential and actual contributions of applied research to 
the process of governmental decision-making. I shall argue that what 
is at fault is our entire conception of the role of applied research, 
which limits severely the kinds of assistance which social scientists 
can render. 

Finally, the topic has great intrinsic importance. Land settle-
ment fills certain needs for agricultural transformation which cannot be 
met by any other type of agricultural organization. Yet the factors 
involved are exceedingly complex. Thus it becomes a fascinating topic 
for interdisciplinary study, the more so because there is so much room 
left for pioneering in the development of relevant social theory. 

The I'Teed for Systematic Evaluation of Land Settlement 

That the climate of opinion about land settlement has changed 
within East Africa cannot be seriously doubted. lie remember the period 
just after independence when Kenya and Tanzania alike looked to land settle-
ment as a major solution to their rural problems. In Kenya!s case, as is 
well known (and documented elsewhere), the nation looked to settlement as the 
prime mechanism for redistributing agricultural resources and simultaneously 
reducing unemployment. The Tanzanian expectations were set forth clearly 
by President SFyerere himself, in his 10th of December 1962 address to the 
National Assembly; they are also stated in the Five-Year Plan. J Fundamen-
tally, the intention was to revolutionize indigenous farming traditions 
through regrouping scattered farmers into modern and technologically advanced 
communities. Herein, then, the labels we have come to attach to the respec-
tive Kenya and Tanzanian efforts: for Kenya, the "Million Acre Settlement 
Scheme" representing a major portion of the former "white highlands" turned 
over to African hands? in Tanzania, the "Village Settlement Project" to en-
compass eight pilot projects in the first stage of much larger investment. 

My opinions relate to an earlier period of field research on develop-
ment schemes, under a grant from the Agricultural Development Council, Inc. 

2 
Cf. work by Apthorpe, Yeld, Charlesly, Button, Clough, Shaffer, Cham-

bers, Brown, Earbeson, Thomas, Meyers, Brain, Ilellis, Georgulas, <5c Rweyemamu. 
3Volume I, pp. x, 21, 23j ^olume II, p. 27. 
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The change in government! s official opinion about settlement within 

the four years of experimentation is striking. The official case against 
settlement has been ably stated in public. For Kenya, io can be found in 
the Sessional Paper on African Socialism and also in the Development Plane 
For Tanzania9 one should refer to the text of the address by the Second 
Vice-President Kawawa to the opening of a Rural Development Conference at 
the University College, Dar es Salaam, in April of 1 9 6 6 . Tihat is the gist 
of these two, comparable, arguments? TJhat can be inferred from them about 
the processes of evaluation which have been employed in re-assessing the 
value of land settlement? Are the arguments soundly based? 

Tanzania1 s statement is the more candid. It points out, first of all, 
that the typical scheme absorbs some £ 150,000 to benefit only 250 families. 
The hope of recovering a full £ 120,000 from scheme households -within 25 years 
was very optimistic. In hindsight? the pilot project schemes were over-
capitalised. They did not require the machinery and steel house frames which 
were furnished on such a lavish scaler Secondly, settlers themselves showed 
far less enthusiasm, and were less willing to work, than were others on 
unassisted schemes. They seemed to expect e/erything from Government® 

The Kenya statement argues that land settlement has met its declared 
objectives, that of demonstrating to landless Africans "the determination of 
the Government"to open up new farming opportunities in the once forbidden 
areas.11 Henceforth Government Trill devote its main activities to the 
development of the former African areas. The reasons given are economics 
it costs a net average of £ 750 per family and £ 25 per acre to install 
a household within a settlement scheme. By way of contrast, a very much 
smaller outlay on land registration and consolidation, £ 1 - 2 per acre and 
£ 5 - 50 per holding, stimulates "increases in efficiency and output far out 
of proportion to the cost of the process." In summary, "it is clear that, 
for the same total expenditure, development of the former African areas will 
provide employment for, and increase^the living standards of, a much larger 
number of people than settlement *" 

At issue is not the veracity of the conclusions given* Few observers 
on the East African scene doubt that settlement, as implemented, has been a 
costly and sometimes wasteful experiment. Rather, what is disappointing is 
the all-or-nothing nature of claims made. They reflect economic criteria 
almost exclusively. There seems to be no awareness of settlement as an 
organizational type, which may be implemented in various ways, and which is 
appropriate to various situations* The economics of the specific program 
relied upon in the past are used to reject land settlement as a general 
policy. This is so in the face of the enormous diversity of settlement types 
which can be found in both Tanzania and Kenya, ranging from the most inexpen-
sive to the most extravagant kinds of scheme. 

In fact, it appears that Government does not distinguish schemes as such. 
It calls "settlement" whatever is done by the Settlement Agency, but not what is 
carried on by other departments. The Tanzanian statement is the most astonishing 
in this regard. Within the same text as criticized village settlements, there 
is expressed Governments firm commitment to resettlement programs? 

Our second aim was the reduction of agricultural unemployment in the 
relatively densely populated areas by the development of river basisn 
which, with water control, offer a large potential for resettlement 
from over-crowded areas. This second aim still remains our policy, and 
planning is proceeding to achieve it. (my italics) 

Analytically speaking, resettlement of this type has all of the problems of 
village settlement, and several more besides. 1t, too, is capital intensive} 
it cannot recover the cost of basic services from settler gains$ etc. But it 
happens to lie within the domain of another Ilinistry from settlement. 

There would appear to be, then, an urgent need to define for government 
a clear concept of what settlement consists of, and to sot out possible non-
economic irays of estimating its contribution. 

"The revised Development Plan, 1 66 - 19?0» Pp. 125 - 126. 
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The Place of Settlement Schemes in Relation to Lane, Settlement Policy 

Discussion of land settlement frequently "bogs do:ni in conflicting 
definitions of just what is at issue. This is perhaps inevitable where the 
topic is so broad, individual cases so diverse, and sustained investigation 
still in its infancy. At the outset, then, one must formulate some sort of 
working definition to distinguish land settlement as an area of inquiry* 
Clarification seems necessary both with respect to outlining settlement 
functions, and to delimiting settlement organization. How can a settlement 
scheme as such be differentiated clearly among the plethora of types of 
induced agricultural development? 

A first and major confusion arises when land settlement is equated 
with only one function out of the several which might be involved. The 
process of occupying territory has many sets of separate activities, irith 
special purposes at different stages. The importance of activities change 
as the us of land evolves, so that no single function can be identified 
exclusively as "land settlement.n In sequential order, we can distinguish 
between* i) preliminary infrastructural requisites, ii) farm and scheme 
capital development, iii) production activities, iv) marketing activities, 
and v) farm and community services. Depending upon the initial condition 
of the land, certain activities may be unnecessary. Resettlement, for 
example, might not be required if the land is already populated; infra-
structure in the form of roads and water supplies may already exist in 
many areas subject to settlement. Land settlement entails many functions, 
and these can be performed by a variety of agencies at successive periods. 

Frequently, however, land settlement in a given country may take only 
one or two forms. Consequently, these forms come to be identified with land 
settlement generally. Historically,within East Africa, many schemes originated 
with the opening of new land cleared from tsetse fly or wild game. There were 
also attempts to move people from the mountains to the plains (e.g., Mlalo and 
tJluguru schemes in Tanzania), or to relieve population pressure by creating 
watering points in dry areas (Sukumaland). Discussion has tended to link land 
settlement inexoribly to questions of population resettlement. On the other 
hand, those who were aware of the government1s role in land settlement have 
often identified it as a form of centrally directed activity? "change from 
above." Neither image does justice to the complexities of the actual situation. 

In visiting programs of land settlement, one soon comes to realize 
that there are many independent variables which can be expressed differently 
vis-a-vis each set of settlement functions. Dach function has, from the organ-
izational standpoint, several optionsz it can be corporate or individual, gen-
eral or specialized, self-regulating or supervised. Marketing, for example, 
is sometimes left to individual farmers, sometimes given to a scheme cooperative, 
sometimes done by the scheme management, and sometimes handled by centralized 
national boards. Pew programs provide institutional mechanisms for all of the 
settlement functions, and there are great differences in the institutionalization 
of each stage. 

Thus a second type of confusion arises from the failure to distinguish 
between the organizational contexts of land settlement. For simplicit3^1s sake, 
I have here reduced these to the three commonest forms; later, we trill go 
into more detail. One finds, first of all, some land settlement which occurs 
in respc ise to generalised settlement administration—perhaps where a depart-
ment of government (Hater Development, etc.) has created the infrastructure 
needed by farmers. In this sense many large government agencies may serve as 
a form of settlement administration? national irrigation boardj, public works 
departments, tsetse fly control units, and so forth. It the other end of the 
spectrum, one may have a settlement scheme. The scheme is an individualized 
organization at "grass roots" levels, affecting farmers directly through their 
being incorporated into it. And, finally, oixe sees various kinds of combination 
of schemes with super-ordinate administration by the means of some kind of 
settlement Agency. The Agency then supervises one or jiore settlement schemes. 
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In the most complex combination, land settlement may be organised at all three 
levels, with a national ministry in charge of a specialized Land Settlement 
Agency which in turn supervises settlement schemesc STavertheless, it is impor-
tant to realize that settlement functions can be independently performed by 
any or all of these levels of super-ordinate administration. Schemes as such 
are not the only form of land settlement. 

The distinction appears most clearly when one looks at instances where 
land settlement is sponsored without leading to the creation of settlement 
schemes. Many resettlement programs fall into this category. Here the common 
pattern is for some agency of government (or several in combination) to under-
take public works of the types already mentioned* new roads, railway communica-
tion3, dams, and perhaps marketing facilities. These investments ua-ke agri-
cultural settlement possible in new areas without further concern. Occupation 
then occurs on a piecemeal basis, and new settlers are often either refugees or 
people without land in their home n,roas. Organizational means are provided to 
furnish the preconditions for settlement, but not to continue to take responsi-
bility for it. 

It is clear that instance's of this t3~pe -oose very different problems 
from the "scheme" variety. Settlement administration appears to have only a 
transitory relationship to farm production, mainly exercised in the recruitment 
phase of land development. To the sociologist, the split seems so wide that 
most attention is focussed on farmers themselves, and net unon the sociology 
of the government agency. The administrators lea.ve farmers to their o-na devices 
in organizing themselves within new communities, lath the pas sago of time the 
observer can no longer trace any connectionnbetween administrative measures and 
farm performance. Instead, the tendency is to concentrate upon settlors1 lives 
before and after coming to the settlement area, ^his makes resettlement quite 
attractive to the sociologist, but it also means that his techniques for evalua-
tion will be more akin to those which could be used to study the effects of land 
reform or new roads« Little is gained by trying to discuss schemes and resettle-
ment within a common frame, except with respect to the initial phases of their 
development. 

At the other extreme, one can have schemes per se without any form of 
higher level administration. One thinks of Farmers1 Associations in northern 
Tanzania, where groups of farmers have banded together spontaneously to raise 
the investment capital for extensive farming on "Western lines. Ilany Utopian 
farm communities are of this variety. There are also many borderline cases, 
where a scheme has outside sponsorship, but the sponsors do not themselves 
especially support la.nd settlement., The Tanzanian regional government schemes 
were of this nature, where local government underwrote the initial capital dev-
elopment but could not continue supplying scheme requirements. Also, there 
are instances of schemes run by missions, by hospitals, by commerical firms, even 
by prisons. In any event, the determinants of scheme performance a m for this 
type mostly localized to the individual case. Scheme structure takes on great 
importance, and the sociologist is lively to view the whole organization as a 
type of "total institution,11 

Traditionally, the largest amounts of public investment have been put 
into forms of land settlement which combine settlement administration at the 
national level with settlement schemes at the local Invel. Kenyan Depart-
ment of Settlement, and Tanzania's Village Settlement Project, both under 
specialized parent Ministries, are of this type. Similarly, Tanzania and 
Kenya have both created specialized control of wat:r development: in 'anzania, 
through a ministerial structure and in Kenya by means of the national Irriga-
tion Board. In these cases land settlement L-,s become closely identified 
with the activities of the intermediary bureaucratic agency, which supervises 
a number of individual schemes. 
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I would suggest, then, a preliminary grouping of land settlement pro-
grams into three classes according to their organizational characteritisticss 

i) Land settlement which occurs in response to programs of infra-
structural investment, usually organized "by departments of 
government who provide similar services in non-settlement 
areas as well. There may he a settlement program, as a temporary 
expedients but there are no settlement schemes as such. 

ii) Land settlement which consists in individualized settlement schemes, 
where farmers are members of organized residence groups, but which 
lack specialized assistance or supervision at a higher level. 

iii) Land settlement which includes settlement schemes and a coordi-
nating agency with specialized administrative functions vis-a-vis 
settlement ^tivities. The Agency often bears prime responsi-
bility for/individual settlement schemes. 

As defined, the topic of this paper deals only with the types which 
include settlement schemes as the dominant form of localized agricultural 
organization (two and three above). Furthermore, where schemes are closely 
linked to some form of supervisory Agency, it is the scheme and not the 
agency which is ray concern. Obviously, there is a whole battery of tech-
niques from out of public administration which could (and should) be used 
in estimating Agency success. But these techniques are not particular to 
settlement as such; the sociological factors are of greatest consequence at 
the lowest level, where the Agency is in direct contact with farmers through 
the means of a residential settlement scheme. It is only in this sense 
that we can talk about scheme performance as distinguished from the activities 
of supporting institutions. 

In setting apart settlement schemes in particular from settlement 
programs in general, I am giving primacy to the criterion of residence 
organization. Itesidentially coordinated activities seem to be the central 
focus of what we mean by "a settlement scheme." Most uses of this label 
imply one or more of the following? 

i) The scheme is basically agricultural in its form of land-use, in the 
more broad sense of including both crop and animal husbandry. 

ii) Scheme farmers are affected through direct participation. The scheme 
has clear social boundaries, so that it has a definite group member-
ship which farmers join and leave. 

iii) Scheme members share common residence, if but in the minimal cense 
that the scheme also has physical "boundaries, i.e., a territory. 

iv) Scheme farmers are mutually interdependent for certain types of 
assistance. The farming activities of each household are not 
completely autonomous. 

To these basic stipulations, one must add the ones which usually (but not 
always) apply? 

v) Scheme members accept some form of co..:i on specialization, usually cen-
tralized into a managerial structure ;rith distinct roles and offices. 

vi) The scheme channels investment (and credit) according to standardized 
patterns for all members, and it creates certain unified facilities 
for the scheme as a whole. 

vii) The scheme makes a common claim u on many outside services, such a3 
technical advice, education, health facilities, etc. 

viii) The scheme may answer to a non-scheme agency for meeting specified 
objectives. 
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It should he apparent that a scheme structure of this type has certain 
definite advantages for achieving rapid agricultural development. Among 
other things, it permitss 

i) Specialization on a larger scale than is possible with small holder 
production, without necessarily sacrificing the low cost advantages of 
the letter. 

ii) Continuing contact with farmers over long periods so that extended 
training in modem techniques can be achieved, and special skills can 
bo diffused throughout the scheme. 

iii) Generating its own physical and social requirements through members 
common contribution and joint efforts (e.g., constructing schools, 
investing in equipment, etc.). 

iv) Concentration of physical investment to one place, allotting household 
services of a high standard to be offered through centralized, low 
oost organization. 

v) Central organization of the scheme labour force to meet special 
objectives. 

"tfe find that there are certain forms of agriculture which almost in-
evitably entail some sort or other of settlement schemes. Schemes are required 
wherever massive physical works necessitate the coordinating of many farmers' 
activities, as in largs irrigation schemes. They are the easiest way of chanel-
ling farm unit investments to large numbers of farms simultaneously. They are 
useful for introducing new crops or techniques, and for testing in local condi-
tions measures which have suceeded elsewhere. They simplify the problems of 
organizing now markets or new services. They allow complex forms of work 
organization, and they can guarantee specified standards of uniformity in hus-
bandry practiceSo Thus they are ideal for safeguarding major national invest-
ments whose benefits cannot be realized without modern farming, or for opening 
up new lands in an orderly fashion. 

Thus settlement schemes have an obvious association with the "transfor-
mation approach" to farming development. The modernization desired of farm 
"transformation" is fourfold? i) it is a revolution in the farmer1s practices, 
launching him into modern farming, ii) it carries with it the substitution of 
contractual obligations for reciprocal obligations, and the farmer depends 
upon the national economy for his goods and services, iii) it implies a 
permanent change in status. Once "transformed" the farmer will be commited 
entirely to the modern sector. 

The kinds of programs which require settlement schemes-—opening up new 
areas of land, large scale irrigation projects, river basin control—are still 
planned in both Kenya and Tanzania. Although these might not be officially 
the responsibility of a settlement agency, they arc identical to existing 
programs from the analytical standpoint. In fact, the new programs are even 
more capital intensive than the exsiting ones. They deserve very careful 
scrutiny indeed. 

The remainder of this paper will be taken up -.rith viewpoints for evaluat-
ing scheme performance. The structural aspects of Soheme organisation are suf-
ficiently predominant so that one can speak meaningfully about scheme perfor-
mance as an entity. There are many ways of measuring this performance, which 
make clear the very different consequences which flow from alternative choices 
in respect to scheme organization. And yet, I believe, an examination of the 
measures points away from schemes and towards settlement administration as 
being the source of current problems with settlement. In reality, it is not 
settlement schemes which have failed as a for:., of development policy it is 
rather the settlement agencies themselves. 
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Tfays of Evaluating Settlement Performance 

Following is a list of various points of view which have "been used in 
the study and evaluation of development schemes. Each entails certain assump-
tions about what is important, aiid therefore each tends toward a distinctive 
emphasis in its conclusions. The approaches used at the level of national 
policy are presented first, as these leal more with Settlement Agencies than 
with schemes per se. 

1. Settlement as an expression of "National In spite of great sim-
ilarities the world over in settlement organisation, certain types of settle-
ment can become identified with a particular nation (cf., the Kibbutzim in 
Israel), Usually this comes through the -political identification of a type 
of scheme with national goals, and thereby its incorporation into the national 
rhetoric. ITe not the commitment to "a transformation approach" in Tanzanian 
policy of recent years., and the "UPC group farms" of Uganda. The concern with 
national style nocessa.rily deals with iass phenomena in terms of national goals 
and ideology, for Mfeicli settlement is primarily a policy issue. As such, it 
can be analyzed in the same terms as in the following vieTrpoints, with the pro-
viso that there is likely to be more concern about its mobilization functions. 

2. Settlement as a form of development policy. Here, although still talk-
ing about settlement in national terms, we are concerned with the comparative 
justification for settlement vis-a-vis alternative measures for achieving 
agricultural development. The point of view relies upon other, :ioro specific 
means of analysis to denionstrate its case. It takes as its rgivensl> the nationfs 
economic and manpower constraints. It usually includes attention to the struc-
tures by which settlement is implemented, and so is likely to be linked with the 
examination of the Settlement Agency as well. 

3. Settlement as a means of rural transformation. This approach differs 
subtly from the first two in that specific rural goals are often paramount. 
It looks at the effectiveness of settlement as a, mode of development in meeting 
specified targets, visually st?«ted in terms of rural welfares village communities, 
stabilization of agriculture, provision of modern services (housing, schools, 
hospitals, electricity, etc.) and so fortho It may incorporate a national 
commitment to modernity for rural areas. The emphasis is less upon the compara-
tive effectiveness of settlement, and more upon its success in terms of unique 
goals. Thus settlement may be judged a success even if it makes speciaJ 
demands upon the general economy. 

4o Settlement a sja frniction of the Settlement Agency. Those in political 
science and public administration are particularly likely to equate the acti-
vity of settlement with its supervisory and executive administration within 
government. The focus in upon the departmental structure which controls the 
individual schemes, rather than upon the schemes themselves. One can employ 
a gamut of viewpoints which apply towards any small-scale bureaucracys pro-
cesses of decision-making, informal communications' channels, recruitment 
policies, administrative feedback, etc. The overall judgement tends toward a 
statement about the efficiency of the administrative department and the appro-
priateness of the goals assigned it. 

5c Planning requirements of settlement. Again, the implicit assumption is 
that settlement occurs through directed char. ;e by government or some other 
superordinate agency. Herre we move towards the criteria used in the original 
formulation of scheme plans, the measures which become standard procedures 
for implementing scheme organization, and the means whereby planning becomes a 
continuous activity in response to changing local situations. Many times the 
failure of a given scheme can be explained solely i:: terras of defects in the 
planning process itself, wherein the Settlement Agency made self defeating 
choices. It would be useful to broaden the compass to include the processes 
of planning for settlement at local levels as well. 

6. Settlement as a safeguard for otl.er investment. Settlement has sometimes 
been used to safeguard other infrastructural investments—to occupy land cleared 
from tsetse, to utilize new roads or railways, etc. Its evaluation then "becomes 
a matter of deciding what would have hap ened if had not been done at all. xt 
cannot then be evaluated independently of the magnitude cf the accompanying in-
vestment. 
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To apply the foregoing viewpoints at the level of scheme performance, 
I have further differentiated the headings into two categoriess i) scheme 
performance as measured against scheme goals, and ii) scheme performance 
as viewed in sociological analysis. 

I 

1. Scheme profitabilityg The overall economic performance of the scheme 
as a production unit. Standard accounting procedures are used first to do a 
rough input-output analysis of the scheme as a firm, and then to derive cost-
benefit ratios. This would be the type of evaluation attempted by a business 
firm, to see if the scheme is succeeding. Does it repay its investments, ir-
respective of the levels of that investment? In the few instances where this 
has actually been attempted, there has been a tendency to rely upon first 
costs only, and also to discount intangible factors and benefits. 

2. Scheme income by enterprises Most "economicn analyses of scheme per-
formance, as put forward by Settlement Agencies themselves, amount to little 
more than the statement of annual earnings on the major cash crops. Schemes 
which are categorized as to the type of crop or operation—tea, M T (toba,cco), 
3isal, etc. schemes—will be justified solely in terms of their aggregate 
production of that crop. The practice is especially common where new crops are 
being introduced through settlement schemes. The realization of crop targets 
is then taken as evidence of success, even where individual settler households 
dannot rely on the scheme for a living (e.g., group farms in Uganda and Tanzania, 
w\hore the "scheme" is jointly producing a common field of cotton while settlers 
continue to live and work at home). The approach commonly neglects to include 
settlers1 production of food crops in its estimation of scheme income. 

3. Scheme farm profitabilitys In a few instances, full-scale input-output 
analyses have been conducted on individual scheme farms. These yield a good 
picture of the profitability of various farm enterprises. Their main weakness 
lies in neglecting to analyze farm consumption expenditure (school fees, etc.), 
and in the difficulty of getting accurate labour data. It must be pointed out, 
howeyer, that even where settlers are succeeding the scheme as a whole may be 
failing for other, non-economic reasons. 

4-q Farm income, per settlement units This measure is very widely used. It 
is often looked at in conjunction with preplanned farm budgets, to see if the 
farmer attains a set target. Many of the early East African schemes had as their 
goal a specified cash income level per family, and no attention was paid to oither 
foodcrop production or to household consumption. The measure is insensitive to 
variations in family size, and so it frequently gives misleading indications of 
farm family welfare. It may be linked to the idea that certain acreage sizes 
—sometimes uniform throughout the scheme—ought to produce a certain cash in-
come under reasonable standards of husbandry. Failure to reach the target is 
then blamed upon the settler's poor farming, even where other causes obviously 
played a part. 

5. Scale of unit investments following from an analysis of schene and farm 
profitability, one may add the consideration of the ratio of absolute investment 
to returns per household (or individual) benefitted. The evaluation assumes an 
egalitarian goal of maximizing returns on investment and the number of families 
benefited simultaneously. Usually, the criterion is applied by national govern-
ments with respect to scarce capital development funds. Thus t\ey are very 
interested in schemes with a low unit cost and high returns oer lor absolute 
levels of public expenditure. It is less widoly used in commercial schemes, 
where capital funds are no problem provided -.;hat the returns are assured. 

6. Standards of living per households 15any schemes have specific;, for them 
certain goals which relate to the general star* ard of living on :he scheme. These 
may be specified in concrete terms? a house :*ith a cement floor, steel windows, 
and a tin roof? electricity to each scheme? ipec1 water to cach l.itchen? indoor 
sanitation . . . There is a tendency to become dogmatic ii: insisting upon the 
contemporary idea of modernity, with the result that the scheme has very high 
unit costs. 
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7c Standards cf scheme social servicesg The foregoing ideal for households 

is frequently expanded into a general commitment on government's part to provide 
the scheme with all the basic modern social servicess with schools, a hospital, 
shops, a welfare hall, acess roads, etc, In so doing a great strain is placed 
on the scheme management, especially if government decides after the fact to 
recover the costs from settlers1 repayments. Commitments of this type often 
arise when politicians supervene in the activity of the Settlement Agency. 

o. Degree of mechanizationg Because of its association with modern agri-
culture, mechanization is frequently given as a goal for settlement production, 
"•here agronomists have directed scheme planning, they have tended towards exten-
sive, capital intensive methods. Even though the mechanization might pay for 
itself in commercial accounting terms, it makes heavy claim upon scarcc capital, 
and it does not increase local opportunities for agricultural labour. It tends 
tog i) increase the saale of operations, ii) transform settlers from, farmers 
into labourers, iii) increase scheme demands for specialized maintenance ser-
vices already in short supply, and iv) make settler repayment of scheme costs 
very unlikely. 

9. Rate of repayments Many schemes are scrutinized solely in terms of the 
speed with which they repay basic capital investment—especially where the 
capital comes from abroad under striiigent terms. Yet we frequently find that 
repayment expectations are completely unreaslistic, and so very demoralizing 
to settlers. On Tanzanian schemes, for instance, the expectation was that 
250 families could repay £ 120,000 in 25 years! Rates of scheme de/aulting 
are meaningful only if the repayment schedule is realistically based in tho 
first instance. Unfortunately, repayment statistics are the one form of data 
the scheme almost certainly keeps, and they tend to be used very widely in 
evaluating settlement to the exlusion of other measures. 

10. Achievmont of membership goalsg Most schemes have set criteria for 
recruitment and eviction. The extent to which these criteria are followed is 
a very valuable indication of scheme authority. Membership goals are also of 
tremendous intrinsic importance, in determining the general caliber of settler 
vho comes into the scheme. They create the pool of special skills among staff 
and settlers which will decide whether or not the scheme can evolve its own 
services and its otto program. 

11. Redistribution of resourcesg Many schemes are meant to redistribute the 
nation1s resources, esp. to alter the access to agricultural opportunities. 
The success of the scheme can then be measured against the total number of 
households accomodated before and after settlement, and against the change in 
group composition which occurs. A common associated goal is to maintain previous 
levels of production while the transfer is taking place, and to exceed them in 
future years. 

12. Protection of infrastructural investmentsg In some areas, settlement is 
required to make full use of expensive programs which open new territory, i.e. 
the northern railway in Uganda, the road to the north from Dar es Salaam in Tan-
zania. Otherwise shifting cultivators would move into the areas in question, 
and so negate much of the value of the public capital investment (which can be 
realized only under conditions of modern, cash crop farming). As has been 
pointed out, what is required is an evaluation "with and without" settlement 
to see what would have happened had-, it not been established; "before and after" 
evaluation may here be misleading. 

13» Generation of new employments One wants to know then how much employment 
the scheme creates directly, and how much is induced through subsidiary enter-
prises. Obviously, this goal affects other scheme decisions—what crops are 
grown, what operations are mechanized, etc. The evaluation tends to be linked 
to measuring how much the scheme has achieved political purposes. There is a 
real danger in attempting this measurement too soon after first settlement. 

1 4 . Utilization of spare skillsg Some schemes such as estate—nucleus pro-
grams and mission traning schools for youth are of value because they employ 
scarce skills which would not be otherwise available to the nation. 

Christopoulou, "Land Settlement: some oft-neglected basic issues," 
The L-onthly Bulletin of Agricultural ^conc rdc Statistics, Some s FA0, vol. 14? 
no. 10, pp. 1 - 6 . 1965. 
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15• Demonstration Effectsg How much scheme behaviour and techniques become 

a model which diffuses to the outside, off-scheme area. This goal is very 
commonly adduced in support of settlement as a form of policy, and very seldom 
provided for in fact. Llany scheme tendencies mitigate against achieving a 
demonstrati on effect s the feeling that scheme settlers are specially nrivileged 
through Government's lavish investment on their behalf, the schemers desire 
to maintain separate social services, etc. 

16. Meeting of Scheme Development Schedulesg Most schemes have planned 
phases for their capital and social development. The fact that a scheme is 
on time" in its development is not especially significant, but its failure 

to meet targets may be quite diagnostic of difficulties in other areas. So 
also, a comparative analysis of thi areas in which the skheme meets its tar-
gets, and those where it does not, will usaully reveal the sources of stress 
in scheme performance. 

II 

There are as well some useful external criteria of scheme performance, 
derived from public administration and sociology. These includes i) tests 
of internal efficiency, ii) the schemefs manpower commitments, iii) the 
realism of scheme expectations, iv) care in scheme recruitment, v phases 
in scheme functions, vi) training requirements of scheme organization, and 
vii) degroe3 of scheme control. Hot all of these can be developed at length 
here, but they are quite essential types of valuation in determinirg scheme 
effectiveness. In particular, I will develop the idea of the effects upon 
scheme life of increasing degrees of scheme control, since this trend seems 
to marked in well-established schemes. 
Tests of Internal Efficiency 

There are a number of ways for determining if a scheme's management is 
reasonably efficient. Arc settlors able to make their opinions felt in the 
center? Does scheme management show flexibility in meeting new demands and 
in anticipating changed circumstances? Does it meet settlers goals to their 
own satisfaction? Is it a channel of feedback to the Agency about the progress 
of settlement in its area? Can it take minor decisions in routine fashion, 
and does it have authority to act in all areas that require immediate decisions? 

Commitment upon Manpower 
Most schemes need to be reasonably self-sufficient in managerial and 

technical expertise. This means that fairly high level manpower are required 
in the managerial posts, and the scheme may easily exceed its quota of trained 
specialists in various fields. Nevertheless, one of the advantages of the 
scheme structure is its ability to train replacements for many of the .air-i i "i o«i 
jobs. Some of its claims are, therefore, temporary to certain p.hnnos in 
scheme development. On the other hand, where major schemes are started without 
providing their necessary manpower, the scheme usually can force attention from 
already hard-pressed local personnel off the scheme. In Tanzania, it he,s been 
common for the Village Settlement Projects to take up a major share of the 
time ana attention of regional level technical staff. The other possibility 
to be kept in mind is that the scheme may share its manpuwer with a larger area, 
or with other schemes. 

Realism in Scheme Expectations 

A lack of realism in scheme planning and in the drawing up o£ scheme 
regulations has very widespread affects throughout the scheme community. It 
is especially important in relation to loan repayment schedules, and to scheme 
development plans. Because loan repayment is so easily determined, the settlor 
cannot escape from a poorly based schedule. ne easily comes to feel victimized 
by the management, and he may become comfinced that he is being cheated. The 
lack of realism thus creates among settlers a common awareness of injustice. 
The reference group so established may prove to be a continuing source of 
friction with the management long after the schedules arc readjust'cL 
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Care in Scheme Recruitment 

Most sch have fairly explicit guidelines determining who gets 
selected, under what terms he stays, and for what reasons he may he evicted. 
The care taken in following the directives is of immense importance to the 
success of the schemes it has "been claimed that the selection., of settlers is 
the most important single decision of settlement authorities. Recruitment 
determines the overall capacities of scheme membership, and eviction safe-
guards the scheme's right to make its demands felt upon the individual house-
hold. Originally, in the Tanzanian schemes the recruitment goals were 
spelled out very thoroughly? 

i) settlers were to have had farming experience, 
ii) they should be commited to farming as a profession, 

iii) they should prove themselves receptive to new ideas and methods, 
iv) thoy should be willing to do hard work, 
v) they should be married and have children, 

vi) they should have already been in contact with the money economy, 
vii) thoy should be willing to live in a community, c 

viii) and they should be between 25 and 40 years of age. 

Achievement of such ambitious membership goals often conflicts at 
once with other aims, such as the localization of scheme decision-making. 
There have been many attempts to hand over the scheme's responsibilities in 
recruitment to cooperatives or to local party cells. In the process, how-
ever, the criteria are themselves usually changed to accomodate to local, 
non-technical considerations. Members get selected for their influence with 
local politicians, for their representation of wealthy lineages anc clans, 
or for their ability to pay bribes to tlio selection committee. The dilemma 
can become quite acute. If local influentials are not consulted, they may 
ppose the scheme from its inception. And yet their participation in the 
selection of settlers may prejuidice its future effectiveness. 

Another conflict frequently arises over whether to give precedence to 
economic or to sociological considerations. Sociologically, it may be desirable 
to recruit groups of people who have already known one another and worked to-
gether in the off-scheme environment. Also, one wants to insure that settlors 
have a permanent stake in the future of the settlement. Economically, however, 
the scheme may realize its repayments per settler best by ignoring the extent 
to which settlers have outside investments. Their outside interests increase 
their income at the crucial period of early repayments, and they may opgn to 
them sources of private credit which cannot be matched by the scheme. Some 
of the best settlers in terms of yields may be those working on the scheme 
to meet target demands. In several Tanzanian schemes, the best settlers in 
the early years were Chagga who promptly returned to Kilimanjaro once they had 1 
achieved their income goals. So also in Kenya, where some businessmen are 
absentee tenants and yet have the wherewithal to make repayments promptly. 

Perhaps the most damaging contraventions are those where scheme per-
sonnel use nbrotherizationn to recruit other office holders and to fill 
vacant scheme places* It is probably inevitable that applicants should be 
drawn from areas where word has gotten out about settlement opportunities. 
But genuine favourtism seldom escapes the notice of settlers, since recruitment 
is necessarily a rather jubiio matter. "Brotherization" quickly leads to a 
loss of confidence by settlers in the fairness and impartiality of shone 
management. Only a few instance are required to spoil scheme relations. 

One could gc far towards insuring scheme success by merely imposing 
rigid control over selection, to admit only those farmers who: i) had some 
capital of their own, ii) had worked outside their home area, and iii) had 
maximum education. The ability of the scheme to evolve its own services and 
its 01m style of life within the modern world is very dependent upon the 
quality of incoming settlers,, 

~ - — ^ 

Cliristoupoulou, op. cit. Memorandum on Rural Settle;agnt jn ganyika 
Dar es Salaam: the Government Printer, 1963. 
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Provisions for Household! I oderniz^-uicn 

There has been an unfortuna/te tendency in settlement schemes to define 
agricultural transformation only with respect to cash crop production and 
marketing. Their technical achi. cmentr in cash crop production are indeed 
impressive. African far .ers can be taught a modern type of farming. This has 
been amply demonstrated on many schemes with many different crops. 

But if one takes - s his measure the broader, social objectives which 
are always mentioned ac the ultimate goals of a scheme, there are very few 
examples of success. TM continually see reference to higher educational stan-
dards, to better health more leisure, higher incomes, etc. —all of which is 
supposed to flow from i .creased agricultural productivity. But on the ground 
it is disturbing to fini how many schemes fail to realize these ideals. The 
scheme officials again and again react to criticisms of what is by reiterating 
what ought to be _n tlv futuro. If one ask3 where the flowers are, one is 
told that the set ler'f ;ifc . s rightly enough too busy with food crops to 
plant flowers. I one aska 1 is the mechanic who services the scheme's 
tractors, wo are . ikcly to V told that the manager does the repairs himself, 
dnd that one of tiio farmers r: 11 be taught to do this when the need arises. 
If we ask where arc the do : for students' books in school, we are told 
that they, too^ •'rill come :i * ime as the scheme makes more money. In fact, 
all ingredients of modern ruril life are still not quite yet arrived . . . 

Flowers, of cou*sc, ican nothing in of themselves. But flowers on a 
doorstep say sor othing vcr? important about time, about lei sure5 and about 
attitudes. A woman ;rho must plant the corn," wood the vegetables, carry the 
water, wash the chil!r >n, supervise their play, clean the house, scare the 
birds, find the firewood, process the crops, store the food, cook, keep 
the fire going, and serve her family in countless other ways —this woman 
is not very likel r to grow ?lcwors on her doorstop! An African woman's work 
is hardest when s.ie has several young childrens at that time she is doing the 
work which in Eur po or the USA would be done by a maid, a housewife, a farmer, 
and a schoolteachc r all combined. (But in .return when her children are grown 
the African wife delegates many of her hardest jobs to them.) 

Let us loo]: at what the division of work means on a settlement schema. 
Most modern qualities of life presuppose greater leisurotimes for teaching 
children, for cleaning a larger house, for preparing more frequent and varied 
meals. In fact, during the first few years on a scheme a woman's lot is no 
different than it would be in a traditional homestead^ it may oven bo harder 
if the scheme is far from markets and the woman is given no help in cultiva-
tion. Even when the scheme meets its production targets, it does not improve 
home life. Unless the increased production is put at once to work to free 
women from carrying water and growing corn, the family will not enjoy a higher 
standard of household welfare., TThoreas off scheme a woman can look to her 
increase in children tc raise her income, on-sc he mo the more children the 
smaller the house-space available and the less clothes per child. 

For this reason, if a couplc does not change their way of life drama-
tically in their first few years on the scheme, they never will. Time is their 
worst enemy. Bad habits 3 earned in the first few months of haphazard adjust-
ment become permanent in time. The woman does not share her husbands income. 
He does not inrest in water supplies or fuel for her. And, in time, more and 
more children make the goal of modernizing home life less and less feasible. 

From this standpoint, settlement schemes show a complete lack of intelli-
gent social planning. They provide for a higher income, but they do not give 
the family the things that release a woman to use her skill on their immediate 
behalf. As a result, in the long run schor.es dc not result in more modern 
communities. Their improvements affect only men, and once the man's family 
is grown and his land is divided between five to eight sons, the old customs 
inevitable eveej in. Subdivision is then merely the end point in a two genera-
tion cycle of improvement followed by Lcterioration—a cycle which seems endemid 
in settlement areas, 
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Transfer of Production Traditions"*" 

Transformation agriculture is distinguished by the rate of social change 
which it posits for the rural farm. The bubstance of the sweeping changes de-
sired is agricultural and economics but the processes of change relied upon are 
no different from those required to bring about any radical social reorganization* 
Transformation a.griculture is in esses the attempt to re-educate adults on a 
mass scale. Herein lies the reason why it is so often put into effect through 
some sort of settlement scheme, since common residence then gives a total 
institutional framework for carrying on extension efforts through all avenues 
of social di scourse. These efforts are fundamentally educational® the scheme1s 
success depends entirely upon settlers1 mastery of now patterns of production. 
The magnitude of the effort is further compounded by the fact that so many 
African recruits do not have familiarity with the traditions they are learning. 
I/liat they learn appears so novel to them that it is all a completely new ex-
perience. The degree of novelty dictates the amount of education which must 
be attempted. 

Against this backdrop, let us list the types of new learning which have 
been demanded of settlers on various East African settlement schemes: 

1. Learning of new techniques of livestock management on new breeds in 
situations whore even slight mistakes can mean the loss of the herd. 

2. Learning husbandry techniques for now cash crops, sometimes on crops 
which are new to the area and which require adaptation in production 
practices. 

3. Learning the care and operation of tractors, and the use of different 
implements with them on new types of farming operations. 

4« Learning to accept new forms of labour allocation, including coercive 
control over one's own daily activities—all without contracts or pay. 

5. Learning new roles and offices relating to scheme organizations village 
headmen, scheme guards, etc. 

6. Learning to budget expenses a year in advance, in spite of violent 
fluctuations in income derived from the scheme and in loan repayment 
demands. 

7» Learning new procedures for banking and withdrawing onors cash. 
8. Learning to depend upon new staple foods. 
9. Learning to live as a villager instead of as a farmer, and yet to be 

deprived of the normal services of cither a village or a homestead. 
10. Learning to run a transport business to market onefs own crops. 
11. Learning to keep complete records of all legal transactions relating 

to scheme occupation, 
12. Learning a new ideology about settlement and its purposes. 
13; Learning a new system of scheme rules, rights, privileges, and sanctions. 
1 4 . Learning to participate in new forms of group leadership. 

Of course, these types of learning are net of comparable difficulty. ITor 
are they required in every scheme. Some take years of practice and instruction 
for complete mastery® others can be acquired in a few afternoons. But in some 
way or other each must be learnt—there is no magic to allow the settler to 
ignore the changes he must make in his way of life. 

Thus one sees the tendency for schemes to take on a very high "training 
load". Many items of new learning are not required, but are added measures 
imposed by the Agency without thought for their effects. ^7ew forms of residence, 
new types of labour organization, etc.—those are not necessitated by the farming 
system itself. But when the scheme tries to do too much, it easily ignores the 
essential period which the settler needs to adjust t. his new circumstances. In 
consequence, nany areas of life escape "untransformed11. 

These comments are drawn from . -rcvi us ra^er. 
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Degrees of Scheme Control 

There is a final approach, derived from American sociology, which is 
perhaps the most potent of all for understanding tendencies in the evolution 
of settlement schemes—Irving Goffman's ideas ah out the nature of what he 
calls "total institutions". Goffman did not, of course, talk about settlement 
schemes as such. His list of total institutions (ships, hospitals, concentra-
tion camps, boarding schools) does not even mention instances of agriculturally 
based communities, nevertheless, a settlement scheme does share many of the 
analytic characteristics which he describes. He, too, fcund_.it difficult to 
distinguish the "total institution" in a capsule definitions" 

. . . One conceptual peculiarity must be mentioned, ITone of the ele-
ments I will extract seems entirely exclusive to total institutions, 
and none seems shared by every one of them. What is shared and unique 
about total institutions is that each^exhibits many items in this family 
of attributes to an intense degree. 

Goffman's discussion of these traits is long and thorough. I shall 
try to compress his ideas by concentrating upon those predictions which 
seem to hold true of many settlement schemes. The de criptive similarities 
are sufficient to require full explication in terms of underlying social 
processes (which Goffman does not attempt)—but that would be another paper 
in of itself. For present purposes, let us merely note the areas of similarity 

Total institutions are, in Goffmanesque language, social hybrid©— 
part residential community, and part formal organization. They take their 
name from the attenpt to provide the totality of a member's needs through 
organizational channels. They exhibit (in varying degrees) an "organic" 
division of labour, so that most tasks are centrally allocated. This leads 
to a marked split between the planners and those planned for, between "staff" 
and "inmates.11 The central provision of needs requires variations in work 
patterns from those generally prevailling; the work/payment structure within 
is distinct from that "outside." The degree of authoritative planning permits 
relatively small numbers of supervisory staff to control large numbers of in-
mates, who all do the same thing at the same time. Between staff and inmates 
"two different social and cultural worlds develop, tending to jog along beside 
each other, with points of official contact but little mutual penetration." 
The situation can be most easily analyzed under the tiro major headingss 
i) the staff world, and ii) the inmate world. 

The staff in a total institution identify frith its official objective 
of reforming inmates towards some ideal standard—in a settlement scheme, 
some version of its official goals./ Staff work has uniquely to do with people 
—"people work"—because its concern is with them as objects to be recorded 
and routed according to planned patterns. The incoming settler within the 
Kenya high density schemes is faced with, for example, an official offer form 
with space for his acceptance signature, a land registration form, a form on 
which he agrees to repay his loan and Vacate his plot if ho defaults, a certi-
ficate of acceptance, a copy of conditions of the loan, orders for ploughing, 
co-op registration forms . „ . These forms say what the settler harj done, 
and who has current responsibility for him. The individual accumulates a 
chain of information receipts fixing his position and performance. 

Staff nevertheless justify their treatment of inmates in terms of 
the broad, moral principles which are a part of the institutional rationale* 
But in practice the instrumental, tliereapeudic goals "at the top" got trans-
formed at bottom levels into consumatory, custodial concerns. The goal becomes 
getting fixed objectives accomplished :rith a minimum of fuss—which means that 

3rving Goffman, "The Characteristics of Total Institutions," :p. 312 -
340. In, Complex Organizations, Anitai Stzioni, ed. I7ew York - liolt, Ftinehart 
& WinstonT (A shortened version fro:., a symposiu:. on social psychiatry.) 

2Ibid., p. 313. 3Ibid., p. 315-



Fo£ the inmate, then, entrance into the institution requires some sort 
of "stripping and levelling process'1 to reduce his status to the common denomi-
nator within. He must learn to value the institution's own privilege systems 
its sources of prestige, its rewards, and its sanctions. He is subject to 
authority of the echelon kinds any member of staff has certain rights to dis-
cipline any member of the inmate class. IlisbehaviOUJS in one sphere of life 
"—such as in defaulting in loan repayments—are held against one's standing 
in other spheres. Authority directs its concern to a host of minor items of 
conduct. |The settler is constantly coming up for judgement in one context 
•eg-othor*- In time, inmates come to live in chronic anxiety about breaking 
the rules, and they devise el ab our ate strategies for "staying out of trouble." 
Some inmates specialize in providing others with forbidden articles and ser-
vices, in getting minor gratifications which are freely available in the 
larger society. 

Naturally, not all of the foregoing description applies with equal 
effect to all types of schemes. The presence of households instead of indi-
viduals, and the lack of a reform motivation, make scheme life lore easy-going. 
One Suspects that Goffman's acquaintance with corrective institutions lies 
behind the negative tenor of his analysis, nevertheless, the features he out-
lines are quite plain in the more authoritarian types of settlement—sufficiently 
so to suggest that all total institutions share certain common tendencies towards 
centralization at inmate expense. 

If so, we have good cause for being sceptical about the effectiveness 
of centralized schemes for achieving certain of their officially designated 
|objectives. The regulatory framework stiffles settler initiative in many 
areas. Settlement households become, in time, more rather than less dependent 
upon the central organization. Settlers take increasing numbers of decisions 
to the management for action. They lose the sense of control over their own 
welfare. They may feel so insecure—even in the face of low eviction rates— 
that they refuse to invest in household capital goods. Settlement housing in 
Total institutions schemes is often poorly repaired because settlers wait for 
the management to act on their behalf. Settler leadership becomes devoted to 
creating a bargaining position vis-a-vis management, not towards taking on a 
responsible role in local development. The expected devolution of scheme 
functions into settler hands never occurs. 

On management's side, the total institution tends to neglect the welfare 
of either its inmates or of the larger society. Staff come to identify with 
the institution's continued well-being, at whatever cost. They concentrate 
exclusively upon the products which they can produce most easily. They welcome 

' expensive capital developments which destroy the planned-for low unit costs. 
The scheme's very success with one crop may prejudice its future ability to 
respond to changed economic circumstances. TThen economic disaster eventually 
occurs, the staff may try to recover the institution's costs at tenant expense, 
never at their own expense. 

In short, total institutions can be an efficient means of agricultural 
production. But they are not likely to achieve the other aims frequently given 
for land settlements to demonstrate superior techniques for surrounding farmers 
to copy, to improve household welfare through raised incomes, to transfer 
leadership into settler hands, to generate new social services at no cost to 
the larger society, or to operate at low unit costs per settlement household. 

It is therefore of urgent priority that sociologists pay more attention 
to discovering the dynamic factors responsible for tlie~e tendencies. Proper 
care in the planning stage ought to be able to anticipate the evolutionary 
trends in scheme development. Undue centralization can be prevented by assigning 
the functions of settlement to different organizations, and by precautions taken 
in the initial period of scheme adjustment. -o achieve this, however, we must 
develop a much more precise notion of horr schemes actually function. 
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the less independence inmates exercise, the better. Scheme management invades 
more and more areas of inmates1lives, always in order to "simplify11 scheme 
operations. In interest of granting certain privileges to some inmates, 
other rights and standards are denied. 

The process can be seen clearly in the phrases of the legal statutes 
which apply towards many of the more authoritarian t37pes of settlement, such 
as in irrigation or forestry schemes. Here, for example, are a few of the 
stipulations contained in the Trust Land (irrigation Areas) Kules which current-
ly apply in Kenya: 

i) a tenant may not allow anyone else to occupy his holding or to culti-
vate it on his behalf, nor may he be absent for more than one month, 

ii) he shall maintain the boundaries of his holding, as well as all field 
feeder and drainage channels to the satisfaction of the manager, 

iii) he shall cultivate his holding according to a crop rotation laid down 
by the manager, nor may he hire or employ stock or machinery for cul-
tural operations without the manager's prior approval in writing, 

iv) he may be charged for repairs done against his Trill to his o\m housing 
"to the satisfaction of the manager", whereas any structure built with-
out prior written consent can be demolished (as can any crop planted 
in contravention to the manager's instructions), 

v) he may retain from his crop only enough for himsolf and "authorized 
dependents living r̂ith him", and the manager is not obligated to keep 
or sell separately the crops delivered to him by the tenant under com-
pulsory regulation, 

vi) he may not keep more than his number of licensed stock, and he must 
dispose of their natural increase according to the manager's instruc-
tions c o . 

The regulations extend doim to items as minor as/wfiether or not a tenant 
can cause "any motor vehicle to be driven within the area"! 

A special problem is presented staff in their own relations to inmates, 
and in inmates' relations to outsiders. Most total institutions have rules 
designed to minimize staff-inmate contacts in equalitarian situations, where 
staff dominance cannot be enforced. Staff do not share recreation or housing 
with tenants, nor are staff bound to inmate rules. Staff have transport 
(often provided by schemes themselves) which inmates cannot use. Staff mini-
mize inmates' outside interests and statuses, and any off-scheme connections 
by the inmate are viewed as being competitive with the scheme's well being. 
Because, nevertheless, inmates do not always behave according to what has been 
designed "for their own good", staff are forced to develop a verbalized "theory! 
of human nature" to explain deviations from institutional norms. Social dis- / 
tance is formally perscribed, and inmates and staff talk about one another 
in terms of common institutional stereotypes. Social mobility between strata 
is restricted. 

Outsiders may reinforce the management's hold over inmates by referring 
to management the affairs which settlers could normally control themselves. We 
find that many routine decisions—the location of new schools, the building of 
culverts, etc.—become the de facto perrogative of the scheme where elsewhere 
other departments of government are in command. The management may restrict 
scheme services to those living within its territory, thereby erectittg a wall 
around the scheme's often superior facilities. Outsiders resent the scheme's 
access to government capital, and they may come to view inmates as a privileged 
minority. For these reasons "total institutions" seldom exercise a significant 
demonstration effect upon the surrounding countryside. The general populace 
views them with distrust, a feeling which increases in proportion to proximity 
to the scheme boundary. 
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Some Conclusions about Scheme Performance 

Putting all of these ideas together, one can come to several tentative 
conclusions about settlement performance in East Africa. 

The unconcern over matching types of schemes with appropriate objectives 
is striking. There appears to have been no awareness that scheme organization 
is itself a determinant of scheme performance. lighly capitalised schemes for 
100 families have been started to meet the need for population movement5 central-
ized schemes with tractors and steel frame houses organized to make a "demonstra-
tion effect" on surrounding farmers? tmspecialized schemes without central manage-
ment given to house urban unemployed who had never farmed before , . . ^here 
are many examples of schemes which have been expected to fulfill mutually in-
compatible goals. Pull mechanization with the most modern, labour saving 
equipment does not also help solve rural unemployment. ITor can a scheme with 
fully provided services from the start expect tenants to pay all of the capital 
development costs. A scheme which takes in landless townsmen cannot also solve 
pressing production problems without outside assistance. The list of conflicting 
demands could be extended indefinately—all testifying to a lack of forethought 
by those who planned the initial programs. 

In fact, many of the problems of settlement seem to stem from the crash 
program basis of national efforts in all throe countries. Uganda jras offered 
tractors by the hundreds when it had no programs requiring themj Kenya was in 
political turmoil over the demands for more land at a time when thousands of 
landed European farmers were leaving;y&nd Tanzania had released a frenzy of 
localized, self-help activity in agriculture when it created a new structure 
of regional and area administratioiw Agricultural technicians were faced with 
immediate political demands which l^ft little time for planning or preparation. 
As a consequence, settlement programs ignored all of the lessons of the past. 
Is is embarassing now to read Arthur Lewis1 comments on land settlement from 
twelve years ago, and to discover that most if not all of his guidelines were 
blithely ignored in contemporary program planning. 

It is also clear that most schemes were asked to do too much too soon. 
They were sometimes located in areas for which no agricultural production 
systems of a modern sort had been evolved. Elsewhere, they were placed without 
respect to markets on the assumption that they could organize their own. They 
were given scheme budgets that were not derived from the area, in which they 
were located. They were given repayment schedules which began before the first 
cash crop had been marketed—in a few cases, before it had been planted! They 
were expected to experiment in finding suitable construction techniques using 
strange materials. They were asked to introduce high value livestock where 
none had been grown before . . . Three of these factors have been so signi-
ficant that they need further'emphasis0 

Throughout, planning has underestimated the risk factor involved in agri-
cultural pioneering. We have no comparable statistics 011 the numbers of private 
farmers who have gone out 03? business in the process of creating a viable agri-
cultural economy—but the total percentage is probably quite high. ^et schemes 
have operated under minimum provisions to cope with adversity. In several 
cases I know of schemes whose budgets were based on a sequence of the best three 
years in the past three decades. Surely more effort ought to have been devoted 
to arriving at realistic estimates of scheme risks. 

Secondly, planners have allowed outside agencies and political pressure 
to dictate completely unrealistic repayment schedules. The consequences were 
manifolds the Settlement Agency is revealled as lacking local information and 
the flexibility to adjust its demands, the tenant or settler feels unjustly put 
upon and loses the incentive to try to meet Lis further payments, and the Agency 
feels unwilling to apply pressure to recover funds it knows ought to be kept by 
the settler. Either the Agency is forced into ignoring its own rules about re-
payment—and thereby encouraging an avalanche of further defaulters—or the 
settler must go further in debt to private sources. 
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Thirdly, it has been almost "universal to underestimate the amount of 

effort required to solve marketing problems for a new scheme. In visits to-
schemes which were successful I often noted that the manager usually spent in 
excess of two days a week on marketing and transport problems. Finding and 
holding new markets is a demanding task for even the most skilled managers to 
expect a settler cooperative to succeed without transport or technical expertise 
would appear very foolhardy. Yet instances were found where neither production 
nor marketing problems had been solved—and untrained settler committees were 
held responsible for doing both! 

To these, I would like to add a fourth and fifth factor which override 
all others in importance? the scheme's technical base, and the scheme's success 
in recruitment. Failure in these tiro areas is, I believe, the most common 
reason for poor scheme performance by existing settlement schemes in East Africa. 
Where schemes have high value cash crops, and where careful recruitment of staff 
and settlers has been followed, the other difficulties do not seem sufficient 
to halt scheme development. But no amount of other assistance can overcome 
the lack of a viable production base and willing farmers to make it pay. 

Taking stock, then, one sees that these problems are less those of 
settlement schemes, and more those of Settlement Agencies. In supervised forms 
of land settlement9 the determinants of scheme performance lie ultimately with 
the agency and not with tho scheme. For as long as agencies impose upon schemes 
unrealistic demands, it will be very difficult to evaluate the potential of 
schemes as such. To date, at least, settlement agencies within East Africa seem 
more at fault than do settlement schemes in those instances where schemes have 
shown poor performance. 

The Contribution of Social Scientists to Land Settlement Evaluation 

The question arises, therefore, why government statements seem to blame 
settlement schemes and settlement farmers, rather than settlement agencies, for 
current difficulties with this form of development policy. 

The shift in blame is explicit in the Tanzanian case, and implied in the 
Kenya arguments. We have seen that Tanzania cited settlers' passive, complain-
ing attitude as a main reason for starting no new schemes. Yet we have also 
seen that passivity is a prominent characteristic of total institutions anywhere. 
Government itself chose a form of settlement scheme which was extreme in its 
capital requirements and in its centralization. If these were the reasons for 
now abandoning settlement, should, not the Agency in charge of preliminary plan-
ning be blamed rather than the policy in general? Similarly with respect to 
the Kenya charge that schemes have shown relatively modest gains from high unit 
costs of investment. Kenya has a relatively large pool of skilled African farmers 
who could, have made dramatic improvements on the land which has been settled. 
There are also forms of settlement with relatively low unit costs, as where 
existing estates are used as the nucleus for new schemes. If these alterna-
tives were not used (in interest of political considerations), is land settle-
ment as such at fault? Surely the contemporary objections to settlement schemes 
cannot be taken too seriously when other departments of government are being 
encouraged to press ahead with plans for even larger and more expensive forms 
of land settlement. 

There can be little doubt that much of Government's motivation comes from 
the pressure of private criticism. In Kenya, especially, a series of articles 
hostile to settlement by Leslie Brown (titled under such heads as "Burden of 
Dsbt" etc., in the Kenya Weekly Hews) had telling effect. They furnished the 
critics of settlement—found in government as well as without—with a fund of 
unsympathetic data. In Tanzania, the Ministry of Agriculture found its role 
in national development in large part taken away and assigned to settlement. 
There was, therefore, much behind the scences criticism of land settlement 
going on constantly. 
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The point is, then, that new programs are going to receive evaluation 

in any case—whether or not Government tries to do so in systematic fashion. 
Attempts to keep researchers out only make a program the more vulnerable to 
private criticism which continues unabated. It is much preferable that the 
settlement agency itself conducts continuing evaluation using the latest 
survey techniques. Indeed, however, this was precisely what the Tanzanian 
Government attempted with respect to its Village Settlement Project when it 
invited the participation of researchers from Syracuse University. 

The Tanzanian and Kenya decisions cannot be blamed upon a lack of 
structure for evaluations Tanzania has made heavy use of its Syracuse research 
team, and Kenya has mounted a major study of settlement through its Farm Economic 
Survey Unit. There has jeen no lack of applied research by social scientists, 
who have been studying settlement off-and-on for the past five years. 

I raise this issue because I believe that sociological analysis of 
settlement would have come tc a predominantly favourable conclusion concerning 
its success. In the face of tremendous odds, individual schemes were achieving 
remarkable results—results which compare well with those achieved through 
settlement anywhere in the world. In fact, I would argue that East Africa 
has much to teach other areas of the tropical world about how to implement 
certain types of land settlement. Why, then, has the decision about settle-
ment relied exclusively upon economic criteria? 

I should like to suggest two major reasons, which distinguish economics 
as a field from the other social sciences (but especially from sociology). It 
appears to me that economics is the only discipline which has a theoretical 
apparatus that relates directly to the topic at hand. Economists can estimate 
farm and scheme profitability. They have a language for talking about the 
activities of a firm which apply directly to schemes as well. But they are 
not nearly as ell versed in comparing the supervisory agencies, whose activity 
is viewed as lying within the sociology of bureaucracy or within public admin-
istration. Hence the decison about settlement has used what theory seemed most 
well developed, and scheme economics were made to bear the evaluation for the 
effectiveness of the Agency itselfi 

Had sociologists been able to talk coherently in theoretical terms 
about settlement, I am sure they would have been listened to. But sociology 
goes about the development of its theory quite differently from economics. In 
economics, there is no stigma attached to serving as a participant in the deci-
sion-making processes about which one's theory applies. The economist/consul-
tant is a familiar figure in government and in industry. He makes his conclu-
sions felt directly, and he seldom waits for "applied research" to tell him 
what theory might be relevant. Thus he receives a constant stream of ideas whih 
relate to economic theory., and his theory comes to relate quite directly to 
the phenomena with which he is engaged at the action level. 

Sociology, on the other hand, prefers to believe that participation is 
a source of bias rather than a source of relevance. Theory, so we are told, 
precedes the resarch situation. It must not begin with practical topics; 
rather, practical topics are described in such terms that they relate somehow 
to general theory. The problem with settlement, however, is that the jump from 
detail to theory is an awesome one indeed. hence when a3ked to assist, the soc-
iologist goes straight into a long period of "applied research" from which he 
never emerges. ^ believe that this explains why, after years of research, we 
have yet no body of usable concepts from sociology which relate closely to 
land settlement as a topic. He have insulated ourselves from the need to develop 
such ideas, and so we have nothing to pasc on to those who must make decisions 
on the basis of informed opinion. 

In short, I take the point of view espoused by Zetterberg: what is needed 
is not more applied research (which ca.n only prove ideas, but not derive them); 
what sociology must provide is applied social theory. In the final test what 
matters to government is the sociologists grasp of relevant theory, not his 
research methodology. 
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In concluding, I would like to refer to Appendices I, II, and III, 
which illustrate the kinds of activity required in applying social theory. 
The first is a preliminary working classification of settlement scheme 
types, designed to rank them in such a way that their relationship to 
associated characteristics will become clear. The typology is based upon 
the criterion of organizational complexity. It is meant to distinguish 
schemes according to their demands for outside assistance, ranging from the 
one extreme of non-assisted, non-scheme land settlement to the other of 
completely dependent agricultural communities of the total institution 
variety. With further development, classifications along similar linos 
will allow discussion to proceed with greater precision reflecting the 
actual complexities of settlement organization. This development is a 
sina qua non for the evolution of responsible "feedback" about scheme 
success within governmental circles. 

The second appendix presents a list of topics which seem to relate 
to the study of a settlement scheme• The list is meant to accomplish three 
purposes? i) to indicate the areas in which one wishes to search for relevant 
social theory and useful field indicators, ii) to delineate general areas for 
participant observation and interviewing, and iii) to suggest topics which can 
be used to compare different schemes. 

The third appendix gives the requirements for success in settlement 
as listed by Arthur Lewis and supplemented from the foregoing discussion* 
In addition, I have suggested a few sociological indicators of scheme success. 
Eventually, one hopes to have a comprehensive set of proven 1 rules of thumb1 
which will reflect cummulative experience in all areas of rural development. 
The phrase development studies' '-ill then have acquired real meaning, and 
perhaps we Trill be able to speak of 'development sociology1 in the same way 
as now we refer to development economics. 

My ideas as expressed in this paper owe much of their substance to 
extended discussion with colleagues who are also studying land 
settlement. In particular, I wish to a. knowledge my debt to 
Robert Chambers and to members of the Syracuse team studying Tan-
zanian settlements. The field work was done through the aegis of 
the East African Staff College in the summer of 1965, when the Tan-
zanian and Kenya governments kindly gave every assistance to us in 
arranging visits to numerous schemes. 
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TYPE OP SCHEME; 

APPENDIX I 
A TYPOLOGY OP SCHEMES 

ASSOCIATED CHARACTERISTICS? 
Low jo 
ITew 
Learning 

A 

Low 
Super-
vision 

Settlement without Schemes 
through programs of investment 
in infrastructureo 

i 
Tsetse clearan e, Sulcumaland water development. 
Some forms of group farms, Terracing programs. 
Spontaneous colonization of areas opened by 

roads, railways, etc. Resettlement. 

2. Schemes ^rithout Settlement Programs g I 
cooperative residence 
Spontaneous farmers1 associations 
Some forms of TAITU & Utopian schemes 
Refugee settlements. 
Cooperative farms 
Religious settlements 

3* Schemes without Settlement Programss 
managerial sp eo i al i g a t i ori 
Farm estates 
Assisted OTmer schemes 

4» Schemes with supervisor^ by a generalized 
agency 
Hospital & treatment schemes, leprosaria 
YHCA training schemes 
Mission schemes 
Some types of commercial schemes 
Forestry Dept. tree clearing schemes 
Prison farms 
TAFQ Youth League schemes, Litowa 
County Council, Regional schemes 
Various international assistance schemes 

1 
5«. Schemes with supervision by an a^gricul-

tural agency l 
Outgrower & estate nucleus schemes 
Commerical agric. schemes (BAT, Meka, etc.) 
Ministry of Agriculture schemes 
Grazing schemes 
Group Farms, Estate private schemes 
Credit schemes 
Marketing schemes 
"World Food Program Schemes 
Some forms of state farms 
Tractor service schemes 

6. Schemes with specialized supervision by 
a Settlement Agency 

i 
Village Settlement Project Pilot Schemes 
High density schemes 
Low density IBRD schemes 
National Irrigation Board Schemes y 

Low 
Spec-
ializa-
tion 

Low 
Legal 
Con-
trols 

Farmer 
Autono-
mous 

> 

v J/ 

High <Jo 
New 
Learning 

High High High Farmer 
Su~er- Spec- Legal Depen-
vi si on ializa- Con- dent 

tion trols 
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APPENDIX II 

A TOPICAL OUTLINE Oil SETTLEMENT 
Some topics for observation and comparison to find related social theorys 
(points are not raised in any particular order) 

1. Recruitment of settlers 
2. Recruitment of staff 
3. Allocation of land to settlers 
4* Allocation of land to staff 
5. Land use rules 
6. Land inheritance 
7. Permanence of settler commitment 
8. Permanence of staff commitment 
9. Settlers1 livestock husbandry 

10. Settlers1 agricultural practices 
11. Agricultural yield variability 
12. Staff agricultural practices 
13- Pood crops 
14- Cash cropping 
15. Settler previous experience 
16. Staff mobility 
17. Settler mobility 
18. Specialized settler occupations 
19. Specialized scheme occupations 
20. Basi3 of scheme segmentation 
21. Scheme rules 
22. Scheme rewards & privileges 
23. Scheme sanctions & eviction process 
24* Disputes, dispute settlement 
25. Allocation staff benefits 
26. Staff rotation 
27. Popularity of staff categories 
28. Staff-settler kinship ties 
29c Staff-settler friendship ties 
30. On-off scheme farming contract 
31. Won-scheme service staff 
32. Non-scheme technical services 
33. Relations to statutory boards 
34* Local government (County Council) 
35- Tax & other assessments 
36. Pay out arrangements 
37- Credit, private & public 
3 8 . On-scheme businesses 
39. Settlers' investments 
40. Co-operative societies 

41. Black marketing 
42. Market centres 
43. Duka centres 
44c Minority groups 
45. Labourers 
46. Use & supply of water & fuel 
47- Scheme communications 
48. Housing 
49. Disease problems 
50. Nutritional problems 
51. School teachers 
52. School fees 
53. School leavers & careers 
54. School wastage 
55* Family size & planning 
5 6 . Mission activity 
57. Scheme voluntary associations 
5 8 . School committees 
59. Clan committees 
60. Development committees 
61. Village organization 
62. Opinion leadership 
63. Prestige 
64- Aspirations 
65• Leisure 
66. Social deviance 
67° Women's role on scheme 
68. Place of the aged 011 scheme 
69o Povery & wealth on scheme 
70. Marriage & bridewealth 
71. Funerals & rituals 
72. Friendship networks 
73* Factionalism 
74* Village histories 
75- Management-settler myths 
7 6 . Target ideology 
77. Folk history of the scheme 
7 8 . Political penetration 
79. Scheme reference groups 
80. Demonstration effects 

An abbreviated working outline of a longer checklist on settlement, 
prepared jointly by R. Apthorpe, R« Yeld, R. Chambers, R. Meyers, B. 

Brown, S. Charlesly, and myself in February of 1 9 6 6 . 
The points are meant for application to the study of an individual 
scheme rather than for evaluating settlement policy. 
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A. SOME SOCIOLOGICAL INDICATORS OP SCHEME SUCCESS? 

1. Do settlers identify with the scheme when they are off-scheme? 
Are they then proud to he members of it? 

2• Do settlers identify with scheme decisions? Are they willing 
to accept responsibility for scheme decisions? 

3. Do settlers identify with modern reference groups? 

4. Do settlers invest in permanent household improvements? Is 
their commitment to the scheme secure? 

5. Does the scheme generate its own services through settler 
activity and investments? 

6. Is there spontaneous diversification of occupations and 
crops through settler initiative in taking advantage of 
new opportunities? 

7- Is there settler participation in work distribution, and do 
settlers regard the system with satisfaction? 

3. Are there recognized channels for getting feedback to 
scheme management, and is there public machinery for 
resolving disputes? 

9. Do staff members try to gain places in the scheme, and is 
there a low turnover of new staff? 

10. Do those born on scheme try to maintain their place in it for 
life? 

Be SOME REQUISITES FOR SCHEME SUCCESSs1 

1. Choosing congruent objectives & scheme organizational type4" 
2c Choosing the right place & the right crops 
3. Choosing the right settlers 
4. Physical preparation of the site 
5. Settler capital, esp« working capital 
6. Organization of group activities 
7. Acreage per settler 
8. Land tenure conditions 
9« Realistic repayment regime, esp. vs. risk4^ 
10. Sufficiency in managerial skills4" 

From W. Arthur Lewis, "Thoughts on Land Settlement," In, Agriculture in 
Economic Development3 Carl Eicher & L. de "iiitt, eds. , New York, 19^4. 
(reprinted from the Journal of Farm Economics, vol. 11, 1954*) 
The points starred are my own addition to the seven criteria given by 
Lewis* 
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SO, 5 PP.OBLJ - 0? EAST JgRIGAi; QRIL3 STATISTICS 

I. Unknown Grille. 

The principal difficulty in considering crime statistics in East 
Africa as elsewhere (l) is that they do not represent an exclusive 
enumeration of crime i.e. a crime is either reported or it does not 
exist or rather is assumed not to exist. Any published crime figures 
show a highly selected sajiple of offences reported to the East African 
central governments1 police representing no more than statistics of 
law enforcement (SELLIN 1951.494) and will not represent cases reported 
to formal tribal authorities and dealt with by local courts or cases 
deal-*- with by customary law outside these local courts and cases which 
are not reported to any agency for reasons of geography, modesty, fear 
and indifference• 

The 'dark* figure of unreported crime is likely to be far larger 
than figures for Europe and America because of geographical, police and 
legal factors and the preference of most people for criminal offences 
to be settled by traditional methods. 

Thus these crime statistics only represent a minority of offences 
known to the central government police and depend on the following 
factors. 
a) Geography* The convenience of the police station to the injured 
party is important and there is a hypothetical ratio between the importance 
of the crime and the distance to the police station which would show in 
the police figures. Central Government police stations sire concentrated 
in the principal townships and are situated on the main roads. Large 
areas are without policing in the sense of permanently resident police 
and there appears tc be little regular patroling outside towns and 
industrial areas because of staff shortages and problems of cost in 
countries we re the budgets are based cn development plans of economic 
conception* A minor theft ten miles Irom a police station would not 
be reported but a similar offence at a distance of two hundred yards 
would. The Uganda Police have stated that the immediate consequence of 
the erection of a new police station is a substantial increase in reported 
crime. The physical convenience of reporting is of paramount importance 
as there are no other means of getting information to the police - in the 
absence of a rural telephone system they cannot be rung up and information 
by letter except for very serious offences will not receive quick attention. 
If the police are to control crime in the absence of a national home 
communication net work they have to be physically present in detachments 
which does not have to be the case with European and North American police 
forces. 

b) Ratio of police to people. While the ratio in Kenya and England in 
1963 was 645 and 541 respectively, that of Uganda is very much lower at 
1220 people per policeman* Theso ratios are even more extreme when they 
are considered on a district basi; although some allowance must be made 
for local government police forces who may exercise °urther social control 
and whose cases may not be passed to the central government police force. 
Although there are some striking differences in district crime rates which 
may be attributable to cultural nd social differences, the presence cf 
the police to whom a report can je made personally may be a more important 
factor. (Table i) A visit to round-abouts in Nairobi on any week day 
rush-hour will show police waiting for certain types of offences e.g. going 
right from the left-hand lane; any traffic constable can fill up his 
summons bo^k by standing there and his illness or transfer to another beat 
will mean a reduction in such offences. The limit to criminality in these 

(l) East African Crime Statistics have been taken tc include 
from the three countries their publishoi reports for 
Judiciary Police and Prisons, internal unpublished reports 
of serious crime^daily and annual returns of reported 
crime, and court returns of cases heard and their judgements. 
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cirCUTIStances is the ability of the courts to handle more than a fixed 
number of cases in a certain number of working days and how far the 
police can push this number up without incuring the latent hostility 
of the judiciary - a serious factor in the smooth hearing of more 
important cases in the courts. 

The judiciary cannot stop the police bringing cases but they Gan 
suggest informally that some reduction in petty cases might be effected. 
Such a suggestion would result in the transfer of more cases into the 
jurisdiction of local courts or the informal settlement of cases in the 
police station without the details being recorded (GOIDMAN 1963:l0l). 

The ratio of police to people is extremely important because the 
population of East Africa is expanding and without a corresponding 
increase in the police, this ratio is similarly expanding. Thus the 
situation seemed to be in Buganda (TANNER 1965; that the freezing of 
police expansion and a population growth of 3.2f, per year was resulting 
in a decline in reported crime. From this the government may have been 
led to conclude that the police were becoming increasingly efficient 
in controling and reducing crime, and therefore economies could be made 
in the police establishment without danger to -oeace and good order. 
In the crime projection for Buganda ^Table II) it has been estimated 
according to the expected population increases that on the 10801 per year 
average reported crimes for 1960-64, the police should be prepared -bo 
deal Y/ith 12959 reported crimes in 1970 and as against 14768 crimes if 
the true crimes figure for 1964 alone is taken. This estimate being made 
on the unlikely assumption that crime and criminal activity will not go 
above the existing level of efficiency and frequency. 

Another important consideration in examining the police to population 
ratio is the number of police available on any day for the prevention and 
detection of crime. If it can be accepted that the police are never 
likely to be ahead of crime every policeman used outside crime duties 
represents a reduction in this ratio. State visits, public celebrations, 
political meetings and presidential tours will all depleat the active 
police- force for several days. The Buganda Emergency in May 1965 onwards 
necessitated the provision of police guards for ministers without any* 
increase in police establishment. 

In another way the geographical distribution of police is very 
uneven even where the ratio is low as in Kairpala. The low density 
residential areas containing senior civil servants, government ministers, 
ambassadors and ex-patriate managers and specialists is relatively well 
provided with police and telephones, while high density areas may be 
correspondingly under-staffed. 

Another factor to be considered in the police to population ratio 
is the adequacy of training combined with experience. The numbers of 
police available is no indication of their ability to solve and prevent 
crimes and the result of any shortage of men and experience is likely 
to be the concentration of the better police in the capital cities and 
.iiiportant commercial areas such as the Mwadui diamond nine. 

c) Acceptability of the legal system. Citizens do not often report'crimes 
in East Africa because of a western conception of duty to the state. 
Here the state is too new as a political entity or too old a traditionally 
alien body to supply the motivation for anything more than a minority of 
crimes reported. A crime such as murder may be reported to evade 
responsibility by a local authority or to enlist the police in the recovery 
of stolen property but perhaps not if the aggrieved persons wants 
satisfaction against the criminal (TAMER 1965 b). The English judicial 
system is too long - drawn out to inspire the aggrieved citizen with any 
feeling that his wrongs are being set right. It has been remarked that 
in Pakistan and India the lav/ of the police and courts is not the law of 
the people (HOEBEL 1965:45 and COHN 1965: 104-108) and the situation is 
the same in East Africa. In fact in East Africa there is a judicial system 
on which nationalism and independence has made virt ally no inpression 
at all; whatever the rights and wrongs of the matter to the average citizen 
criminal law is still largely carried on in an foreign language under 
rigidly codified laws according to an alien code of criminal procedure and 
resulting in punitive rather than compensatory sanctions. 



They do not "believe in the jural postulates of the central government 
courts that all are equal under the law, relations by contract rather than 
by status, the case to be settlec. by itself without regard to ancillary 
factors and the necessity cf ole^ c\.: decisions, As opposed to India 
and Pakistan, East Africans faced with Europeans judges and magistrates 
and served largely by Asian lawyers, have not atterpted to embrace the 
statutory law system. Law students ii the University of East Africa tend 
to be openly contemptuous of customary law as a system having any usefulness 
for the modern African state. 

Perhaps the average litigant would have gone along with the English 
based legal system if only compensatory rather than .punitive sanctions 
had been allowed. The abserce of conversation as the primary theme of 
criminal justice has alien a ed the majority of East '.fricans from 
considering the courts as a source of justice. A criminal remarks on 
capital punishment that "it seems that by killing a .\urderer, government 
is making the mrderer suffer for the murder. But for me if my son has 
been murdered, there is nothing atalli, neither government ilor the murderer 
pays me anything"« 

This need for compensation rather than impersonal punishment exists 
from this level of th-j mr» - down tc t! e smallest of Penal Code offences 
which results in the courts being usee, when there is nc chance of private 
settlement or in circumstances which jermit the court case and its 
judgement to be used tc harass an eppenant towards an ultimate extra-court 
settlement. 

II. Police and Court statistics. 

There is a tendency tc seek statistics which are as accurate as 
possible and for this end court statisbics tend to have greater validity. 
This classification of greater validity nay well exclude from the 
statistics crime/which police opinion is convinced that they know the criminal 
-but cannot make the evidence stick. Erch case coming to oourt has a 
clearly defined charge and decision bit such cases only represent a minority 
of cases reported to the police (Table V'I;. The Uganda Police in 1963 
were able to prosecute in 3 o f penal code cases reported to them and this 
includes cases in which the accused has been found not guilty and discharged. 
The same minority of judicially proved cases shows in the Mb ale Police 
district of figures for 1964 (Table III) in which 103 out of 178 cases 
heard by the central and 79 out of 149 by the local courts resulted in 
convictions. 

A further difficulty is that the cases coming to court are a sairple 
self-selected by the nature of the crime and the availability of the 
necessary evidence. The police in Uganda attribute aich of the high rate 
of murder (Table i) to drink and seek greater control over brewing and 
selling; to a certain extent they ore right as convictions show a very 
high proportion of homicides and attempts to be due to quarrels at beer 
parties or after drinking (Table \ Cl) but cases involving drinks may well 
be the easiest to detect^ arrest ^nd gain a convict:on. 

A iother difficulty to be expected is t ic probleof reconciling the 
statistics of different government departments and a case is recorded 
$howirtgt̂ iiff.exreni figures in Ken; a for persons conde ned to death by the 
courts and received into prison .READ 1966). 

An additional source of crrjie statistics are the central government 
courts monthly returns of all c- ses registered, pending and heard with 
the accused's name, age, allege- offence and the court's decision. Prom 
these'details it is possible to find the proportions prosecuted cm any 
type of charge arid found guilty and the range of sentences related to 
the place and time of prcsecntn or. ar.̂  tc a particular magistrate, A study 
of traffic cases in Mombasa for 1960 nnd 1964 show that prosenate scof 
Asians have doubled while those cf Africans have increased by xne third 
and Europeans halved. In 1960 Vsians and Africans were fined a mean of 
29/- and Europeans 23/- while in 1264 the mean f^i î i::,1; had risen tc 
35/-, that for Europeans to 46/- - while for ioai s it I ad declined to 19/-. 
The main difficulty in this tyre of analysis is that the existing laws are 
modified by amendments and the extent c_ le::.' V/:icn is constantly 
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increasing so that more laws have been amended or passed in E^t MVica 
in th' few years of independence than durinp the colonial period. This 
increases the possibility of being prosecuted in general as well as making 
selective prosecutions for political and other purposes more likely. 

Court statistics are also of greater value because the language of 
the courts is English in which the judges and magistrates are conpetant 
even if it is not their nether tongue. So an inportant factor in the 
possibility of crime statistics being of limited value in the furtherance 
of crime suppression or control is that police returns and case records 
are made in English which with the almost total Af ricanisation of the 
police force, means that no one at the case level is recording the evidence 
in his own tcngua; this is mentioned not so much in criticism of the standard 
of English used but in surprise that so much is used correctly. It is 
unlikely at present that the police officer concerned has reached more 
than Cambridge School Certificate English and may indeed not be so high. 
An example of a report received by ths Uganda CID outlines some'of the 
difficulties in such a system for which at the moment the police have no 
alternative. "At 8 p.r« the deceased fetched food and went to his hut 
to eat. In about 30 minutes Mryamu was heard by wife of Yowana saying 
that she was sorry to stay alone with a dead body in the house and went on, 
Kasonga is dead lying in his hut. Yowana's wife came out and saw KasongaTs 
hut on fire. Kasonga was burnt to deed in the hut. Circumstances of his 
death suspicious"o 

It has already been noted (BEATTLE 160. 49) that the greater the number 
of reporting agencies the greater the variations possible in interpretation 
of a crime and its allocation to a particular section of the law; the 
allocation of offences under the sectiors for grievous harm, common assault, 
aggravate assault and attoirpted murder is particularly difficult * 

The Mbale police district returns for 1961 and 1964 show differences 
in totals which must be partially accounted for by inconsistencies in 
recording procedures. The total crimes against the person have doubled 
with common assault matching this increase while aggravated assaults have .v 
remained the same, attempted murder increased seven times, and grievous 
harm declined by a third. These Mbale district police returns were taken 
entirely at random and the differencies between the years and their 
possible explanations were discussed at a seminar on police statistics 
held at the Uganda Police College. Apart from the problem of an 
inadequate knowledge of English, the reliability of reports must vary 
with the intelligence of the v/riter, whether he went to the scene of 
the crime or is relaying a report, pressure of work, experience of police 
work and other factors. 

There are mistakes of fact, misconceptions of instructions and 
carelessness. Some examples of these can be found in the same Mbale 
police district returns. They show that no cases atall were awaiting 
trial at the end of 1961 other than 4 murdev cases in the central government 
courts and none atall for lower courts at the end of 1964, a clearly 
impossible situation. 

It has also been suggested that the value of crime statistics 
decreases as the distance from the crime itself in terms of procedure 
increases (BEATlIE 1955* 178). With murder as an example the event 
to conviction in ;̂ime may take ^ix monthr involving x̂ olice at station, 
district and headquarter levels, the law officers, lawyers, a preliminary 
hearing before a magistrate anc. the actual trial in the transformation 
of a social event to a legal fsct* 

Consistency is even more difficult to obtain even if it wer3 possible 
to issue and obtain adherance to uniform instructions, because of police 
transfers. It is doubtful whether in recent times ny police station in 
East Africa has had the same reporting officer for serious crimes ever a 
two year period. An example cf such inconsistancies were shown in the 
same lab ale statistics when 1961 had 24 frivolous, vexations or false 
complaints with only two for 1964, both connected with .:urder cases. 
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This would suiggeet that » - - Jn 1964 m>ro settled inr. ly 

and th parties sent away without record "being made in the police station 
occurence books : i milarly the drop in grievous harm and aggravated 
assaults in 1954 (Table III) while there has been an enormous increse in 
common assaults from 270 GO 680 suggests that the recording officers have 
taken the easier charge whenever possible. This course of action may have 
been necessitated by the absence of qualified doctors who would have been 
able to give the specialist evidence necessary for even attempting a 
conviction. 

Another major difficulty facing "he East African police is the 
absence of maps in some areas cr the reluctance to use them when 
available for recording the location of crime. It :*s not disputed that 
the police concerned know wViere the crime was committed but the records 
must record this location rot only in terms of political boundaries but 
where within any political area. The location of crime on political 
boundaries between chiefdoms, sub-chiefdoms and districts has already 
been noted (TANNER 1966). The iirpcrtai.ce of geography in crime can be 
shown in the reported murder rates for Buganda in 1964 (Table IV") which 
vary between 2.7 in Kyaddondo to 194,9 in Buruli counties. Since some 
of these rates apoear to be low in comparison to Indian (ELWIN. 1943) and 
Oeylonese figures (STRAUSS. 1953) aril some high in comparison to figures 

for American Negroes (WOOLPGAI^ 1958) and most East African tribes 
(BOHANNAN. 1960) this spacial and possibly tribal distribution of all 
serious crimes must be a necessary subject for concern nnd research. 

III. Problems of interpretation. 

It is important to realise that police statistics in East Africa are 
not produced for the scrutiny of an interested public rnd the analysis of 
specialist sociologists. Rather they are produced under some bureaucratic 
compulsion by overworked police officers who are both sol f-conscious of 
their inaccuracy and unaware of the real benefits which can accrue from 
a more conplex, accurate and expensive system of statistics. It may ^Uo 
be that they are produced more in defence of their budget allocation than 
in explanation since comment on any police question is more likely to be 
criticism than congratulation.' It is not surprising therefore that 
published police reports are sociologically empty documents and that the 
police are defensive in relation to deeper enquiries« 

It is therefore necessary to treat official statistics with extreme 
caution not so much to dispute their accuracy since few police officers 
would suggest that they are accurate^ but to regard their manifest in-
accuracy as indications of problems rather than statements of exact facts. 
To regard the wide variations in homicide rates (Table l) as the beginning 
of an enquiry rather than its end, particularly as the case details show the 
total to be made up almost enterely of violent deaths with the almost 
complete absence of deaths by poisoning. From this it night be possible to 
conclude that poisoning does not occur but the infrequency of inquests, 
rapid burial in a hot elimate and the lack of facilities for autopsies make 
it possible that only a minority of murders are investigated. 

It is not possible to state whether the high r.amber of reported arson 
and murder cases in Mbale district in 1963 "was due to the presence of the 
police or to a social trend towards violence, just as the low number of 
cases in Kigezi district may be due rather to the small numbers of police 
just as much as to the theoretical peacefulness of the people (YELD. 1967). 
Perhaps we should conclude that the murder rates quotcJ. are very much the 
minimum probable figures. In terms of the unitary states which are being 
developed in East Africa it is perhaps a better sign to have high rates of 
reported crime than to imagine that the absence of reported crime is due to 
better behaviour of the people and the smooth function of the government's 
law and order policies, 

Police statistics can at least be used as a basis for becoring aware 
of the realities of human behaviour. Grime is too often looked at as 
un-African, a result of colonialism and the injection of alien values. 
This is racialist nonsense that can only prevent- a proper understanding of 
social reality - crime cannot be abolished and usually can only be partially 
controlled. 
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In a series of informal enquiries with iiakerere university students, 

none <_ anied that they had stolen and a majority admitted marihuana smokingc 
There is no reason suppose that unknown and unrecorded crime in East 
Africa is not extremely common and as common as in other studies 
(WALLERSTEIN 1947: 102). In the same area of stereotyped conceptions 
figures for sex offences - rape, indecent assault, buggery and bestiality 
may be explained by su; xsting that these offences are contrary to African 
custom and therefore do not occur, Further that rape and indecent assault 
can only occour when women do not conf orm to customary procedures about not 
going to collect water alone for example and that anyway these acts should 
only give rise tc civil suits for physical rather than mental damage. 
However the majority of such offences are not reported because of the 
modesty, fear or disgust of the potential complainant, the shame of both 
the families concerned and the inability of anyone to comprehend the value 
of the probable statutory penalties. 

Crime statistics show suite clearly that sex offenccs do occur in 
African communities which are reported tc the police and that their pattern 
may be comparable tc rural communities in other parts of the world where the 
countryside provides better opportunities for finding victims (WALKER. 1965: 26) 
there are moreover some grounds for thinlcing that there may be a high 
reporting rate of heterosexual offences against younger women because of the 
economic find social factors related to their marriages and bride-wealth 
payments. 

It is also difficult tc analyse criminal behaviour or indeed criminal 
deviance when much of the recorded cases in certain fields may be police 
instigated, ./estern oolico forces do not have to undertake a number of 
activities in support of revenue collecting which are normally carried out 
by other agencies. In East Africa in disregard of any possible effects 
on their public relations, the police often favour drives in pursuit of 
the minor petty criminals connected winh licenses, tax, transport permits 
and immigrationo Folice forces in America and Europe would hesitate to 
ffitagori±3e '1:he public to this extant except under the gravest circumstances 
related to murder or very serious theft. The case list for traffic offences 
for Mombasa (Table V) shows the monthly totals to fluctuate wildly; July, 
August and September giving 435, 368, 665 cases respectively and then the 
enormous rise to 1752 in November so that the total cases filed in October 
Y/ere 1578 and in November 2859. Phis cannot be due to fluctuations in 
traffic offenders but to police enphasis on different types of offences in 
different months or particular of ficers having canpaigrE because they feel 
that it is particularly necessary* 

.Finally the primary purpose of crime statistics must be to explain the 
present in order to be able to assist in the prevention of future crime. 
To this end an understanding of notive is essential though it is not 
available in police details of cases and can only be found from reading 
court judgements, Even in these the details as to motive are likely to 
be absent in the majority of penaL code cases and only to be found in murder 
and attempted murder were premedication is an essential ingredient to the 
charge. 

The motives attributed by the police (Table VII) for homicide and 
attempted homicide for 1961 to 1965 are essentially easy explanations of 
immediate causes - indeed no police force has the specialist staff or the 
need to attempt to find the real causes of such offences existing as they 
do in multiple roots of the personalities of all tb persons involve!. 
The quarrel at beer part which claimed 153 deaths or near deaths in 1965 can 
hardly have been entirely fortuitous (BOIv/JTAN 1960.257) just as 147 cases of 
wife beating or demostic disputes give the circumstances of the offences not 
the motives. 
IV. Conclusion. 

East African crime statistic*, particularly in published reports should 
be treated with extreme suspicion except as a basis for further enquiry. 
This suspicion is forced on the sociologist because of the serious problems 
which the police themselves have :o face in recording crine, and reluctance 
cf the general public to report crime particularly to sparsely distributed 
central government supra-tribal police forces. 
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Table "I. 

UGANDA POLICE PCPHAxIC:: RATIO Al'D REPORTED .43301" A, 13 1URDER CASES 

RATIO POLIOS 
TO POPULATIOI . 

1963 

ARSON 
1963 

MJRDER 
REPORTED 

1963 

. 'JRDER RATE 
1963. LESS PENDING 
FALSE CASES 
PER 100,000 POP. 

Kampala 50 13 48 ) 
E. Mengo 

Mango 

3258 

2637 
] 50 
) 

) 280 
) 

) 15.92 
) 

Mubende 1129 115 32 24.11 

Kasaka 2386 6 105 12.86 

Busoga 1598 56 112 8.8 

Mbale 1344 159 136 22.96 

Tororo 4353 73 20 1.12 

Teso 4163 162 107 17.85 

Toro 2795 304 52 5.96 

Bunyoro 1972 20 18 9.66 

Ankole 5839 44 40 2.89 

Kigezi 7726 27 31 1.87 

Acholi 2472 49 54 11.67 

Lango 3936 52 23 2.55 

V/. Nile 5734 62 16 2.13 

Karamoja 653 5 92 v 33.65 , - - -
Total 1220 1166 10.87 

England & Wales 541 

Greater London 454 

Kenya 645 



TABLE III. 

1961 

16. Ihr&er 
17. Manslaughter 
18. Attempted Murder 
19. Attempted Suicide 
20* Grievous Harm 
21* Common Assault 
22. Ap;p;ravated Assaults 
23. Other Offcnces. 

TOTAL 

1964 
16. i'urder 
17. Foils laughter 
18. Attempted ijirder 
19* Attempted Soucide 
20. Grievous Harm 
21. Common Assault 
22. A^ravated Assaults 
23. Other Offences 

TOTAL 

UG- i~)A REPORTED OFFENCES AGAINST PERSON 
: S.VLE POLICE DISTRICT 1961 and 1964 
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179 8 140 52 11 15 26 - 79 16 63 10 - 2 4 - - 3 2 - 58 
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116 5 34 36 6 - 30 41 22 19 11 3 2 5 - 1 1 3 15 - -

,045 33 439 248 26 2 220 - 327 178 149 103 13 11 11 2 38 79 13 57 - -



Table II. 
( B) Buganda and Mubende less greater Kampala 

Estimated population 1964 = 2,194,000 x 1.2 
1970 = 2,643,000 

Based on true crimes 1960-64 
(Crimes reported less pending, falso, mistaken, mental cases) 

Crimes Average crimes 
1960-64 . 

"Estimate(3 true 
crimes 1970 

True crimes 
1964 

Estimated true 
crimes'1970 

1. Against lawful authority 
Penal Code 42 to 111 

437 524 431 517 

9 Injurious to the public 
Penal Code 112 to 181 

108 127 161 193 

3. Against the person 
Penal Code 184 to 243 1202 1442 1703 2043 

4. \grinat property 
Penal Code 252 to 321 4376 5251 

~ ' ~ 1 
4462 1 

r 
5354 

5. Misc. Penal Code Crimes 
Penal Code 326 to 378 

58 69 63 75 

6. Other laws 4622 5546 5489 6586 

7. Total 10801 12959 12309 
. 1 

14768 



•Reported Murders 1964. 
Pr o v i nc e Bug and a 

Table "IV. 

County 

I<YADDnKDO 
BtJSIRO 

SINGO 
MAWOICOTA 
BUTAMBALA 
GOMBA 
BtTSUJJU 

KYAGG^r 

BTTVTJMA 
btjrttli 

BTJLEI EZI 

BUGERERE 

SESE 

MAWOGOLA. 

KABULA 

KOKI 

BUDDU 

BTJWEETJLA 

BTTGAJSTGAZZI 

BUYAGA 

Estinated 
Population 

238,651 

149,495 
176,686 
96,438 
47,139 
63,114 
33,650 

321,679 

2,812 
27,190 
255,604 
102,544 
6,171 
39,093 
9,654 
33,466 
426,624 
42,077 
25,821 
48,010 

Reported 
Murders 

9 
36 
49 
14 
4 
12 

17 
87 
• 

53 
56 
35 
0 

7 
1 

4 
75 
6 
5 
8 

Rate Per 
100,000. 

2.7 
24.1 
27.7 
14.5 
8,48 
19.01 
50.5 
27.04 
0 

194.9 
21.9 
34.1 
0 

17.9 
10.3 
11.9 
17. 5 
14.2 
19.3 
16.6 

2,145,929 



Table V. 
Resident liagistrate's Criminal Court. 

MOMBASA. No. of Cases filed during 1964 64/l. 

Month. Tr. Tr.Tic. i.ii.: Cases. Grim. TOTAL. 

Jan. 

Feb. 

Mar. 

Apr. 

May 

June 

July 

Aug r, 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Dec. 

584 

403 

456 

606 

582 

539 

485 

268 

663 

644 

1732 

565 

526 

317 

234 

295 

415 

254 

282 

563 

337 

220 

360 

360 

229 

230 

258 

597 

479 

404 

494 

498 

503 

407 

371 

281 

397 

387 

327 

547 

351 

406 

437 

340 

• 325 

307 

296 

251 

1736 

1337 

1275 

2045 

1827 

1603 

1698 

1669 

1828 

1578 

2859 

1457 

7527 4263 4752 4371 20912 



•TableH. 

POLICE 
DISTRICT 

CID 
E s t ^ 

CASES POLICE 
DISTRICT 

JT UpLLLclO XOI1 
(1959 Census) 

jroj.j.ce 
Establishment 

CID 
E s t ^ 

^Lishment 
Populatioi 1 FINAL ^ 

CASES 

Number Dacoity 
per Sq. 
Mile 

CID 
E s t ^ 

^Lishment per 1 ^ un bv fo of True 
cleared up 

Cases 
1* 

Number Dacoity 
per Sq. 
Mile 

Policeman Total 
Reported - routine 

fo of True 
cleared up 

Cases 
1* 

1961 1962 1963 1961 1962 1963 1961 1962 1963 
-J" 

1961 1962 1963 1961 
1962 196£ 1961 1962 196; 5 1962 1963 1961 1962 1963 1962 196£ 1961 1962 196; V 

Kampala 
E. Mengo 
W. Mengo 
Total 
Mengo 

46,735 
612,640 
725,255 

120 
158 

948 
179 
268 

899 
173 
266 

927 
188 
273 

163 156 143 
49 
56 

50 
3258 
2637 

11985 12164 
3539 
4091 

10725 3 3 ^ 3688 
999 
1151 

2659 31 33 
30 
31 

26 Kampala 
E. Mengo 
W. Mengo 
Total 
Mengo 1,337,895 140 467 

See 
439 
See 

463 -
- 105 2890 5510 7630 6035 142^ 2150 2052 28 30 36 

Mengo 
Masaka 

99,377 
443,877 

37 
117 

W- W,. 88 rengo Jfcengo 
191 185 186 36 33 

26 
40 

1129 ' 
2386 1 

See vT. 
2493 

. Jsengo 
2818 

1230 
2458 

See 
4J-0 

iiengo 
565 

252 
729 18 2. 

26 
34 

Busoca 677,410 

Z66,580 
(2) 
400,432 

197 429 424 424 57 57 63 1598 \ [ 5427 5651 4357 132^ 1052 1342 26 22 33 
Ivlbale 

Tororo 

677,410 

Z66,580 
(2) 
400,432 

225 

254 

188 

75 

195 

92 

199 

92 

36 

6 
36 

12 

44 

13: 

) 1844 ! 
) 2637 j 
) 4353 

I 2975 
1691 

3158 
1645 

3771 
1435 

713 
393 

595 
407 

962 
416 

25 
26 

27 
29 

26 
30 

Teso 457,875 106 111 105 110 - - 21 4163 1844 2208 2601 549 769 1406 33 42 58 
Toro 349,354 74 119 125 125 - 14 15 2795 1856 2333 3551 67S 595 1348 40 28 40 
Bunyoro 128,198 27 65 65 65 - - 1972 752 1075 1051 202 364 285 30 40 28 
Ankole 531,135 90 86 91 91 - - 21 5839 1217 1478 1555 426 543 684 38 41 53 
Kigezi 494,488 260 64 64 64 - - 10 7726 878 978 1069 292 424 442 37 48 43 
Acholi 206,846 27 113 116 116 - 14 15 2472 1537 2128 2099 626 1036 966 43 51 50 
Lango 354, 11 79 90 90 90 - - - 3936 1331 1484 14-80 337- 553 773 35 39 55 
V7. Nile 435,756 73 76 76 76 -

- - 5734 1098 1186 950 456 389 433 46 27 46 
Karamoja 172,397 16 268 268 264 - — - 653 988 843 1073 255 243 276 28 30 29 
Railway (3] 
Police - - 124 136 134 -

- -

.. . , . 
522 596 557 140 161 109 30 26 20 

TOTAL 6,536,531 86 
(4) 
5270 5247 5357 

(5) 
571 624 

16) 
1220 42104 47375 46007 1157-3. 1MS4 15134 30 31 33 

England & 
Wales 

(7) 
47,023,000 

(8) 
87,000 - - 541 

(10) 
896020 (1) 

212539 . 24 
,reater 
London 

(7) 11323 (8) 
18.000 

— 454 _ ,reater 
London 8,172,000 

(8) 
18.000 — 

Kenya 6,460,000 29 12422 12262 11873 
506 645 43570 46499 45790 

V J—I-/ 
18763 (11) 

21557 
(11) 

20123 
(11) 
43 

(U) 
47 

(11) 
44 Kenya V 

(1) Bugisu 
Mb ale 
Sebei 
Total 

304075 dacoity 
1356S « 
40555 " 
357980 " 

52S 
1508 
69 
225 

(2) - Bukedi only. This district is covered 
comparisons are not strictly corrects 

(3) - The Railway Police have stations at Kaî E7 
and posts in these districts. 

(4) - Totals include all police such as driv^ 
not included in the District figures. 

(5) - Totals include all staff such as HQ and 
the district fi-ures. 

^ y lubale and Tororo thus the 

^la, Jinja, Tororo and Gulu, 

matrons, radio staff etc., 

s+o persoi.uel, not inclu I in 

(o) - delated to 
staff etc, police, including drivers, matrons, radio 

(7) - 1963 censu^ 
(8) - 1964 strer 

the l.etrop^t;h firures. Most forces in U.K., particularly 
^Xitan, are under establishment. 

(10) - indictable 

(11) 
offenses 

- Cases resu\ 
tin in in conviction and % of true cases resul-v 

^Victions. 



Table "VII. 
Homicide and : t^ves 

Total Cases In course In course Land,cattle Quarrel at Dowry Tribal dispute Following wife •-fter rape Thief- Thief- Connected Arising • Politi- Gamb-
reported of robbery of cattle or money beer party dispute or following an argument beating, beating- beating - with from i -USfcUltl cal ling 

theft disput e or after ",aw dispute. -unspecified jealousy after *>y o\mer in witchcraft adultery (Lost dispute 
drinking or feud over arrest or defence or Gounties 

domestic pursuit by to regain Toro 
dispute crowd property 1 disturb.) 

61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 61 62 63 5162 63 61 62 63 61 62 6 

iairpala 48 41 56 2 - 2 - _ _ 2 - 2 1 4 7 1 1 1 1 2 9 - 1 - 6 9 8 - — 1 - w - - 1 - - 1 1 — w 
»ugazi 1 3 - 9 6 - - - - - - 1 3 - 8 8 - 1 - 1 3 4 2 - 1 
fagalama 4 1 - 5 2 - - - - - - - 1 2 1 7 2 - - - 3 3 7 - i 2 - 1 
lonibo 1 3 - 9 6 - 1 - - - - 2 3 - 3 5 - - - - 4 7 - i 1 - 2 - - 1 - - - - - - - -

'otal E. 
fengo - 145 - 6 15 41 - - - - 6 7 - 23 14 - 1 - - - 4 8 1 18 15 - 1 - 4 10 18 2 2 4 - 1 2 
>usun ju - - - 2 - - - _ 1 1 - 1 - 4 - - - - - 1 2 - 4 - 3 - - - 5 3 2 - 1 
Pifii - - - - - - - - - 2 - - 2 8 - - f— - - - 1 1 - 4 - - - - 2 4 - 1 - - 4 - - - - - - - - - -

[ityana 3 2 - 4 4 - 1 ~ 1 - - c 2 - 2 3 - - 1 - 1 3 2 - 2 - 1 3 - - - - 1 - - - - - -

Intobbe - - - - - - _ - 1 - - 1 - 1 - «-» - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - _ - - -

otal W. 
tengo - 155 - 13 13 in - - - 2 5 2 2 6 17 — 1 - 1 1 6 3 5 10 10 - - 1 5 8 9 2 2 2 - 5 4 
otal 
bngo 224 300 352 19 28 57 - - -

n Ci 11 9 2 29 31 - 2 - - 1 - 1 10 11 6 28 25 - 1 1 9 18 27 4 4 6 - 6 6 - - 4 - 1 1 - ~ ~ 

ubende 72 1 2 - 1 1 1 - - - • - 1 - - 1 - - 3 1 - - - - - - 1 - » - - 2 - - - 2 57 - -

rasaka 74 81 120 12 8 18 - - - l 2 2 6 10 10 - - - 1 - 1 2 2 2 11 8 8 - - - 2 3 8 3 1 3 1 - 2 - 1 - 3 1 1 
usoga 115 157 141 10 18 16 - - -

o 
CJ 2 6 10 10 10 - 1 1 - - - 2 5 5 22 14 17 1 1 1 i 2 9 27 3 14 10 1 - - 1 1 1 - - - - - - ' 

bale 76 130 153 8 5 8 8 8 1 4 3 2 9 21 13 4 1 - 2 1 2 | 1 3 3 9 17 18 - - - 3 14 15 9 17 23 - 2 3 2 
ororo 20 26 29 1 4 3 - - _ X 1 2 3 - 4 - - - - - 1 r> 1 3 4 2 - - - - 4 3 - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - »—t Ml 1 
eso 79 81 110 3 - 1 9 13 11 1 2 3 10 10 17 1 - 2 - - 1 6 4 3 19 23 13 - - - 8 4 15 1 4 5 1 1 - 5 3 - - 2 - - - - 2 • 
oro 25 30 55 - 1 - - - - 1 - - 6 14 6 ~ - 6 3 3 3 3 3 - - 3 - 1 1 - - - 1 - - - - 3 21 _ _ . 

unyoro 15 16 18 - 1 - - - - - - 6 2 3 1 - - 2 1 - 2 2 o 1 1 - - i ~ - 2 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 2 - - - -

nkole 28 40 64 1 1 1 - - _ 1 5 4 11 14 - - 1 - - 3 1 
i 

1 7 o 10 - - 2 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 1 ~ - — - - -

igezi 17 i 15 34 1 2 3 4 10 i 2 4 -
A 7 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - _ _ - - - - - -

oholi 50 55 58 1 1 - - - - 1 1 2 5 13 15 1 1 - 1 6 10 10 13 15 14 - 1 - ... ~ - - - 1 - - - _ _ - 2 2 - ~ -

ongo 32 34 34 1 - - 1 1 - 3 - 1 6 5 3 2 1 6 11 10 - - - - ~ - - - 1 - - - 1 2 2 - - — - - - — — 

3st Nile 20 28 28 - - - - - - 2 - 4 - o 1 - 1 - - - 2 4 6 5 g 
- - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - 1 1 1 

iramj ja 106 65 92 1 - - 85 39 53 A 1 - - 3 - - - li 15 14 1 2 3 2 - 3 - - - - 1 - 2 5 1 - - - •—I 1 - - - - - - -

Jganda c * V V i 1101 1398 60 67 104 : 105 68 65 : 17 32 37 71 141 158 8 5 5 17 20 18 38 59 109 1 ;i 147 J 1 3 2 30 65 110 23 52 4 10 14 9 11 10 6 13 7 - 5 78 1 2 -
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' LAW - Addis Ababa 

PROCEDURAL INFORMALITY, RECONCILIATION AND 
FALSE COMPARISONS 

by J. van Velsen 

INTRODUCTION 

Law in African societies has long been a favourite subject 
of professional and amateur anthropologists and of persons with legal 
training* As a result there is a large body of descriptive literature 
on substantive law but very little attention has been paid to the 
actual operation of the legal rules. 

Epstein (195^ ; P«l) suggests two explanations : !the 
apparent simplicity and lack of formality in Bantu judicial proceed-
ings1 and concentration on the more exotic aspects, e.g. the oath 
and the ordeal. One might add that, as in the case of other popular 
subjects such as magic, witchcraft and sorcery, the literature on 
African law is bedevilled by impressionistic and ethnocentric opinions 
on the part of European writers, (After all, for many of them the 
very reason for being in Africa was or is to convert the African 
peoples to the spiritual values and techniques of European cultures). 
Moreover, much of this literature would seem to be based on formal 
interviews and hypothetical cases : 'What would A - or a court - do 
if B did such-and-such?'. But the study of law in action requires 
intensive observation guided by comparative analytical concepts. Courts 
have to be seen in a wider context than the merely legal-technical 
one. What happens in the courts is but one aspect of the problem of 
social control and the solution of disputes. This leads me to another 
factor which might explain the over-emphasis in the literature on 
description (and, frequently, mere cataloguing) of legal rules. I will 
argue in this paper that most writers - including those with a legal 
training - have a very imperfect understanding of the operation of 
their own native legal system with which they tend to measure) African 
lpgal systems. Particularly in Britain the study of legal systems is 
still dominated by legal technicians ; the role of courts and judges 
in social life has barely begun to attract attention. As a result the 
description of African legal systems and their comparison with European 
systems are usually based on stereotyped and idealised notions of the 
latter. This comparison usually results in highlighting the dis-
similarities between African legal systems on the one hand and European 
(or 'Western1 or 'our') legal systems on the other hand. Indeed, this 
contrast has become an assumption whose validity is only rarely sub-
mitted to the test of empirical data. This contrast has itself hardened 
into a stereotype. My contention is that we are confronted by the 
problem of false comparison, viz, the comparison of dissimilar data 
which are treated as if they were similar. In this paper I want to 
examine some of the assumed contrasts between African and European 
court procedures. The paper's focus will be on two aspects of the 
problem : the informality of court proceedings and on conciliatory 
procedures in courts. 

The African societies from which I draw most of rny data are 
characterised by a relatively simple technology which does r>ot allow 
a producer to produce a substantial surplus over his own subsistence 
requirements. Related to this are other features : there is little 
specialisation or economic differentiation. Consequently, with some 
notable exceptions (e.g. Rwanda) there are no classes or categories 
with a wide range of critically opposed economic and political interests 
or with other different values. In other words there is a great degree 
of homogeneity in cultural values. Moreover, more interaction between 
individuals is limited within a relatively small geographical area. 
These interactions create permanent relationships which serve a variety 
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of ends , e.g. economic, political, kinship, and so forth. Following 
Gluckman (1955; p.19) I will call them 'multiplex1 relationships in contrast 
to 1 simplex? ( Cr, as Gluckman calls them,'single interest1) relation-
ships. Thus, between persons bound by multiplex relationships a disturbance 
in, say, their political relationship is likely to affect their, say, 
economic and kinship relationships. Although most interaction is between 
people bound by multiplex relationships, simplex relationships also occur., 
e.g. between persons from more distant areas. Where multiplex relation-
ships prevail judges and litigants and, indeed, the litigants themselves 
interact in relationships whose significance ranges beyond the transitor-
iness of the court or a particular dispute. In other words, they are all 
citizens who today are structurally differentiated in court but tomorrow 
may be working together in the same work party. Moreover it is not un-
usual to find that judges combine their judicial duties with administrative 
ones. Thus Gluckman (1955; p.21) has pointed out that amongst the Lozi 
' the judges try to prevent the breaking of relationships, and to make it 
possible for the parties to live together amicably in the future. . .. 
Therefore the courts tend to be conciliating ... In order to fulfil 
their task the judges constantly have to broaden the field of their enquir-
ies, and consider the total history of relations between the litigants, 
not only the narrow legal issue raised by one of them. ... the court's 
conception of " relevance11 is very wide, for many facts affect the 
settlement of the dispute. This applies particularly to cases between 
blood-kin and betv/een fellow-villagers. T In more ephemeral relationships 
the court 'narrows its range of relevance. ? 

It should be noted that this thumbnail sketch refers primarily 
to rural, tribal (' traditional') societies in Africa and not to the 
conditions prevailing in urban, industrial areas. The reason is that 
most of the literature on African legal systems is based on the tribal 
areas. And it is on these tribal data that writers base their comparison 
(contrast) between African and European or r our' legal systems. 

Many authors refer to 'European' legal systems when in fact they 
mean the English and/or American common law system. With a few exceptions 
I will also limit my comparison to the latter. The context in which the 
English and American legal systems operate is that of highly industrialis-
ed societies with a market economy with considerable epecialisation 
and econoric and political differentiation. There are classes with 
divergent economic and political interests. These societies are character-
ised by heterogeneity rather than by homogeneity. Simplex relationships 
between persons who livg in close proximity or at great distance are 
common. There are also legal specialists ( amongst whom are many judges) 
who possess a body of esoteric, technical knowledge. In many courts the 
actors ( judges, litigants, police, witnesses, etc.) are not usually 
involved in more than ephemeral, simplex relationships with one another. 
And, ideally, the judiciary and the executive are separated,. 

Presented in this way the contrast between African tribal societies 
and the industrialised societies of Britain and America is sharp. In fact, 
aa I will show, many writers present us with such a contrast: polar 
opposites instead of a continuum. It is true that there are some strik-
ing differences between industrialised and tribal societies, e.g. the 
higher incidence of simplex relationships in the former between persons 
who live at great distance and may never even have met. As Mair (1963; 
p.13 ) points out, it is a matter of ' the scale of social relationships 
... In the small-scale society of simple technology the field of people's 
relationships is cpnfined ... in that the same persons and groups co-
operate for all the important purposes of life. The large-scale society 
has at its disposal techniques of communication all over the world, and 
means of establishing impersonal relationships for specific transactions... 
Every member of the large-scale society is party to a great number of 
relationships, some ephemeral, some lasting, which do not overlap,, 'Yet 
many features of tribal society including very probably, multiplex relation-
ships, are found in industrial societies even if they are not as promin-
ent in the latter. Likewise in the field of law there are many more 
similarities ( e.g. in prodecure), between industrialised and tribal 
societies than most writers allow for. This point is obscured by the 
fact that comparative references to ( and, indeed, the literature on) 
the British and American legal systems are almost exclusively confined 
to the superior courts completely ignoring the courts at the bottom of the 
courts' hierarchy where we find the magistrates' courts, the Small Claims 
Courts and so forth. *o/3 
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This applies to writers such as Bohannan, Cardozo, Pound, Epstein and 
Gluckman who treat the subject with greater sociological perspective 
than the majority of the legal authors* Whilst the superior courts may 
be more important , from the point of view of legal doctrine, it seems to 
be generally accepted that the inferior courts are more important as 
forums of dispute-settlement since the bulk of litigation starts and 
ends there. Thus Lloyd ( 195^; p. 2?6) points out that f the exceptionally 
high status of the judiciary in England is far more easily maintained by 
reason of the very small number of the higher judiciary ... This except-
ional situation is rendered possible by the large amount of judicial 
business conducted in England by lay benches of magistrates or by special 
tribunals.3 

FLEXIBILITY OF PROCEDURE 

The following case which I recorded in a court of lay magistrates 
in Manchester in 1956 shows some striking procedural similarities with 
what has been recorded in African courts, k 

THE SAILOR AND HIS WIFE 

The undisputed facts of the case were that Beecham, a 
coloured sailor, had been living in concubinage with Dorothy Mandy, 
a white woman, for seven years until 1955 when she went to live with 
Taylor whom she married not long before the trial. Taylor was a 
coloured friend of Beechamrs. The other participants in the trial 
were : the two lay magistrates - a man and a woman; the court clerk, 

• trained in lav/; and the solicitor representing Mrs. Taylor£ 

The solicitor told the court that in February 1956, Beecham 
had on three occasions threatened Mandy ( as she then still was) 
with violence if she did not return to him; she was living with 
Taylor at the time. On one of the occasions Beecham was alleged to 
have threatened Mr. Taylor also. Mrs. Taylor gave the same story 
from the witness box. Beecham was then told by the court that he 
could cross-examine Mrs. Taylor. Instead of questioning her on the 
evidence she had given, Bettfham kept asking her questions which had 
no direct bearing on the matter of the threats. For instance, he 
asked her whether she did not remember that day when he lent her 10/-. 
The woman's solicitor intervened to ask when that event took place. 
On being told that that was the previous year he objected that the 
court did not want to hear what had happened the previous year but 
only matter relating to the threats. This happened several times: 
Beecham making statements - often in the form of questions - which 
were meant to show his concern and friendship for Dorothy Mandy and 
the solicitor rejecting them as irrelevant,, Before she stood down 
Mrs. Taylor.said that her husband was in court and could give sup-
porting evidence. 

When it was clear that Beecham would not cross-examine 
Mrs Taylor, he was told by the chairman that he could give his own 
statement, either from the floor or under oa£h from the witness boxf 
He opted for the former. From the way he reacted to the Chairman's 
announcement I got t'ae impression that Beecham's decision was not 
the result of a calculation of the relative tactical advantages. 
Rather, he seemed to consider it of minor importance where he gave 
the evidence from: he had his story and he was going to give that, 
wherever he stood. In his evidence Beecham told the court that Mrs, 
Taylor had told a pack of lies. In order to support this allegation 
he told several stories to show that she was a confirmed liar. 
Again, he kept harking back to the more distant past and, again, 
he was repeatedly told by the clerk that he should stick to the point 
at issue, namely the threats. Otherwise Beechamfs evidence was meant 
to show how friendly he had always felt towards Mrs. Taylor (the loan 
of 10/- was but one of the background stories to prove this). 
Another part of his evidence was intended to show that he had never 
had any desire for violent revenge after she had left him for Mr. 
Taylor: fIf I wanted to beat her why should I not have done so 
before ? Why should I have waited until February /1956J7, more 
than half-a-year after she left me ?f 

..A 
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The solicitor got up and drew the bench's attention to the 
fact that Beechamfs evidence contained several attacks on the 
character of Mrs. Taylor and he, therefore, wondered whether he 
might be allowed to cross-examine Beecham even though he had not 
given his evidence on oath. The court clerk, answering for the 
court, pointed out that the bench was bound to give greater weight 
to the v/oman's evidence on oath and could ignore Beecham's 
evidence. The chairman did not allow the solicitor to cross-
examine Beecham. The chairman next asked whether the complain-
ant wanted to call Mr. Taylor as a witness. The solicitor 
answered that he did not intend to call him as he was not present 
on the occasions of the threats v/hich were the subject of the trial; 
he, the solicitor was not concerned with any threats uttered to 
Mr. Taylor, which wqs the only matter on which he, Mr. Taylor, 
could give evidence. 

The chairman then bent down to the clerk and asked him what 
sort of penalty the alleged offence carried. After receiving the 
clerk's answer he conferred in a whisper with the other magistrate 
and said that it was a question of one word against the other. 
They both agreed that they had their doubts regarding the 
veracity of the woman's story be.QSuse the solicitor did not want 
to call Mr. Taylor. (I had been allowed to sit with the magistrates 
and could therefore hear their whispered conversation. I also 
discussed some points of the trial with them afterwards), Pre-
facing the bench's decision the chairman remarked that they found 
it difficult to get down to the truth since the two stories were 
so conflicting and that if Beecham had threatened the woman as 
alleged - he did not want to say that he had - he would have 
committed a serious offence. He dismissed the case. 

The first point to be noted in this case is the contrast 
between what one might call the 'common-sense justice' approach of the 
lay people ( viz. the magistrates and the litigants) and the more 
technical, legal approach of the lawyers ( viz. the court clerk and 
the solicitor). The magistrates ignored the lawyers' opinion regard-
ing the greater weight of the woman's sworn evidence against Beechamrs 
unsworn story. They also overruled the lawyers' technical objection 
to the 1 irrelevancies' in Beecham's evidence, namely his desire to 
give the history of the dispute. In a discussion afterwards one of 
the magistrates told me that she thought that Beecham 'ought to be 
given a; chance to tell some of the background facts because he 
obviously considered that a part of the dispute' and she added that 
legal cliche : 'Justice must not only ... etc.' Thus the lay 
actors in this court saw the dispute in terms of a conflict in a 
personal relationship whereas the lawyers treated it rather as a 
breach of a legal rule. That the attitude of the bench in this case 
was not exceptional is clear from the following summary of Magistrates' 
court procedure:' ... magistrates usually show the greatest reluctance 
to cut short anyone concerned with the proceedings who desires to 
speak, however irrelevant or tedious his remarks. ... The result is 
that the court must struggle to do the work normally performed in 
other courts by solicitors, namely to listen to the whole story as 
it is poured out, to ignore what is irrelevant, and then to analyse 
the legal issues involved, and marshall the evidence. In order to 
cope with the usual volume of work in these circumstances, the 
the procedure is less formal than in other courts. ... the magistrate 
attempts to reach a solution v/hich acknowledges plain facts and meets 
the real problem causing the trouble. 

To me the course of the Beecham-Taylor trial was most reveal-
ing: it was very reminiscent of what I had observed in African courts. 
It also seemed to contradict the current , oversimplified contrasts 
between African and 'our' legal procedures. To mention but one example, 
Hammond-Tooke (1962; pp.21^-215) contrasts the informality and 
apparent nonchalance of Bhaca court procedure, its tolerance of irr-
elevant evidence and its preoccupation with 'restitution and a rest-

< oration of the social equilibrium' on the one hand with the 'polemics 
of legal casuistries' and 'our own preoccupation with the niceties of 
legal procedure ' on the other. This assumption might be true if all 
'our* courts were superior courts. But the case described above and 
the quotations from Archer and Giles make it clear that the contrast^ 
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is much less sharp when we compare African.courts with inferior courts. 
This is as true in America as in Britain. For instance, Ploscowe(l953; 
p.10) des ribes the inferior criminal courts of America as courts of 
grievances' which at'^mpt ' to do substantial justice, without too 
much regard for the niceties of civil and criminal jurisdiction. ... 
and a sort of court of equity. It is the nearest approach to justice 
in the market place of Oriental tradition.' As in the case of the 
English magistrates' courts, these inferior criminal courts, as the author 
points out ,' are the most important tribunals in the land, because they 
influence for the better or for the worse far more lives than any other 
court.' (p#12). Myers (l953;pp. 23-4) writing on small claims courts 
also stresses their conciliatory aspects ( I will return to this point 
later) and their flexible procedure. 

To summarise the arguments so far, the generally assumed contrast 
as regards precedural flexibility betv/een African and European courts, 
does not appear to be related primarily to the fact of their being 
African or European, or to their operating in a tribal or in an 
industrialised society. We noted the procedural features which are 
particularly associated with African courts may also be found in . 
English and American inferior courts. I suggest that this supposed 
contrast is the result of a false comparison which is in turn based 
on the false assumption that all european courts operate in a similar 
social context and have the same procedure, in brief, that all 
European courts operate like the superior courts. 

RECONCILIATION 
Reconciliation is another feature which is supposed to characterise 

African court procedure in contrast to European procedure. Elias and 
Gluckman U v e pointed out that it would be wrong to make this contrast 
too sharp by assuming that a similar aim is not found in European law 
(Elias 1956); pp.268 seq.) even if only in a semi-judicial form (Gluck-
man 1955); pp.77-8 ). Unfortunately, both authors, again, limit their 
comparison to superior courts.ignoring the expressly conciliatory 
functions of many inferior courts. For instance, in American small 
claims courts f the trial judge, prior to trial, is required by statute 
to make an earnest effort to settle the controversy by conciliation. ' 
(Myers 1953; p. 23). 

This answers the question whether reconciliation is a feature of 
the European as well as the African judical process. Another question 
is whether the aim and practice of reconciliation is as evident in the 
former as it is supposed to be in the latter . The following quotations 
are a, necessarily limited, selection from a large body of literature 
which stresses the great significance or even dominance of reconciliat-
ion in African judicial procedure. Lambert(quoted in Phillips 19^5 ); 
p.65) writes with reference to the Kiambu District in Kenya: 'The 
judicial system of the European culture involves justice by decree and 
the granting' of exclusive rights to an individual; the African system 
involves justice by agreement and the maintenance of social equilibrium. ' 
Holleman( 1950? pp. 53-^) similarly sees a sharp contrast and states 
that, both in the past and at the time of his v/riting, the Shona chiefs of 
Rhodesia ' would settle rather than decide, appease and reconcile rather 
than enforce.' Bohannan ( 1957; pp. 19, 61-5. et passim), too, s t r o ^ ^ 
that, ' to determine a. modus vivendi, 'to effect a mutually a r ^ M b l e 
settlement between the litigants, is ^-im of a Tiv court, but not 
? go apply laws'. 

I share the views of Epstein ( 195^; p*2) and Gluckman (1955; 
p«55) that although reconciliation is an important value, it is not 
an .'ultimate, almost' mystical, value' of African courts to which legal 
norms are sacrificed. However, the majority of writers on this topic 
would appear to start from the assumption that 'judgement by agreement1 
ana 1 judgement by decree ' are mutually exclusive alternatives. And by 
concentrating on the conciliatory aspects of African courts, they tend 
to ignore the judges' task of applying laws. I suggest that this one-
sided approach is related to the fact that the literature in this field 
generally inadequate attention to the different stages of the judicial 
process and thus fails to note at which stage it becomes possible or, 
indeed, imperative, to effect reconciliation. In general v/riters 
identify reconciliation with the court's decision; they fail to 
distinguish in this respect between the two decisions any court ../6 
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anywhere must make, namely a decision as to the relevant facts and the 
appropriate legal rules to be applied(this is the judgement or verdict), 
and the decision as to the appropriate sanction for the judgement 
( this is t- e av/ard or sentence) . For instance , I quoted earlier 
Holleman saying of the Shona chiefs that they ? would settle rather 
than decide. ' One is inclined to ask: decide what? - points of law or 
award? In addition, he expresses his view that instances of a Shona chief 
who 1 summarily disposes a lot of cases per session by con. ise interpretation 
of the relevant points of law and snappy judgements' are likely to be ' 
'innovations rather than renovations of Shona procedure' (p.5^)* I doubt 
the validity of this view, I am sure that such an interpretation does take 
place and is bound to take place or otherwise there would be no court or 
law. In any case' snappy judgements' and' Concise interpretations' are not 
necessarily concomitants, nor does 'concise interpretation' necessarily 
exclude reconciliation, as is clear from the author's brief summary of 
Shona procedure later on ( p.60). There it also becomes clear that the 
'discussions and bargaining' over the amount of the compensation 
('reconciliation?) come after one of the parties has been 'convinced that 
he has been wron g and that he must acknowledge his guilt and responsibility\ 
in other words, after 'the relevant points of lav/' have been settled. 
Bohannan, (1957) too, does not distinguish between a court's judgement 
and its subsequent sanctions. 'However, his case records plainly show 
that the courts do apply legal rules even in the face of strong protests 
from one of the parties ( e.g. his cases 8 and 9), and that the Tiv 
courts' aim of a mutually acceptable settlement between litigants refers to 
the courts' sanctions rather than to their judgements. Thus in case 9 
argument centred on the amount of the compensation to be paid by the 
accused. The owner of the stolen property was dissatisfied with the 
amount suggested by the court and 'shouted that the case was being decided 
" by force": that is, sufficient consideration had not been given to 
arriving at a settlement in which both parties could concur.' The facts 
of the case were not in question and it would appear that, apart from the 
accused himself, the general consenus among the members of the court and the 
public v/as that the accused's action approximated to theft. Similarly, 
Allott ( 1960; p.68) relates a court's attempt 'to win the agreement of 
both sides' to the court's'decision ' in general. 

We should more clearly distirguish between the various stages of the 
A* ̂ ican and any other judicial process. This v/ould help uncover the aims 
( and their realisation') of the courts and also the role of the latter in 
social life. The first stage to be distinguished is the pre-trial stage. 
Courts are a means ( only one of the means) of social control, aiming at 
preservation of peaceful co-existence of the members of a community des-
pite divergent interests. This is noi the truism it sounds - particularly 
with regard to the study of law and courts in Britain - if one considers 
that 'In western ( or at least English) legal procedure £ which, one might 
add, is in some categories of courts largely in the hands of a highly 
specialised class of professiohal lavyers_/ litigation is often treated as 
a sort of game, with the judge as um]ire holding the whistle, blowing 
when one party gets offside, and awarding the victory to the side which 
most goals.' (allott 1960; p. 68). 

The point is that both in African (tribal) and in European 
(industrialised) societies pressures tend to be brought to bear upon dis-
putants to compromise their disagreenents so as not to worsen and disrupt 
social relationships even further through taking matters to court. This 
aspect of the judicial process has received a fair amount of attention 
in the literature in respect of African legal systems.(The same cannpt be 
said in respect of European legal systems). There are, for instance, 
some useful accounts on moots by Bea_.tie ( 1957) 7 
Abrahams ( 1965)t Bohannan (1957) ani others. However, as I indicated 
earlier, such pre-trial attempts at .^conciliation are by no means foreign 

, to European legal syatgms either, evm if they are, presumably, not as 
v prominent. (One can only presume th:s until more work has been done in this 
field). I have already quoted Glucknan and Elias to that effect and I also 
mentioned the compulsory reconciliation procedure of American small claims 
courts. Another example can be founi in Emmett's description of a Welsh 
village ( 1964; p. 89): 'In Llan parish informal methods such as friendly 
compromise, fear of public opinion, :he need to co-operate and finally 
ostracism, keep most disputes betweei people out of court, and ... make 
English justice ... onlyafinal and ertreme resort. ' 

But once these conciliation astempts have failed and a dispute reach-



reaches the courts, it enters a more formal stage of the judicial process, 
viz, the stage of judicial exan̂ SJiaî ion, This is the second stage when the 
court, any court, hears the litigants' - generally conflicting-stories, 
determines the legal points at SMie, selects the appropriate legal rules 
and applies them to selected (Vflevantr) facts. Finally, once a case 
has been made out, the court must give its judgement on the correctness, 
or otherwise, from the legal point of view, of the acts of the respect-
ive litigants, using certain legal norms as its measure. The court m^st 
pronounce on the rights and wrongs of the case. Only thus - by upholding 
the law - can the court fulfil its social task of tegulating relation-
ships. At this stage of the judicial process there is little room for 
reconciliation : relevant legal rules may be bent ( e.g. by interpretat-
ion) but they should be applied and not ignored. At this stage the court 
is primarily concerned with rights and interests which go beyond those of 
the litigants in a particular case, viz.the rights and interests of all 
the members of society who organise their lives on the assumption of 
the general and persistent validity of the legal rules which the court 
is called upon to defend. The reconciliation of the litigants ( i.e. 
the attempt to repair their relationship), which may have been attempt-
ed before, may be attempted again, but at a later stage. Gluckmanrs 
statement ( 1955? p.22) that 'The kuta /~Lozi court J? should not achieve 
a reconciliation without blaming those who have done wrongf might be 
summarised as: !No reconciliation without law1 and would hold true for 
this stage of the judicial process in courts anywhere. 

I want to refer briefly to some of the reasons why pre-trial means 
of reconciliation are not resorted to or, if resorted to, are unsuccess-
ful. Feelings between the d sputants may be running too high for a 
variety of reasons ( e.g. the particular dispute may be the culmination 
of a series of previous ones) and there may be no countervailing interests 
between the parties strong enough to effect a reconciliation without rec-
ourse to court. Reconciliation may fail in disputes between persons in-
volved in multiplex relationships; it is particularly likely to fail 
if disputants are bound by a simplex relationship. 

Another possible reason for the failure of pre-trial reconcilation 
is that what is at stake is not so much the redress for damages suffered 
through the actions of one of the parties as a legal insue (or a non-
legal issue in legal dress, e.g. a matter of status which either or both 
parties consider sufficiently important to invite an authorative, public 
pronouncement on it. I suspect that it is this motivation for litigat-
ion which causes some people to be described as litigious. I have argued 
elsewhere with reference to the Tonga of Malawi that as a result of the 
prevalence of multiplex relationships, interests which are capable of 
exact, legal formulation, that is, which are actionable (e.g. debts 
arising from non payment of bridewealth) tend to overlap with interests 
which are incapable of being so defined and therefore not actionable 
in court (e.g. political claims), ( van Velsen 196*0 ; pp. 125 seq. 

Case 18, et passim)o The frequency of disputes which is such a 
striking feature of Tonga society is not an indication of social dis-
integration as has often been said. Instead, it serves - as ritual or 
other public ceremonies do in other societies - to analyse and re-assert 
publicly, personal relationships and values. Similarly, political 
and other non-actionable issues may be pursued in court in the guise of 
other, actionable claims. From this it follows that in that type of 
dispute the safeguarding of present and future interests is of prime 
importance whilst the sanctions for the infringement of rights of the 
ostensible dispute are of secondary importance or even irrelevant. 
Indeed, I was told of instances of persons who had been awarded damages 
in court telling their opponents later,back at home, to forget about 
them or, if the damages had alreadybeen paid over at the court, returning 
them to the losers. Meek ( 1950; p. 5^2) reports something similar from 
the Ibo: ' T? Trials1', therefore, were often nothing more than an organis-
ed^ expression of public opinion, and served the purpose of allowing 
grievances to be aired, a litigan's object being, frequently, to vindic » 
ate his character publicly, rather than mulct his opponent in damages.1 

Pre-trial reconciliation, theh, may be either impossible or 
inappropriate. This supports the view that somewhere in the judicial 
process there should be an explicit pronouncement by the court on the 
legal issues - the rights and wrongs - involved in any particular dis-
pute. Even when reconciliation is the prime social requirement,the legal 
issues are not ignored. * " ##/8 
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It is clear,therefore, that the desirability and possibility or otherwise 
of effecting reconciliation as part of the judicial process are not direct-
ly related to the incidence of multiplex relationships. Indeed, I have 
argued that jus.t because two persons have a multiplex relationship, the 
legal issues in one set of interests can be submitted to a court's 
judgement in order to clarify the non-legal issues in another set of 
interests. To effect reconciliation and thus prevent the legal issues from 
being publicly scrutinised by a court would defeat the purpose of the 
proposed lawsuit. Therefore, analysis of the absence or presence of 
reconciliation should take into account not only the nature of the relation-
ship between the litigants ( and possibly judges as well) but also the 
stated or unstated purpose of litigation. 

After the legal norms have been reinforced through application 
at the stage of judicial examination, another opportunity occurs for 
reconciliation or other re-adjustments of the particular relationship 
and -interest of the litigants, if that is socially desirable. This is 
the third and final stage, namely that of the sanctions of the judicial 
process. The court has to take a second decision, viz. what sanctions, 
if anyj to attach to its first - legal - decision. The nature of this 
second decision is rather different from that of the first decision; 
the latter is the result of a process of logical reasoning. But the court's 
second decision is less logical; it is more flexible, kore overtly suscept-
ible to considerations of expediency, more adaptable to non-legal desirab-
ilities. The awards in similar cases may vary considerably between 
different courts (in the same society) or on different occasions in the 
same court. There is greater scope for the judges to express their 
personal, non-legal feelings about the case or the litigants. 

It is by no means unusual to find judges in English courts 
carrying out their duty of applying and defending the law in the stage 
of judicial examination and then applying, in the third stage of the 
judicial process, only a token sanction, e.g., Id. damages. In this way, 
judges may signify their opinion, on general, social rather than legal 
grounds, that, for instance, the particular case is .a bad one without moral 
right on either side, or that more substantial damages would do the 
litigants' relationship more harm than good. Conversely a severe sanct-
ion following a legal judgement on a minor legal wrong may signify a 
judge's strong moral or political disapproval of the act. 

I noted previously that contrary to what most writers state or 
imply, reconciliation is not a concomitant of all stages of the judicial 
process or of the decision of the court. Attempts at reconciliation, if 
any, are peculiar to the pre-trial stage and the court's second decision. 
Ample support ofr this view can be found in the literature, even though 
the differences in the nature of these two decisions are not made clear. 
For example, although Epstein ( 195^5PP«20-1) does not distinguish bet-
ween judgement and award in relation to reconciliation, he does imply 
this distinction when he writes that the African urban courts of the 
Copperbelt in Zambia do not 'ignore the right-duty element of the case ... 
for reconciliation is achieved on the basis of the litigants ' recognition 
of wrongdoing.' Earlier I quoted from case 9 in Bohannan ( 1957) which 
brings out the same point. 

At this stage of the judicial process the conditions for reconcil-
iation are likely to be rather different from what they were before the 
trial. The dispute has been brought into the open and the trial may 
have engendered more heat and increa sed the desire on both sides to fight 
the case to the bitter end. Alternatively, with the legal issues settled 
the conditions may be more propitious for repairing the social damage. 
Moreover, Epstein ( 195^? p.33) records the following rather different 
type of reconciliation. In a marital dispute the court sent the litigants 
home with this warning 'But now ycu must all go and try and live harmoni-
ously together. There will be no compensation, but if the matter is 
brought before the court again there will be a serious case. f Gluckman 
(1965a; p. 13) gives a similar example of adrnonitbry reconciliation. 

In societies where permanent, multiplex relationships prevail (often 
referred to as face-to-face or small-scale societies) pressure is likely 
to be applied to stem or repair any damage which might result from a 
conflict in one set of relationships between two persons lest other sets 
between the same two persons - and others closely associated with them -
also get disrupted. 
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One can, therefore, expect reconciliation to be a conspicuous feature 
of the legal process. Conversely, because in V/estern, industrialised 
('our') societies relationships are assumed to be predominantly simplex, 
reconciliation is nol ^xpected to be significant feature of the legal 
process and few writers in this field pay any attention to it. However, 
although investigation into this problem in Western societies has hardly 
begun, I argued earlier that reconciliation may well be of greater signi-
ficance than has generally been assumed. The following statement (quoted 
in Giles 19^9; P* 3*0 describes conditions not dissimilar from those in 
v/hich African courts operate: 'The whole essence of the local administr-
ation of justice (in Britain) and the great value of the functions of 
justice are that they do administer justice amongst people with whom they 
are acquainted and of whose lives and family history they know something.' 

On the other hand, it is possibly an oversimplification to assume 
that in small-scale societies the pressure for reconciliationtion operates 
equally, in all courts reconciliation is likely to be of less importance 
in the superior courts. In the first place, the very fact that a dispute 
has reached a superior court might be an indication that the litigants 
are prepared to 'fight it oufe' and are therefore less amenable to recon-
ciliation. In the second place, the higher in the hierarchy the court 
the less the judges are likely to be involved in the litigants' relation-
ships and therefore the less likely they are to feel the pressure for 
reconciliation. Thus, Rattray writes (1929; p. 388): 'The question of 
possible reconciliation of the parties - which, as I shall endevour to 
show, was such a marked feature of the lower unofficial tribunal - did not 
enter into the provice of the (higher) court. ' 

Finally a passing reference to the supposed penal character of 
European legal systems and the greater stress on compensation in African 
law. This problem is related to that of reconciliation and the general 
social aim of solving conflicts both of which tend to be associated 
particularly with tribal sociaties. For instance, after allowing for the 
fact that 'the nature of the legal system is always closely linked 
with the political structure' and that in tribes with a strong chief-
tainship ' punishment was an important element', Epstein (1951; P*3&) 
states that 'it is clear that many Africans see in the matter of 
compensation.one of the major differences between English and 
African customary concepts.' And he refers to 'an injured husband 
being entitled to claim compensation' for his wife's adultery. Whilst 
I am inclined to agree with Epstein's general point, I wonder whether 
the convtional distinction between compensation and penalty is entirely 
valid. Can one really maintain that material compensation for an 
injury which is not even physical and which cannot in any way be 
assessed materially, is indeed purely compensation and not a penalty? 
The fact that the people and the court themselves make this 
distinction does not necessarily make it a useful or a valid 
analytical distinction. 

Conclusion 

When courts operate in conditions where litigants, judges and 
possibly other participants in the legal process are bound by 
multiple relationships, one can expect a greater preoccupation with 
examining social conflicts qnd repairing social damage rather than 
with the breaches of legal norms. Such orientation leads to procedural 
flexibility of which reconciliation is an aspect. When functioning in 
this fashion courts clearly are a means of social control. I noted 
that in this respect the literature tends to draw a sharp distinction 
between African and European legal processes. The latter are supposed 
to adhere.to strict law and procedure whilst the former-are mostly 
described as geared to reconciliation and flexibility in procedure. 

With regard to the African side of the comparison,I have argued, 
firstly, that as far as the aim of reconciliation is concerned, this is 
not equally dominant at all stages of the judicial process - it is, in 
fact, of minor significance at the middle stage - and does not, in any 
case, exclude the application of law. On the contrary, the work of 
Epstein and Gluckman on African law convincingly describes how courts 
support the two basic principles of their, and any, legal system -
the continuity and certainty of legal rules - and at the same time, 
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meet the demands of equity. Secondly, I have suggested that the aim of 
reconciliation is not a necessary corollary of small-scale, face-to-
face societies; it does not necessarily feature in each and every trjaU 
The litigants1 aim in taking their dispute to court as well as the 
social structure affects the course of individual trials. I gave an 
instance from the Tonga v/here in certain circumstances the litigants' 
main aim is to get the court's judgment on a legal issue in order to 
settle amongst themselves, out of court, another, related issue. 
Another type of trial in v/hich adherence to strict law is the dominant 
aim is found in superior courts (where they exist) as reported from 
the Ashanti. However, eventhough reconciliation is not an inevitable 
aspect of the judicial process in African societies, it is undoubtedly 
a very prominent one. 

Turning to the other side of the comparison, viz, the Western 
judicial process; v/e noted that most writers assume that procedural 
informality and the aim of reconciliation, v/hich are supposed to 
mark the African judicialprocess, are absent from 'our' courts. 
But what do v/e know of 'our' courts and the social structure in which 
they operate? For instance, what do v/e know of the types of cases -
and the types of relationships involved - which are brought before the 
magistrates in Britain? Whilst there is considerable literature on the 
social structure of African communities and also a fair qmount on the 
resolution of conflicts, with regard to Western, industrialised societies 
the study of social structure is still in its infancy: the incidence 
and significance of multiplex relationships has hardly begun to 
attract attention yet, although what little literature there is in 
this field makes one suspect that simplex relationships are not 
quite as dominant as is often assumed. As for the study of the 
judicial process within its social setting, this has really not begun 
yet. And it is particularly the inferior courts - with which, I suspect, 
the African parallels are clos ;st g.of v/hich we know least. I have 
attempted toshow that most comparisons betv/een African law, and 
Western law are based as regards the former on over simplifications and, 
as regards the latter, on untested assumptions. (One of the most falacious 
assumptionsis that all courts are alike and identical with superior 
courts.) This has led to false comparisons ending in contrasts which are 
too sharp. 

As a prerequisite for the comparative study of judicial processes 
I suggested a distinction between the three stages: (l) pre-
trial reconciliation - if any - preventing dispute going to court; 
(2) judicial examination, resulting inthe court's judgment: the most 
'legal' stage; (3) decision as tothe sanctions - if any - for the 
judgment: renewed opportunity for reconciliation but under differnnt 
conditions. We thus break the problem up into more manageable - and 
therefore more easily comparable - parts. Each of these parts (stages) 
should first be studied in relation to the others within the same 
judicial process. After that we willbe in a better position to .make 
a comparative analysis of the judicial process as a whole in different 
societies. This approach might avoid global, over simplified comparisons 
of the 'either or' type, viz. 'the ' African judicial process is informal 
and reconciliatory (meaning: the whole judicial process and all judicial 
processes in Africa), whilst 'the' (i.e. the v/hole and each European 
judicial process is concerned with the application of strict law. 

I have also suggested that we should distinguish betv/een 
different types of courts within the same society. I would suspect 
that we would find many features generally associated with African 
courts, also in Western courts, especially in inferior courts. At 
present,however,most of the literature on Western legal systems is 
concerned with the superior courts and is largely of an esoteric, legal-
technical nature. (This applies particularly to Britain; in America 
there has been for some time a slightly greater interest in the 
social aspects of the legalsystem.) One would expect greater stress on 
formality and greater adherence to strict law in superior courts. For, 
as I have argued for the superior courts in tribal societies, disputes 
which appear in these courts are likely to be, for one reason or 
another less amenable to reconciliation and demand the application of 
strict law. Moreover, in Western societies these courts are more highly 
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professionalised than others and often seem (at least to the ordinary 
citizen) rather remote from the life of the society whose legal norms 
they are expected to uphold. 



FOOTNOTES 

There are some notable exceptions, e.g. the work of 
Bohannan, Epstein,Gluckman and Gulliver. 

This is, really, only a guess, a generalisation with very 
weak supports. As I will point out again later, our 
knowledge of the social structure of Western industrialised 
societies is very scanty indeed and riddled with assumptions. 
For instance, it isusually assumed that in Western, industrial-
ised societies (particularly when they are seen in contrast to 
tribal societies) permanent, multiplex relationships, if 
present at all, are of little sociological significance. 
Personally I suspect that particularly in the inferior courts(mo. 
especially those in the rural areas) multiplex relation-
ships may assume greater significance between litigants 
and possibly between them and the other actors in the 
courts. 

See also Duhamel (1959), p. 37: 'The Justices of the Peace*, 
have, since feudal times,formed the backbone of the admin-
istration of English justice.' Also Giles (19^9), p.8. 

Although I have attended a number of hearings,I have not had 
the opportunity yet to make a systematic study of the law 
in action in magistrate and similar courts. This case was 
the first I ever heard in an English magistrates' court 
and through it I discovered the wider prospects of'our' 
law beyond the law reports and text books. Unfortunately I 
had no opportunity to investigate the social background -
outside the court - of this case. 

Archer (1956), pp 109-10. Similarly Giles (I9zf9) with 
regard to divorce cases: 'More often than not the parties 
come straight into 'a magistrates' court from the street. 
Their evidence has to be extracted there and then, whereas 
for the Divorce Court Judge, it is carefully sifted in 
advance by solicitors who specialise in the work and is 
presented by experienced barristers.' (p.9) and: 'The common 
tendency is for the Clerk because of his constant preoccupation 
with legal forms and procedure to be too regardful of the letter 
of the law, and for magistrates impatient of restrains they 

do not understand to ride roughshod over them in fulfilling 
what they consider to be the spirit ofthe law.' (p.31*) 

For similar conditions in German, Austrian and Swiss courts, 
see Bedorrd (1961); also Feifcr (196*0 on courts in Moscow. 
•We noted earlier that Gluckman relates the Lozi judges' wide 
conception of relevance to the type of social relationships 
they are dealing with. In a later work (1965b; p.l88) he writes 
that a Priori one might expect that judges backed by powers 
of enforcement might be inclided to shorten the.'.listening 
process in order to come to a decision more quickly - in other 
words, to narrow their c nception of relevance. He adds thr.t such 
an expectation could not be supported from his Lozi material. 
My foregoing data would not support such an expectation in 
relation to European courts either. 

Epstien and Gluckman who, (as quoted above) reject the 
mysticism of reconciliation and stress the necessity for 
a judicial decision, could have driven their points home 
more effectively if they had made the distinction between 
the two types of decision clear. 
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A study of nation-building 
over the radio in Tanzania 
DRAFT, not to be quoted 

Introduction 

This is an era of nation-building. Since World War II half 
a billion people have become citizens of new nations where the 
objective is to achieve the impressive elements of organisation that 
caracterize the modern nation-state. Their almost universal problem 
is that they have the form but not the substance of nationhood 
(Pye, 1962, p.3)• The extent of basic social change involved in this 
process touches the lives of all these peoples shaking the intellec-
tual, moral and emotional foundations of their individual worlds. 
Many are forced or will be forced to abandon cherished ways of living, 
they will suffefr the pain and discomfort of being torn f̂ ora the old 
and the known, in the process of change. The real choice for the 
peoples of Africa to-day is not whether to change but how, how fast 
and in what direction. ]?urthemore, the pressure for development 
causes the proportion of contemporary change that is planned or is 
a consequence' of deliberate innvation to be extremely high in all 
parts of the world. 

The nation-building process and the efforts to coordinate and 
plan for a nation's future is of course planned change, nation-
building as such is nothing else than planned political, economic, 
and social change. This is no simple task. Acceptance of new 
values and the changing of preferences if; difficult for the indi-
vidual and difficult to bring about for ? jovernmentp The fundamental 
change in motivation to acccpt new idea about the nature of the 
world and of human rel<;ions is not caused only by exposing people 
to the prospects of not standards of material life. The modern 
world, including tax collectors and community development assistants 
is sometimes perceived as a foreign threat which should properly be 
resisted and distrusted. So, instead of having to cope with an agitated 
enthusiastic population set on nation-building, many governments in 
transitional societies are confronted with the problem of a dis-
turbingly apathetic public which is non responsive to all appeals to 
action on the part of a small group of impatient activists within 
the government (Bendix, p. ). 

It is obvious that mass communication media play a crucial 
role in this context. They must be used to contribute to the feeling 
of njrtion-ness, as the voice of national planning, and to prepare 
people to play their new parts and their role as a nation among 
nations (Pye 1963, p.3Sf). 

The role of the radio is especially relevant in developing 
countries where newspapers readers are scarce and newspaper pro-
duction is low as in Tanzania (Standard 12- 15.000, nationalist 4.000?, 
var. Swahili end vernacular newspapers 10.000). (Lorner 1953, Widstrand 
1966) This has also been recognised in the current lanzanian JPive 
Year plan (l,p.75). 

This paper, was originally presented 
Social Science Council Conference in 
comments and a lot of listening I am 
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at the University of East Africa 
Nairobi December 1566. For 
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The aim of this paper is to examine the role of the radio in 
nation-building process in Tanzania,the "nation building" content 
of its transmissions and how these are presented * A descriptive, 
quantitative survey of the content is given and the facts are dis-
cussed against the background of res-alts of other commiani cation 
research* No attempt has been made to estimate the response eli-
cited by the programmes (of* Widstrand, 1966, p.6). The second 
quarter of 1966 was chosen and Radio Tanzanias broadcasts were 
followed daily for 72 days. Several programmes some of then daily 
specially designed as nation-building programmes or with general 
educational content,..ygjg examined, mainly in the Swahili Programme* 
A random sample of/days were listened to during the approximate 
30 hours daily broadcast in all channels. One news broadcast (of 
the five daily in the Swahili programme) was listened to every day. 
For comparison reference is made to C, Widstrand "Radio and Adult 
Education in Tanzania" (1966), where a similar survey of the adult 
education content v/as made during the third quarter 1965• 
Radio Tanzania; Present Programme Structure 

Radio Tanzania broadcasts daily over several channels: 

The ITational Programme in Swahili, the Second Programme in 
English, the Third Programme in Swahili and English, the Commercial 
Service, mainly in Swahili, but with short periods in English and 
Hindustani, There is also an External Programme broadcasting in 
several languages every evening and a School Broadcast Programme, 

Table 1, 

Iiadio Tanzania, all channels. 

Total broadcast time, (except school 
broadcast), average per week 1966: 

Swahili Pro gramme 
Second Programme 
Third Programme 
Commercial Service 
External Programme 
School broadcasts 

Table 2, 
Radio Tanzania9 all channels. 

Distribution^ all channels (except 
school radio) average per week 1966: 

Light music plus entertainment 
News and newsprogrammes 
"Spoken word", (category pro-
grammes, religion, idhaa, talks 
etc. ). 

minutes % of total 

4,845 37.9 
2,685 21,05$ 
600 4.74$ 

4,095 32,11$ 
525 4.11$ 
(700) (5.49) 

12,750 99.98$ 

minutes % of total 

7,899 61,95$ 
1,685 14•78^ 

2,966 23 >26 g 
12,750 99.99% 







"Spoken word11 (cont'd) 

5. 

ninutes % of channel %of spoken items 
total word 

(6)(c) Information 
Shambani wiki hi£ 
(The shamba this week) 60 2 
Halmashauri ya Mazao 
(National Agriculture 
Products Board Programme) 30 
Radio Magazine (a mixed pro-
gramme ) 60 2 
Moto Moto Tanzania 
(news from all parts of 

Tanzania) 210 A.11% 11 ̂  7 

Uhuru na maendeleo 
(Freedom and progress^ 75 3 
features of projects 
in Tanzania.) 

435 oTSlfo 23.38% 28 

Table 5. Radio Tanzania, Swahili Programme, "nation-building" programmes minutes % of total broadcast, 
all channels 

"Nation-building programmes" 
(Cf. Table 4:6). 735 5.76% 
Moto Moto Tanzania 210 1.64$ 
News and news programmes 640 5<,01% 

The domination of the light music - entertainment sector is 
apparent and follows generally accepted programme policies in Europe 
and North America, "we must give the audience what it wants". It is 
a moot question whether the audience really wants light music and 
cigarette ads and whether this is not a self generated effect, i*c. 
the radio creates an artificial need for something "modern", "European" 
for "people with brains" etc0 
The Second Programme 

The second Programme broadcasts 2,685 minutes per week. 255 
minutes/day during weekdays and longer transmission hours Saturdays 
and Sundays, Many of the items in the Swahili programme occur here 
proportion between lightmusic - spoken word is almost the sane as in 
the Swahili programme. To listen to the programme it is necessary to 
have a good command of English. It has not been considered neces ;ary 
to make a detailed analysis of the contents. 

The Third Programme 

The Third Programme Braadcasts 120 minutes/day except Sundays 
and Fridays. It contains Stews, language courses, music and productions 
for specialized audiences (drama and art critiques and surveys etc.)* 
23% of the material broadcast' is in Swahili and consists of item3 that 
have been produced in the Swahili Program e (Habari ya Ulimwengu, 
Ushlrikia, Uhuru na Slieria, Giambie gaifa etc). 

. . . .6/-• 



6, 

The Commercial Programme 

The Commercial Programme broadcasts 4,095 minutes/week, mainly 
in Swahiii, In the beginning in October 1965 it was a 15 hour programme. 
This has later been cut to 10 hours/day. The language is now Swahiii 
and English (840 m/week), The Hindustani items have been taken out 
since some October 1966, The Programme is mainly devoted to commercials, 
light music and to news* 
The External Programme 

This programme broadcasts 1 h 45 n/day and contains mainly news 
in English, Portuguese, Ovambo, Sena, Zulu, and Hereio, and some music« 

For the schools there are daily broadcasts during term for 
primary schools ajid secondary schools (700 a/week). Programmes are 
geared to school syllabi and contain 10 minutes of news. Additional 
material in the form of pictures is provided and a small booklet is 
also produced. 

The Programmes chosen for the study 

The programmes chosen for the study all come from the Swahiii 
Programme, They v/ere programmes that here have been called "nation-
building" programmes. This admittedly a very vague description, 
but it is clear that some programmes are especially crammed with 
nation-building material, such as reports of regional affairs and 
achievements, others in this group are educational or informational, 
featuring Tanzanian problems and projects. The breakdown of broad' at 
time and no. of items are seen in Table 6 Together with the small 
sector of other spoken words programmes of the Swahiii channel ther-
are the only programmes where an attempt is made to contribute to t3 e 
solving of the problems that have been mentioned by way of introduction<. 

All Moto Moto Tanzania were chosen and a random sample of the 
others. Due to various circumstances (all day listening other chax:̂ els;? 
bad reception, days off) only 64 of 72 could be analysed of the Moto 
Moto Tanzania, 68 news broadcasts were chosen with altogether 752 items, 

Table 6 
Radio Tanzania9 Swahiii Programme, programmes chosen for content 
study during secon quarter 1966: 

Name- If a. No/ TiAe Tine Dead Dead % of %of % Spoken 
items Sche- Broad- time Ltime time cv/ahi- word 

duled cast 'pro- sell- li 
minutes gramme; s eduled pro-

graties 
Moto Moto Tan-
zania. 64 368 1? 920 1,773 147 • 

<M 92,34$ 4 i 10.32^ Uhuru na Maende- 10.32^ 
leo 3 3 90 85 
Halmashauri na-
Mazao 7 17 95 89 
Uhuru na siieria 1 8 15 14 
Shanbani wiki hii 1 8 30 28 
Radio Tanzania 1 20 19 
Radio Magazine 5 29 150 143 
Maisha Marefu 10 50 150 143 
Ukarasa wa wana-
wake 7 27 210 202 
Gazetini 5 17 70 62 

38 830 785 45 1,2 94.52% 1.71% 4.46% 

t,.,7/~ • 



Iloto I/loto ianza"ia (Hot hot Tanzania) 

This is a programme broadcast everyday, beginniĵ gat the same 
minute as the Commercial Service opens, a fact which presumably would 
be reflected in a coverage analysis. It contains news from all over 
Tanzania, reports of speeches by the resident, the Cabinet or the 
senior Civil Servants. It is one of the only sources for the speeches 
given by Regional and Area commissioners not reported in the press. 
It is a good indicator on what is said from tribures and platforms 
all over the country , 

A summary cf the content of the 64 programmes is given in 
table 7. 

Of the programmes studied two were substituted by two speeches 
by the President, one denouncing rumour mongers (May 14th) and his 
speech on Union Day (April 27th). Two of them were repeated May 18th 
was also broadcast on May 21st, May 30th was also broadcast on June 
8th. These programmes have been included in the table. 

Table 8. 
Radio Tanzania, Swahili Programme, contents of Moto Moto Tanzania 
second quarter 1966* 

EXHORTATION minutes % of total 
programme time 

(l) of leadership, civil servants, etc. 
(a) further training 
Learn more about job, be industrious, 
leadership must be efficient, 
be faithful 44 2.5 
(b) behaviour in job 
good examples, cooperate with public, 
don!t be high, don!t forge don!t be 
corrupt, examples of bfd behaviour-
police, work within powers granted 82 4.6 
(c) duties 
explain policy of Tanu, register 
vital statistics, make towns more 
beautiful, make people pay their 
taxes, help and work with Tanu, 
encourage people to fulfil 5 Year 
plan 72 4 

(d) Co-ops 
should serve public, should co-
operate with TANU, better strong 
then weak 44 2.5 

(e) seminars for civil servants 
opened 

join more seminars 57 3*2 
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(2) of the general public 
(a) increase agriculture minutes of total 

programme time 
grow more cotton,, grow cotton better 
reap cotton early, reap cotton at appro-
priate time0grow vegetables, grow more, 
form block farms, grow more wheat, grow 
more cashew use manure, grow more cows, 
flight hunger by growing more,grow tobacco 
better, grow better tobacco, grow more 
tobacco, modernize agriculture, use fertil-
iers. ~ 333 18.7& 
(b) Education 

Teach illiterates, eradicate illiteracy, 
join Tapa, attend schools learn babycare, 
learn to read, read more read better, 
attend domestic courses attend adult classes, 
learn more, 64 3.6 
fight poverty, ignoî ance and disease. 69 3«9 
(c) Health 

fight disease, modernize houses use 
latrines, dig wells, drink clean water, 
eat chakula bora, more health meausnres 
in hotels and bars, cleaner pombe, cleaner 
meat 77 4.3 
(d) Modernization 

use more modern implements, raise standard 
of living, preserve food for future use, 
use modern standars increase T*s wealth, 
5 year plan can be achieved 6 3*5 
(e) Co-ops 

Join coops, self help schemes, form coops 47 2,7 

(f) role of women 
join UWT, womens1 place not kitchen don!t 
prevent wife from UWT job, encourage woman 
leadership 26 1,5 
(g) TAITU NUT A TYL 

join, pay Tanu fees, abide to Tanu rules, 
youth being prepared for leadership of 
Tanzania (19) 77 4#3 

(h) citizens1 obligations 

pay taxes promptly (65), participate in 
nation building (3l), preserve peace, obey 
law and order, fulfil plan, join National 
Service (10) 175 9*9 
(j ) ideology, national or oparty 

be proud of national culture have confidence 
in leaders, eradicate imperialism, move to 
less populated areas don!t be lazy, work hard 
(36), stop drinking use good manners, don!t 
backbite others 74 4.1 

• • • «9/—• 
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(3) J-ood example of others minutes % of total 
programme time 

party achievements, good agricultural 
results, police stations, schools hospi-
tals inaugurated, councillors praised, 
lios killed, co op achievements, UWT 
achievements gifts to funds, Tanzania 
Childrens society, Tanu, literacy awards 

(4) Bad example of others 
bad roads, not eradicated tse tse, bad 
health conditions, bad hygienicconditiond 
in shops 

200 

22 

11.3 

1.24 

1,525 86', 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

(1) Agriculture 

bees useful, importance of bees rair. 
destroys crops, rains sinking price of 
cotton explained village settlement 
dropped 

(2) Education 
general problems explained,teaching 
through radio, maths taught in Swahili, 
law explained 

(3) TANU TYL UWT 
personal changes, election results 
chairmans role explained, Tanu in action 
role'of TYL'role of UWT, role of women 
in T, YWCA jubilee 

(4) Ideology 
unity, selfhelp, obedience explained 
sabasabacelebrations, Uhuru Torch, 
prisoners released, unity, of Africa 

(5) G-eneral 
news, murders accidents visits MPs, 
RCs, Councillors, population growth 
police, necessity of roads dona 

(6) CTgomas and songs in praise of 
President 

55 

21 

86 

36 

40 

10 
248 

3.1 

1.2 

4.9 

2.0 

2.2 

0.6 

Total 1,773 

Many programmes feature the President and cabinet members : 

.10/-. 
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Table 9. 
Radio Tanzania, Swahiii Programme, President and Cabinet in Moto 
Moto Tanzania 

No* minutes % of total 
programme 
time • 

Programmes featuring the President: 10 ' 75 
use ox plows, grow more tobacco, 
increase T1s wealth, pay taxes dri-
nk less, work hard five year plan 
can be achieved, freedom is right, 
raise standards of living, song in 
praise of 
The 2nd Vice President 5 52 
use good manners, join National 
service, don't be lazy, join Tanu 
pay taxes, grow more cotton use 
more tractors, participate in 
co-ops. land is origin of wealth in 
T. 

Minister for 
Home affairs 3 
Comworks 4 
Comworks Junior minister 2 16 
Education 3 
Fin&nce, Junior Minister 1 
Agriculture and Wildlife 5 54 
Housing 2 33 
Lands and Settlements 1 5 
and vice presidents office, junior 
minister 13 
Regional affairs (Mr. Kambona was 
away during most part of the period 
under study) 7 

24 286 1.61$ 
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(Cable* 101 

Radio Tanzania, Swahili Programme Content of sample of "nation-
building1' programmes, second quarter 1966, 

Educational items minutes % of 
channel total 

Uhuru na Sheria 
descriptions of court 
proceedings 

8 14 

Hamashauri ya Mazao 
history of products 
educational play 

Shambani 
cast or oil, nutrition 

43 

4 

Maisha Marefu 
baby nursing, veneral 
diseases, health questions 

Ukarasa wa Wanawalce 
homekeeping, child care 
sick care, food preervatin 
gardening 

8 43 

133 

Inf o rma 11onal 

Halmashauri ya mazao 
explanation nor/ prices 
boards activities 3 14 

Shambani 
talks on skifcs leather, 
destructive animals being 
destroyed, wildlife preser-
vation training, tourist 
industry 4 10 

Radio Magazine 
seminars for civil servants 
exhibitions, journalism and 
wildlife as careers, ecn agree-
ment USSR -T, rains 6 24 

Maisha Marefu 
Health educt seminar, commiotee 
meetings, pests 4 15 
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!To« ninuues % of total 
programme 
time • 

lnf o mati on (cont d,) 

Ukarasa wa Wanawake 
women in National Service 
Police Force,Red Cross, UWT 
branch activities, Badge Day 
Binti Leo Magazine, personal 
news, UWT seminars, schools 
etc. 20 151 

Gazetini 
political information 
presidents speeches and 
newspaper comments, co-
opinquiry?Africa Lay 

Uhuru na Maendeleo 
visits to factories, 
interviews with workers^ 
buy Tanzania week Radio Tanzania 

Exhortation 
general public 

Halmashauri ya Mazao 
fix stable prices 

12 

2 
1 

48 

85 
20 

366 
6 

Shambani 
join cooperative 
fight hunger 

i arms 
13 

Radio Magazine 
President: condemns high 
salaries, rumor mongers, 
grow more tobacco, build country 
increase production 
govt, unable to meet tractor costs 
vice presidents 
eradicate imperialism, workers 
should not be afraid of employ-
ers, youth should have good 
manners, be obedient, return to 
villages. join TYL, be good 
examples join National Service, 
become farmers, make town beauti-
ful 12 

50 

48 

Mais ha Llarefu 
eat good food, build latrines (23) 
be vaccinated, drink clean water 
wear clean clothes, prevent epide-
mics ,pregnant women to attend clini-
cs prevent disease, eradicate disease 
cell chairmen to be clean, live in 
good house 39 82 
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Table 9 continued No. 

Ukarasa wa Wanawake 

join UWT, play role 
in development 
lack of leadership retards 
progress, join cooperatives 5 

Gazetini 
stand firm in international affairs 1 

minutes 

26 

,o of total 
programme 
time. 

Good example of others 

Radio Magazine 
red cross, Tanu 
freedom fighters U.IT. work 

Gazetini 
settlers, air wing 
government 

Bad example of others 

Gazetini 
peasunts lazy, settlements 
not functioning, leadership 
in TPA not good 

Various items 

Halmashaurl ya Mazao 
music praising tM 
activities of the board 

26 

16 

Ukarasa wa Wanawake 
music for women 
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News programmes 

There are five broadcasts / day of news in the Swahiii programme. 
They contain mainly the same items, the evening news very often 
being continued for two more broadcasts next day. 

Some of the items of foreign news have a pronounced positive or 
negative content. This has been marked in Table 13 and follows 
a pattern consistent with the foreign policy preferences of Tanzania. 
It is interesting to note however that home news from the U.S. 
ckre'o• nctf/ "exist except for two items on race riots, whereas ̂ almost all 
other countries in the world are represented in the news. 

The distribution between Home news and Foreign News is uncommon 
for a developing country where home news items usually take much 
more space. It was not possible to time the items, but Home News 
items tend to take up more time than the foreign news. 

It is also interesting to note the almost complete absence of 
items that make some 25 - 30 $ of American and European News broad-
casts; crime accidents and sport. 

Table 11 
Radio Tanzania, Sr^Mli Programme9 Taarifa ya Habari, second quarter 
1966. 

$ of total no. of items 
Home News 42.62$ 
Foreign News 57.37$ 

of which Africa 25.95$ 

Table 12 
Radio Tanzania Swahiii Programme9 Taarifa ya Habari, detailed 
content of news programmes, second quarter 1966. 

HOMES -NEWS 
The President 

speeches, travels 

Vice Presidents 
Cabinet ministers 

fefejgbrqfriose-t state 
foreign visits 

Information 
(a) Trade, industries, 
general development in T, 
new cinemas, hotels, new 
currency 

(b) NUTA, TANU COOP, 
news from organization 
co-op commission. 
(c) National Assembly 
new legislation, budget 
(d) International congresses 
in Dar, U.N, Commission on 
colonization(6) 

crime, accidents 
) sport x 

Various items Mwanza Zoo, 
Qhuru Torch (9) jobs, eta. 

items 

32 

13 
23 
69, 

9 

44 

17 
14 

17 
5 
5 
22 

% of total 

9.28 

122 16.66% 

15 / -. C * S / 1 
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Exhortation rep̂ -'-eti 
(a) Direct to the people ^ = items /o ox total 
pay tax, pay bicycle tax, 
buy more, increase production, 
increase literacy, 
eradicate illiteracy, 
eat more fish, 
use insecticides, 
dip cattle, 
donTt sell infected meat, 
increase livestock, 
pay council overdraft, 
cooperate with TANU, 
be Tanzanian, 
be African, 
stop drinking, 
use ox plows, 40 

(b) Good examples of others 
reported 

schools opened, hospital opened, 
money collected for Tanzanian 
Childrens society, T£NU offices, 
UWT; agricultural production 
increased, cattle production 
increased, production, figures of 
cotton, tobacco, literacy certi-
ficates; roads inaugurated 

(c) Bad example of others 
reported 

cows not attended to, tsetse, bad 
agricultural pracices; civil 
servants get fired, mismanagement 
of public funds 

52 

100 17.65 
T02AI* 312 42e02 

FOREIGN NEWS 

Mention of other countries: 

Africa 

items positive nega- ^ 
tive ° , 2 total 

Kenya 
little election 

Uganda 
coup d'etat May 11th 

B.A. co-operation 
OAU 
Frelimo 
Rhodesia 
U.K. and Rhodesia 
Zambia 
Other English speaking• 
African countries 
Other French speaking African 
countries 

(Congo K (12) 
North Africa, Sudan, Ethiopia 
South Africa 

21 

16 

5 
2 
31 
22 
20 

15 

19 

3 
20 

17 
14 190 

31 
19 

10 
14 25.95 
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Europe . , . , ^ — items positive nega- % of 
tive total 

U.K. 32 15 10 
France 13 11 
Other countries 23 
U.S.S.R. 16 9 2 
and West Germany 3 3 
and U.K. 1 1 
Asia (except Vietnam) 
China 9 7 
India 7 5 
Indonesia 8 2 4 
Other countries 17 
South and Central 
America 14 
US. A. 

race riots 2 2 
vs Cuba 1 
vs China 11 11 
vs USSB 4 1 2 
and Tanzania 4 4 1 

Vietnam War 
in Vietnam 5 
demonstrations in 
other countries 3 3 
USSR in Vietnam 1 1 
USA in Vietnam 10 10 

International sport 5 
International accidents 3 
the moon 6 
International celebrations 2 
International conferences 30 
U"N", I.I.O.F.A.Q etc 

420 57.37 

•TOTAL 732 100 

It may be interesting to try to sum up the exhortation, resp. 
information-education content of both news and "nabion-building" 
programmes. News items scores have been "weighted", in this case 
by allocating one minute to each item. This is not exactly true 
of course but will do for a calculation of this kind (732 items in 
640 minutes). 

Table 13 

Radlg_Tanzania. Swahili Programme, summary of "nation building" 
second quarter 1S66. 

minutes % of channel % of all 
total channels 

Information 737 1.52 0.57 Education 137 0.28 0.10 
Exhortation 

direct 1,570 3.24 
good example of others 283 0.58 
bad example of others 37 0.07 
total 1,890 3.90 1.48 

Various items 22 0.05 
Total 2,786 5.75 2,18 

....17/-. 
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Some comments, on the findings. 

lo A quantitative survey has "been given of the content of 
the Swahiii programme during the second quarter of 19660 As 
the programme structure is rather rigid, and the same items or 
programmes return regularly, it is fair to assume that the 
picture given of a substantial part of the material "broadcast 
over the channel is representative. It may then "be of interest 
again to stress a few points on the practical application of 
the use of radio in the nation-building process, 

2. A major point that has to be made first, is that the 
radio is not used to its full capacity. "When bringning "news" 
into the "nation-building" group of programmes we find that of 
the Swahiii channel time 5.75$ and of the total broadcasting 
time over all channels only 2*18$ of the time is used for items 
with "nation-building11 content in Swahiii, the official and most 
important language in 'Tanzania. Of these 2.18$, only 0.7$ is 
3pent on information-education and 1 . 4 8 $ of total broadcasting 
time is spent on exhortation items, the value of which for 
effective change in public opinion may be seriously questioned. 
This discussion hinges of course on the concept of "Nation-
building" programmes, whizh can bo challenged as rather 
arbitrary. But even if some more of the small "spoken word" 
sector is brought in it is quite clear that the radio, which 
is one of the most powerful media of mass persuasion, is hardly 
used at all, and when used it is in a way that may be discussed. 
This was also found when analysing the radio programme with 
regard to its adult education content (tfidstrand 1966). T&is 
is clearly unsatisfactory. 
3. The form of presentation of most of tho "nation-building" 
material is also unsatisfactory, except perhaps in the Ukarasa 
wa Wanawake, The presentation of information is not very much 
to do a about other than on the editorial side. One sometimes 
feels a certain lack of imagination and fresh ideas, which may 
be mainly reflects staffing difficulties* understaffing and 
lack of trained Tanzanian radio editors and programme producers. 

4. There afp many ways of bridgeing a difference in opinion 
and the ensuing result mainly depends on the intensity of the 
opinions held and on the magnitude of the dissonance. It is clear 
that the magnitude of difference between opinions in the nation-
building context is large (o.f. introduction)- Opinios on and 
basic values regarding habitual ways of living are very strong, 
indeed. It has been shown several times that the effect is 
usually very poor if one tries to convert opinion on controversial ma 
matters over the radio (for references of. Widstrand 1966)0 It 
would seem, however, that this is exactly what one tries to do. 
It is difficult to know what principles, if any, are guiding this 
exhortation process, A set of highly questionable propositions 
can be extracted from the content summary of the communications? 
the theory of the impact of the brilliant example of others and 
the deterrent affect of the bad example of othersj the theory of 
the self-evident importance of the subject matter, the drearier, 
the "betterj the theory of the impact of iteration of slogans, the 
theory of the inherent immorality of certain acts, like being lazyj 
the theory of the inherent lazyness of the African farmer or the 
toiling masses plus minor things like literacy makes people happier 
and development is building of latrines. (The concentrated form 
in which the basic thems of the exhortation are presented in tho 
proceding content summary is necessary for tho analysis. Admittedly 
it makes them look delivered with all the subtlety of a sandbag like t_ 
the exhortations from the national press on some pages in this paper 

yl8. 
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but they do not reflect only on the editorial skill "but also 
on the basic content of the message) • 

By showing the good performance of others it is theoretically 
possible to bring the persuasive effects or group norms into play. 
But only, and this is hardly ever the case in national radio 
broadcasts, if the group identifications of the audience oan be 
brought actively into play "we, the local TANTJ group", "we, the 
Wachagga", "we, National Servicemen" will this work. Otherwise 
it is easier for the audience. to distort or evade the message," 
this not for us", "that will work here", "it is may be good in 
Dar es Salaam but not here". 

It is totally impossible to exhortate anyone to work by 
calling him lazy. For,people work when they are motivated to 
work, and if they dont work they have most of the times, valid 
reasons for not doing so. They definitely resent being called 
lazy. If the amount of work is considered not to be enough for 
the fulfilment of the national objective, then one has to find 
ways to motivate people to increase their contribution, and this 
is not done by calling them lazy. 

Even if the source has a high prestige and is trustworthy 
statements of that kind may backlash on the source, the audience -
and this is the easiest way for them - reevaluates the source, 
and tend to be immune to further communication (Hovland, Harvey and 
Sherif, 1957, P- 212? Sears and Friedman 196I, p. 409$ Manis 1961, 
P.83). Finally accepted propositions are not generally true 
everywhere? in my opinion it is more important to personal 
happiness to be able to perform simple arithmentic operations than 
to be able to read and anyone who has tried the pit water wells 
along the ocean coast knows that there are other possibilities 
for hygienic development with the sea close at hand than to dig 
latrines in the sand. 

This is not the place to outline a programme of action, but 
it may be permitted to make a few suggestions. Various experimertal 
and audience survey results show clearly that mass media operate 
very directly upon attention, information, tastes and images 
(Pool, 1963, p. 250 f). Testes and images are satisfied by the 
large musical and entertainment secoter. This could futher be 
used by introduction of educational factors in the presentation 
of material basically meant to entertain to make the initial impact 
substantial and to sustain the interests of the listeners. The 
exhortation and reports on exhortation should be substituted by well 
presented information. 

One of the best way of using the radio is to use it to 
focus attention on certain aspects of national development. To 
show that an issue is important to create an image, whether 
around the concept of nation-building, good health or lesser 
matters, is one of the great possibilities of the radio. This is 
not dono by the iteration of slogans, but needs careful political 
and editorial planning. But it would be worthwhile. 

/19 
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COITTErjITY JdiD OKANGS II? KIG-. FATTESCS 0? LiAHKL'̂ E; 
Ar: AITiJjYSIS OF STRUCTURAL C:J:~GE H7 MaRRi:^ IS 
Th3 19501 s AND THE 19607 s 

Kiga marriage in the early 1930!s has "been described by Edel, a social 
anthropologist who worked in Kigezi, in South West Uganda in 1952 to 1935* 
In this paper I am attempting an analysis of some aspects of continuity anc 
change in Kiga patterns of marriage through a comparison of Edel's data in 
the early 1930* s and my own field research in Kigezi in 1965 to 1966% The 
analysis is made in terms of the impact which other factors of political, 
social and economic change have had on Kiga marriage. These aspects of 
change in the economic and social structure of the neighbourhood communi-
ties studied, are analysed only in so far as they form the context in which 
marriage takes placeo Similarly changes in con 3a gal role relationships are 
discussed only in so far as this is necess?ry to understand problems of 
marriage stability. The emphasis will be on structural aspects of marriagr, 
particularly in changes in patternsof marriage formation and problems of 
marriage stability. 

In 1933 the majority of Kiga were still living in patrilateral extf. v « : 
family homesteads. Prior to the setting up of a District Administration ir> 
Kabale in 1913, these extended family groups had been the largest autonomy. 
units in Kiga society. Kiga social structure is patrilineal® While Kiga 
recognized exogamous clan groups, sub-divided into lineages of varying dep 
there is ro reliable evidence for the existence of clan ho ds or lineage 
heads, nor any corporate group functions beyond the expended f "...Myo Clan 
and lineage segments were in a constant state of feuding, and tr. general 
insecurity of life and property was one important factor promoting the 
solidarity of the extended family household® The head of the extended family 
was its most senior male, the father living with his married sons end their 
wives and children, or the eldest of a group of brothers living together with 
their children. The family head had ultimate authority over all the members 
of his household. He controlled the family estate in land and livestock, 
settled all disputes between its members9 .and acted as representative of the 
family in the relationships of any of its members with other families, notabl. 
in disputes or marriage arrangements. Before the joint attack of Ohristic... 
missions and government administration on the spirit cult of Nyabingi, 
extended to a comprehensive ban on all Kiga traditional religious practices, 
during the late 1920*s, the authority of the extended family head was support 
by the ancestor cult, since only the family head had access to the spirit 
huts. Since any sickness or misfortune could be attributed to the action of 
an ancestral spirit, and only a placatory offering would relieve the suffer*./ 
the family head, was in a strong position to enforce obedience and respect or, 
family members. 

Marriages were arranged by the family head and it was he who allocated 
the cattle and goats for bride-wealth payment. Marriage links tended to 
recur between pairs of lineages or neighbourhood areas of different clan grou; 
Kiga explain this in terms of the need for security and the need to keep a 
track on bride-wealth cattle. In view of the general insecurity as a resul " 
of clan feuding, raiding from Ruanda and Cor.go, and also the lack of any wid. 
political authority controlling person-.1 violence and theft, At .3 unsafe Ac 
Kiga to travel outside the immediate neighourhood s.rea controlled either by 
the extended family, or by other families related by kinship or affinity vritv 
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whom friendly relationships had been maintained. Since some movement was 
necessary both to exploit new land in shifting cultivation, to find pasture, 
to acquire certain specialised craft goods such as iron hoes, spears, and 
bracelets, or to ha.ve access to salt, it was necessary to establish continuing 
links with families and lineages in neighbouring clan areas through marriage * 
Continuing rights over and interest in the actual cattle paid as bride-wealth, 
tended to consolidate these links. When bride-wealth cattle were passed on t-
establish marriage for the bride1 s brother, this had to be socially recognise 
in a beer party given for the previous owner or owners of the cattle. A spec::. . 
relationship was also created between brother and sister, and sister1 s husband, 
when the brother had been married with his sister's bride-wealth cattle* la 
divorce, the actual cattle paid in bride-wealth, or their offspring, not jus:4" 
the equivalent number of livestock, should properly be returned to the husban 
father. If the same cattle were passed backwards and forwards between affinal, 
related families and lineages, they were more easily recoverable. If a marri 
was well established and children born of it, a calf of the bride wealth cat :' 
should be returned to the husband. It is unnecessary here to detail all the 
links created between affines through the interest in bride wealth cattle, 
and in the maintenance of ties of friendship. The point which should be m:\de 
is that the interests of the extended family and localised lineages were of 
the greatest importance, both in establishing marriages and in maintaining tr: 
Hence spouses were chosen and marriages were negotiated by the family head 
through arrangements with his wives' kin or sisters1 affines. Hence also d^v^ • 
was difficult, since many interested parties were involved in the return of 
bridewealth cattle, and since many other affinal links would be â :°ected bc, 
the breakdown of a single marriage. Edel writes (Note l) that "although thj 
formal marriage was the normal one, elopements did occur. If they invol\T d 
running away to a lover, some kind of love m*gic was usually blamed. More 
often it was rather a matter of running away from home, in protest against 
an arranged marriage. If a girl who runs away stays away for several nights 
and at a man's home, the elopement is considered a de facto marriage. Her 
father should then declare that he will have nothing further to do with her. 
But the marriage has no legal status, it can be legitimized subsequently by 
the payment of a bride price if the irate father can be won over. Otherwise 
the children are not members of their father's family.^'The girl's father has 
a permanent claim upon them and may demand the bride price at the marriage 
of his granddaughter.tf 

Kiga marriage was ideally polygynous. Early marriage for girls, at 
the age of 15 or 16, compared with later marriage for sons, who were dependent 
on the availability of bride-wealth cattle, allowed some surplus of girls of 
marriageable age« The presumably higher death rate of adult males in feuding, 
may also have resulted in a larger proportion of adult females. According to 
150 marriage histories which I collected from 10O?o samples in 3 neighbourhood 
areas, only 14 out of 138 women had conctracted more than one marriage duriiv,; 
their lifetime, and none had contracted more than two marriages. This compares 
with 39 out of 115 men who had contracted two or more marriages during their 
lifetime. A higher proportion of men in the age group 50 and over had contract-
more than one marriage, (26 out of 38) as compared with those who had contract, 
only one marriage (l2 out of 38). Table 1 gives a breakdown of the number of 
marriages contracted by men and women in the two age groups under 50 and 50 
and over. Polygyxjrw&s largely, but not entirely, restricted to household 
heads, since they controlled the distribution of livestock, but if there were 
more daughters than sons in a matri-segment, the eldest brot^r could use his 
sister's bridewealth to take a second wife before the death of his father. 
A large number of wives and children were desirable, sincc wives were responsi-
ble for the bulk of subsistence agriculture, the .aen being involved mainly in 
clearing new ground, building, hunting and fighting. The larger the extended 
family household, the greater the economic and physical security for all its 
members. Brothers and half brothers were in duty bound to fight together in 
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vengeance feuding and, under the direction of the family head, to protect 
each other1 s property and wives and children. 

In terms of economic security, a large domestic group gave insurance 
against individual crop failures c:: destruction by animals. It also ensured 
against current local famines, since numerous affinal and matrikin ties could 
be invoked in other areas in begging gifts of grain to tide over the period 
till the next harvest. Nr rer4 no., oss, under normal conditions the constituent 
matri-segments of x polyg, ocus extended family group acted to a considerable 
extent as a separate unit of domestic economy. Allocubion of property and 
inheritance among the Kiga follows the house property complex. Each wife had 
her own hut and grain stores, and her own plots for cultivation. Subject to 
her duty to provide meals for her aged parents-in-law, she cooked only for her 
husband and for her own children Apart from assistance to her mother-in-law, 
co-operation between the women married into an extended family group depended 
entirely on personal friendships, 

We have noted that a young man wa.3 dependent upon his father for the 
bride wealth cattle with which to form a marriage, and for the negotiations in 
procuring a wife,. On marriage, he and his bride lived in his mother's hut, 
and were fed by her for a period of anything from six months to one year. 
Sons were not allocated land before marriage, nor could they build their own 
hut in their father's homestead, without the father's permission. The new bride 
cultivated with her mother-in-law on her nother-in-law's plots until the first 
harvest. At the harvest of each crop, the young wife would be given a share 
of .it by her mother-in-law, and when the main grain crops, sorghum and finger 
millet, were harvested, her husband would be allowed to build her separate 
hut and grain stores* After the harvest, sections of the mother-in-law's plots 
would be allocated to the new wife who would then cultivate them on her own 
during the next season. A young couple might not be self-supporting in food-
stuffs for the first two years of their married life, and until they had reached 
the stage of domestic viability, the wife would be expected to continue working 
for her mother-in-law or the wife of her husband's elder brother with whom she 
had lodged on joining the household. She would however, be assisted by her own 
mother who would rally her female relatives and friends in her home neighbour-
hood to make a substantial collection of baskets of grain and legumes to be 
taken as a gift to the daughter in her ne\7 home during the first year of marrj ng<=>0 

The concept; of domestic viability however, has to be seen in relation to 
the balance of family size and resources within the conjugal unit at any one 
point in the domestic cycle. While the young husband and wife might be self-
supporting in foodstuffs after two years of marriage, the birth of children 
reduce the wife's productive time in cultivation, until the first born child 
was 8 or 9 years old and could look after its younger siblings and begin to 
help with water and firewood collection and i:a cultivatione At the same time 
young children involve an extra strain on food resources. Moreover full 
domestic viability demanded not onr.y foodstuffs, but also a herd of goats from 
Which skins for clothing were obta -ned and from which meat could be used in 
offerings to ancestral spirits at bimes of misfortune. 

Even with the establishment of security in the 1920's, and the attack"* 
on the Kiga ancestor cult which r leased two of the most important constraints 
supporting the uniiy of the extended family group, the difficulties of 
achieving domestic viability in the subsistence agricultural economy of the 
early 1930's bound the conjugal family unit to the extended family household 
for some years after marriage. The death of the family head was the most 
usual point for the dispersal of the extended family householdc Up to this 
time expectation of inheritance of remaining livestock and cattle would bind 
sons to~their father's homesteads. Kiga valuation on the solidarity of the 
extended family group made for disapproval of the expression of independence 
by a son in hiving off from his father's homestead during the father's lifetime, 
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and the remaining brothers would attempt to exclude him from their father1 s 
inheritance. Although there were customary rules of inheritance and of 
division of the family estate during the lifetime of the household head, there 
was also considerable room for manoeuvre and favouritisnu Th.eoretica.lly each 
wife of a polygyncus marriage should receive an equal share of the various types 
of land necessary for cultivating the variety of crops, with a possible extra 
share for the senior wife. The sons of e^ch wife should also receive an equal 
share of land from their mother1 s portion. Theoretically also a man's cattle 
should be allocated in equal proportions to his wives and inherited by their 
respective sons. There were limitations on this equality of distribution in 
that the cattle received from a daughter1 s bridewea,lth should be reseved for 
the marriages of her full brothers and not for her half brothers. However, 
since the household head had ultimate control of all resources of the domestic 
estate, he could ignore these rules and allocate cattle and other livestock 
to a favourite wife or son or take an extra wife for himself. Inheritance 
disputes between the sons of separate matri-segments of a polygynous family 
most commonly led to the dispersal of an extended family household after the 
death of its head. Assuming that the household head died in old age, at this 
point also the married sons were likely to have achieved full conjugal domestic 
viability. The matii-segment was thus the unit of domestic economy and the 
channel through which the domestic estate was distributed, both in allocation 
of resources during the family heads lifetime, and in inheritance after his 
death. This independence of the matri-segment was e^ressed in other domestic 
arrangements, for instance, each wife of a polygynous carriage cooked food 
for her husband every evening, whether or not the husband was sleeping in her 
hut that night. If there was to be a feast, whether a marriage or the first 
fruits ceremony after the harvesting of sorghum, each wife separately brewed 
beer and cooked food. In the case of the first fruits ceremony, the members 
of the household would go to the hut of each wife in turn to eat and drink. 
No woman had any authority over her co-wife rs children who lived in their own 
mother's hut until they married® 

The mother-son tie is strongly emphasised by the Kiga, partly no doubt 
as a result of the inheritance system and partly since a woman depended very 
much on the support of her sons and their wives in her old age. A woman's 
eldest son supports her property rights in land and livestock against other 
matri-segments, and if necessary against the father. Since an ageing family 
head will have married younger wives who will be cultivating for him and 
who are likely to be favoured by him, a first or second wife cannot expect 
support from her husband in her old age but will turn to her adult sons. 
Hence the importance which women attach to the birth of sons. This was 
reflected in the numerous incidents of accusation of whichcraft against 
co-wives if a woman failed to bear sons, or accusation of poisoning if her 
sons died in childhood. Hence also the jealousy with which women guarded 
their own ehildren from other wives, taking them up into the hills when culti-
vating rather than leaving them at home in the care of another woman, and 
instructing their children never to accept food or drink from another woman 
of the household lest it be poisoned. 

In the traditional developmental cycle of Kiga domestic groups the 
conjugal family unit started as a dependent section of the husband's father's 
extended family household, gradual'lv achieving independence as a unit of 
domestic viability« It might split into component matri-segments as the stage 
of viability was achieved, particularly with the marriage of younger sisters 
or of the eldest daughter of the first wife which brought bride-wealth cattle 
for the husband to take a second wife. The final stage was a gradual separation 
of interests between the original spouses as the wife became economically self-
sufficient with the help of her children and independent of her husband1 s 
control with the achieving of adult married status on the part of her sons. 
When a wife is past child bearing age and has sons old enough to care for 
her, the husband ceases to perform any of the customary services for her 



such as in' renewing the thatch of her house or repairing her granaries. These 
services mu3t be performed by her sons. Any help which she may need in culti-
vation or cooking is performed for her by her daughters, including married 
daughters, while water and firewood are collected by her sons1 unmarried child 

Edel speaks of Kiga maxriage in the early 1930f s as Mfairly permanent. 
Divorce can and does occur, but many attempts axe made to resolve difficulties 
There axe no formal causes that are legally sufficient for divorce. It is 
entirely a matter for negotiation between the families. Divorce proceedings 
can only start with a woman's going home to her family. If she does not do 
this, he cannot send her away, though he can make life extremely uncomfortable 
for her." (Note 2) Reasons for the stability of Kiga traditional marriage 
may be imputed to various factors. A woman's only access to land and a posî .. 
as more or less domestic head of her own matri-segment, was through marriage. 
Once married into an extended family, her rights to l?nd for herself and her 
sons were assured. As a widow she remained as the inherited wife of one of 
her deceased husband's sons by a senior wife or one of his younger brothers. 
So long as she was reasonably industrious and well behaved she could expect 
the support of her father-in-law against any ill-treatment by her husband. 
Since the father-in-law had ohosen her and had friendly ties with her own 
patrikin, they could bring pressure to bear and if she was not well treated 
in her husband's home they would be unlikely to give any of the customary g 
to her or her children such as a cow or goat at the birth of her sens. If she 
was lazy and so severely beaten by her husband that she ran home to her fat . r 
or brother, the case would be settled at her own home. Since it w*s difficul 
to return the bride-wealth, as the cows would have been passed on for one o~ 
her brother's marriage, every effort would be made to induce to return f < 
her husband. If reconciliation was achieved, the restoration of good relat'..j 
ships between the respective families was marked by a beer party. If the wifv 
held to be principally at fault, her father or brcther sould provide the beor« 
If the husband had been found principally at fault, he should prov.de the bee:, 
for his in-laws. If the wife refused to return to her husband, her position 
in her parent's home was a difficult one. She had no rights to cultivate If : 
but would be expected to assist her mother, if still alive. She had no hut 
of her own, and her brothers' wives might be jealous of her presence, parti Oil 
if her own mother had died. They would accuse her of coming to 'eat their 
food' . Whenever they could find her slightly at fault they would say that it-
was no wonder that her marriage had failed since she had such a character. 
Her father and brothers would be displeased since they would have to return 
the bride-wealth cattle. 

As a result of these informal sanctions, most divorced women remarried 
within a year or two. jtbis however might have to be an elderly or poverty 
stricken nan, perhaps as a junior wife in a jpoly^ynous household, since 
reputedly lazy or disobedient wives would only be taken on as a 1̂ -st resort. 
Perhaps it should be added here that the Qualities in a girl looked for by 
a father's brother when negotiating a marriage for their son, stress physical 
strength and character, both in terms of the ability and willingness to work 
hard in cultivation. Obedience comes a near second. Probably the strongest 
reason for a woman's reluctance to seek divorce was the fact that she had no 
right to the custody of any of her children. r>cth boys and girls, except for 
nursing infants, stayed with their father. She could expect that young chiidr 
would not be well treated in their father's home once she had left, since the*; 
would be put under the charge of one of her co-wives or her ftother-in-law. 
If a wife died, her children might be well cared for by the husband's mother, 
but in the case of divorce the dispute between husband and wifo »;a.s likely i 
have involved the mother-in-law on the side of the husband. Unless she was 
divorced while still young or childless, the alternative preferable to divero 
would be to stay in her husband's household and gradually establish her own 
independence as head of her matri-segment with the growth of her sons. 



FACTOTORS OF CHANCE. 

I shall first summarise briefly the broal factors of economic and social 
change ;/hich have impinged- on Kiga society since the 1950' s0 An account of 
Kiga patterns of marriage as seen in 1965 will then be analysed in terms of 
the detailed impact of these changes* Changes which were introduced prior to 
the 1930!s have already been briefly mentioned. The imposition of a centralised 
District Administration in Kigezi occurred at first with European officers and 
Ganda agents and later, during the 1930f s with the appointment of Kiga chiefs. 
This has affected many aspects of Kiga social organisation. The security made 
possible by District Administration allowed for greater mobility of Kiga popula-
tion, both in the search for new land and in trading: Inevitably this reduced 
the importance of affinal ties between extended family groups which had previously 
been one important basis of insurance against violence. It also made possible 
the dispersal of the extended family household. The appointment of local chiefs 
at a Miruka level with their assistants the Batongole, tended to undermine the 
authority of family heads, since junior members of the extended family could 
appeal to Miruka chiefs to settle their disputes informally, and if necessary 
appeal to the official courts at sub-county level. 

The administration also 
forbade the use of physical violence to enforce discipline within the family, 
such as flogging and tying to a post, which had previously been an unchallenged 
prerogative of fathers and family headso Wives could also bring complaints 

against husbands when beateno The achievement of independence by sons in parti-
cular, and the younger generation in general, is frequently referred to in 
common conversation at the present time, with the use of the verb fokwetegyeka* 
(to become free.) Fathers bemoan it and the indiscipline of sons and their 
refusal to help their fathers in old age. Sons use it as a justification for 
refusing to work on the family estate, including cultivation and herding duties, 
for their new freedom4 to frequent drinking places, in bars or at private homes, 
and for any other activity of which their fathers disapprove. The gradual 
control of vengeance feuding and the security of Kiga from external threats 
from Ruanda and Congo raiding parties, rendered superfluous a previously 
important male function, that of protecting wives and children and the crops 
and cattle of the family from attack and theft. 

The introduction and spread of Christianity, and particularly in the 
early days, the attack of the administration on all traditional cults, strongly 
affected previous authority patterns. It undermined one of the strongest 
sanctions of the authority of the family head, his exclusive right of access 
to the ancestor spiritso Since the Christian missions were the first to intro-
duce formal education and since the duties of chiefs necessitated some education, 
chiefs have tended to be increasingly both younger educated men and also 
Christians of one or other denomination* More recently also the products of 
mission and government schools have formed a local elite of teachers, clerks, 
catechists and technical assistants in the various district government depart-
ments, who are accorded the prestige previously enjoyed by family elders and 
who are influential in setting up new value standards in patterns of marriage. 
The missionaries directly attacked aspects of traditional Kiga marriage, notably 
polygyny, widow inheritance and enforced marriages by parental arrangement. 
Baptism was refused unless a man abandoned all his wives except one, whom the 
Kiga term a !ring wife1 • Catechists and church teachers supported girls who 
refused to marry the man of their father1 s choice and young men were encouraged 
to make their own choice of spouse. Nevertheless the missions upheld the 
legality of bride-wealth payments and refused registration unless the full 
bride-wealth had been handed over. 

To continue in a rough time sequence, by the beginning of the 19401 s the 
problem of over population and land shortage was becoming serious in the South 
Kigezi mountain area, particularly within a twenty mile radius of Kabale, the 
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the District HeadquarterSo Unclaimed bush land was no longer available for 
cultivation and competition over material resources of the extended family 
estate inevitably became more acute. Since cultivation had encroached on hill 
pastures and owing to the decimation of large numbers of cattle through 
rinderpest and through faulty rinderpest innoculations in 1944, competition 
was as acute for bride-wealth cattle and goats as for lando Many family heads 
were no longer in a position to satisfy the material needs of all their sons 
from the family estate. According to Veterinary Department livestock census 
figures for South Kigezi a large reduction in cattle population took place in the 
1940T

S# .There has .also been a considerable decrease in ~he number of goats 
from the 19501 s to the present day, mainly due to sale cf stock. 

In 1946 a large scale resettlement scheme was started lasting until 
1960 and aiming to transfer some 100,000 persons from the Kabale zone into 
North Kigezi and later into Ankole and TCroc During the late 1920*s the first 
indendqdlabour was introduced, for road work and porterage for Uganda agents 

/government officials. Kiga, unlike the neighouring Hutu from Ruanda, were slow 
to take up the opportunities of labour migration in Buganda. It was not until 
1955, when a Kigezi recruitment agency was set up aiming to encourage Kiga to 
labour outside the District in company estates and mines and on the railways, 
on a six months contract basis, that large numbers of Kiga became labour 
migrants. The recruitment agency operated until 1960, by which time Kiga 
may be said to have become accustomed both to company labour in Toro and to 
short term labour migration to work on Ganda farms. Kiga labour migrants 
who are now in employment at Kilembe mines or Toro estates are, for the most 
part, unmarried men or recently married men or those who have to all intents 
and purposes abandoned their families in Kigezi. The average period worked by 
unmarried or recently married men is 5 to 4 years, but a minority are in 
permanent employment. The labour migrants going to Buganda are predominantly 
the poorer subsistence farmers, married men of all ages up to about 45, who 
go for 3 or 4 months annually or every other year in order to earn sufficient 
money for tax payments, school fees, clothing or drinking. With labour migra-
tion, and to some extent before labour migration with the increased possibiliti*--
of trading, has come the influence of/cash economy in the homeland area. Some 
of the principal effects of this are seen in the commercialisation of land and 
cattle, the commuting of bride-wealth to money payments, the availability of 
wage labour in the homeland area, and the commercialisation of beer brewing 
which has affected all areas. In general, labour migration and the money 
economy have been an additional factor in helping to break down old patterns 
of authority. Since the young men have an advantage in seeking labour outside 
the district, it is they who have access to cash earnings and hence are 
increasingly expected to find their own bride-\.ealth payments. Through resettle-
ment or purchase of land in Kigezi or other districts they may also be free of 
dependence on their fathers for land allocation« At the same time they have 
no clear responsibilities for economic contributions to their father's house-
hold Q 

Change in patterns of district administration, the influence of missions 
and the growing popularity of school education have all contributed to chang-
ing values with regard to marriage. General trends con be outlined although 
the degree which new values are activated varies very much in different 
age groups and according to varying economic status and religious affiliation. 
Freedom of choice of spouse is now very largely accepted as legitimate by all 
groups but gives rise to some confusion for girls who, according to Kiga 
traditional propriety should appear as unwilling partners to marriage. Ede'l 
mentions this as already a problem in the 19301s. (Note 3) Monogamy, stressed 
by the missions, is by no means universally accepted as an ideal form of 
marriage. It tends to be accepted by the serious converts of both Roman Catholic 
and Protestant churches of both sexes, and it is accepted more fully by the 
educated elite than by other social groups. A tendency for wives to be accorded 
a higher status in marriage than formally is a value change supported by missions 
and administration, for instance in dispute settlements by minor chiefs. Wives 
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in general certainly have greater access to protection from ill treatment in 
present day appeal to Miruka chiefs and courts, and have begun to establish 
precedents of acceptable behaviour by husbands which they put forward in 
support of their cases in marital disputeso 

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN THE 1960's 

A discussion of aspects of continuity and change in Kiga marriage 
patterns at the present time is based on intensive field studies made over the 
course of 1 year from August 19S5 to August 1966 in two sub-county areas. One 
is in the over-pcpulated area of Kyanamira in South Kigezi and one in an original 
settlement area in Bugangari in North Kigezi to which the first settlers went 
in 1946 to 1949c Towards the end of this period of research 150 marriage 
histories, including histories of informants previous marriages, were collected 
from all the married couples living in 3 neighbourhood areas0 Some of the 
relevant quantitative data from these histories is given in Tablesl to 12 
at the end of this paper. 

Present day -patterns of marriage formation 

It has been noted that it is generally accepted by Kiga of all age groups 
at the present time that young persons both boys and girls should be allowed 
free choice of a marriage partner. In the 1930' s this was possible only in 
a secondary marriage or to the extent that limited choice was allowed to a son 
toexpress his preference for 1 among a selection of 3 or 4 girls chosen by his 
parents. For a woman the only preference which she could exert in marriage 
was as a widow. At the death of her first husband she would ha.ve a limited 
choice as to which of her deceased husband's brothers or sons by a senior 
co-wife should inherit herc In Table 2, 'Choice of spouse' categories 4 to 8 
in the age groups 50 and over show the extent to which girls' maxriages were 
arranged without any exercise of choice on their part, (41 out of 50). In 
categories 5, 6 and 7 (in various types of arranged marriages) the girls had 
not seen their husbands before they were taken to the husband's father's home 
during the marriage ceremonies, or were captured by the husband's kin. In 
category 4 they had been previously acquainted with the husband since chilcJiood 
by growing up in the same neighbourhood or on occasional visits with their 
mothers to the husband's kinfolk (the girl's matri-kin or affines)e Conversely 
among girls married in categories 1 to 4 in the age groups under 50, 68 out 
of 96 girls stated that they had freely accepted marriage proposals without 
parental pressure. However, except in the youngest age group, under 21, choice 
of spouse still ta-kes place for the majority within the traditional contexts 
either of the neighbourhood, of kin groups already related affinally to the 
families of the young couple, or by parental arrangement. Parental arrangement 
in the modern context however implies that the boy takes the initiative rathe.v 
than his parentsc He may ask either his parents, elder siblings or any relative 
of his parents generation to look for a suitable girl, or he may choose a girl 
and having ascertained her consent ask a senior relative to approach the girlf s 
guardian on his behalf. It can be seen (from Table 2 categories 1 and 2 ) that 
there is a tendency among the age groups below 40 for marriage to follow 
meetings between young persons independent of any previous ties of relationship 
or friendship between their respective parents. Nearly all the informants 
stated that such meetings had taken place either at the market or when attending 
church. In the age groups over 30 these independent meetings had all taken 
place at mission classes for preparation for baptisme The conditions allowing 
for this change towards independence in choice of marriage partner lie in the 
greater security which has come with the establishment of distract administra-
tion, in changing patterns of authority aud in changing values* With the 
establishment of law and order, local markets have been set up and women and 
gir"1* have the freedom to take surplus food stuffs for sale. The biggest daily 
market is in the-centre of Kabale t ̂wn, with subsidiary weekly markets near 
local trading centres. Since young men .congregate in the iuwii; ̂ eoldng 
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employment or frequenting the bars, independent meetings between young 
persons are now possible outside the traditional context of immediate 
neighbourhood and kin group. All 24 of the elopements in category 1 had 
occurred after independent meetings of the young couples in the market or 
at churcho Nine of these couples had met in the market and elcped the sam< r Fifteen .had ned for the first" time at the market or church and eloped within the period of 1 month. 

The question of elopements best illustrates the changing patterns of 
authority and values. Kiga elopements ajre not, in the modern context, as 
they were in the 1930f s, a reaction against parental control over ohoice of 
spouse. In the neighborhood areas studied only 1 c-se was found of an-
enforced marriage against the wishes of the girl. This was a case where a 
pagan father threatened to curse his daughter and turn her out of his homest 
if she continued to refuse marriage to a boy whose father had offered 3 co\/s 
for her bride-wealth. The eloping couple go to the home of the boy's father ; 
without the knowledge of the girl's parents, but often with the prior enc 
ment of the boy's parents. After 2 or 3 days either the boy himself cr his 
father or other representative go to report to the girl's father. Occasion 
there is a show of anger on the part of the girl's father but this is short 
lived so long as there is some evidence on the boy's part ti ,„t lie is ready Li 
start negotiations over the bride-wealth. He has to take a gift of money 
generally about shs 20/-, or the equivalent of 1 goat, to the girl's fatha:1 c 
'eigambo' cr the 'money for permission to speak1. Once this has b'.en brouf̂ -' 
the ' ekyiro1 or fine is fixed which may be any aaount between Shs* 20/- and 
Shs. 20o/~ (the equivalent of a goat or a cow respectively), depending on t) > 
known resources of the boy or his father. The ' ckyiro1 is an adaptation cf 
traditional fine exacted eveess of the bride-wealth payment if any insula 
had been made by the bey or any of his close relatives against any of the 
girl's close relatives. If the boy can produce nothing for 'eiga^bo' or 
' ekyiro' , the girl's father may try to send her brothers to bring her back ; 
by force, but so long as these payments are made, tho legitimacy of the el-.. 
is accepted by all parties concerned and little» stigma is attached to the ae*." 
My justification for calling this behaviour 'elopement' is that Kiga themsel; • 
use the same verb 'okusigura1 for traditional elopements, which vera genercl 
in rea.ction to forced marriages or resulted in socially unrecognised de fa.cts 
marriages, as for the modern variety of socially recognised de f.\cto marriay. 
followed by legitimisation through transfer of bride-wealth. Moreover there 
appears to have been a gradual change in attitudes tow:.rd$ el°pe:.ient. The 
love magic mentioned by Edel for the 1930's was given as a reason in all the 
marriages by elopement in the age group over 40. Evidently the shame attachc l 
to elopement on the part of the girl had to be justified by some action which 
would show that she had been an involuntary partner. With the increasing 
number of elopements social attitudes have changed and elopements are no longe 
considered as shameful. 

While freedom of choice and elopement have become or are fast becomir 
accepted forms of behaviour, (see table 3) economic difficulties of bride-wor 
payments, mission attitudes on correct forms of mar.ia.gc n?A ~ort\nuing trao 
tional attitudes to marriage are complicating factors. Among the reasons givv. 
for elopement Kiga men most commonly stress the economic one. In the traditio. 
Kiga arranged first marriage, the father paid the whole bride-wea 1th in advarx 
of marriageo Bride-wealth w-s p*id in livestock from the father13 herd and 
had to be mae'e at one time. The amount of livestock was subjcct to lengthy 
negotiations and finally calculated on the brsis of the .mown livestock wealt-
of the father, and the expected benefits of the affinal connection with the 
girl's family. The amount of bride-wealth var \o-d from 1 or 2 goats to as much 
as 20 cows. The average for xhese in the age [-roup ovcr 60 was around 2 cot 
and 1 bull (or the equivalent in goats) subjcct to considerations of age an 
quality of the livestock. 
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Since the 1930! s owing to the decrease in livestock in the South Kige_; 
area and the introduction ^ a money economy, there has "been shift in the 
locus of responsibility for "bride-wealth payments from fathers to sons seel~ 
marriageo The payment is still made to the father or other guardian of the 
girl. Table 4, showing the ! sources of bride-wealth payments illustrates 
this. Of those in the age group over 50, only 8 cut of 49 bride-wealth pay-
ments had been met entirely by the bridegroom from his own earnings, whereas 
in the age group 50 and under, just over half (52 out of 62) of the brideg/ 
had paid the whole of their bride-wealth themselveso A common pattern in r 
times is for contributions to the bride-wealth to be made by the father fror 
his own herd of cattle or goats or from the cattle given from the sons1 sistx 
bride-wealth, while the son himself is responsible for finding any cash pay-
ments required. Table 5 (a) illustrSttes the modern tendency for bride-weal*; 
to be paid wholly or partly in cash rather than in livestock among the age 
groups under 50. 

Brides1 fathers vary in their request for livestock or cash payments. 
If bride-wealth is paid for their daughters in livestock they are more like], 
to be held responsible by their wives and sons for using the livestock for 
the bridewealth payments of her brothers o 

Lf on the other tend, bride-wealth is paid in cab1 
there is no such obligation. "Wives and daughters are not normally informed, 
as to how much cash has been paid for a daughter1 s bride-.wealth. only 
an already married elder brother of the bride has a right tc know and r 
control over the disposal of the c*sh payment, since he is the guardian oi 
property rights of the matri-segment. Livestock on the other hanc* cannot '.. c 
hidden from members of the family* The father may use brid^-wealth in money 
on house improvement, purchase of land, building a shop or merely sx̂ end ii 
on drinking. Thus social responsiblity of the family head for the traditi >. 
redistribution of daughter's bridewealth to be used to establish marriages 
their brothers holds only where payment is made in traditional kind. Ther'. 
a further factor involved here in the attempts by missions and the district 
authority to restrict bridewealth payments. The first public discussion aV. , 
the restriction of bridewealth was in 1927 when a Protestant : issionary brou'i 
the case of his houseboy to the notice of the District Commissioner. The 
father of the houseboy* s chosen girl demanded six cows for bridewealth, but 
the houseboy and his father had only 3 cows. The District Commissioner .convex 
a special meeting of all Saza chiefs to discuss the problem, at which it was 
decided to restrict bridewealth payments to not more than 1 cow and 1 bull or 
1 cow and five goats0 Despite the fact that chiefs were given powers to 
confiscate all the animals found to have been paid in excess of the legal 
maximum, and in addition to impose a, fine on the father of the girl for 
'extortionate demands*. Kiga did not accept the administrative decision arid 
continued to pay bridewealth in excess of the legal maximum. This excess 
tended to be paid in cash for ease of evasion of chiefs' controlo In 1945 the 
then District Commissioner, being concerned ®t the number of fines imposed r« 
excess bridewealth payments, increased the maximum payment tc 2 cows and 1 1-
which he found to be the average payment at the time. The Protestant church, 
leaders accepted the increase, whereas the Catholic Fathers insisted on 1 co\: 
and 1 bull a.s the maximum for their church members. Chiefs v:cre further 
discouraged from fining persons for infringement of the bye-lrw and there is 
now no longer an}̂  control by the administration, although in the marriage 
register at Kyanamira sub-county, bridevealth payments are consistently recor 
as 2 cows and 1 bull. Kiga refusal to accept a maximum bridewealth is based 
the fact /bargaining over bridewealth is institutionalised behaviour. With 
the increased possibilities for the differentiation of wealth frc'i the 1940'; 
onwards, Kiga have become eager to capitalisc on their daughters' bridewealtn 
ings* Many factors now enter into the calculation. On the side of the 
daughters 'worth', a father now considers that he has a r±^ht to recoup the 
expenses of his daughter's school education from her prospective husband. 
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The most extreme cases of high bridewealth demands are made for qualified women 
teachers or nurses. In several cases of teachers1 marriage negotiations occurring 
in Kabale and Kyanamira in 1965 to 1966, over 2,000/- plus some goats or a cow were 
demanded and paid for bridewealth of a woman teacher e Fathers and husbands both 
accept the calculation that ma.rried women teachers will continue working for 
some years and the high bridewealth is based on the expectation of the future 
income for the husbando Prospective husbands known to be in well-paid employment, -
or who have some craft training, also have to meet high bridewealth payments for 
the girl of their choice, in the same way that in the 1930' s a large number of 
livestock was demanded from a bridegroom whose father was known to have large 
herds, and great prestige attached to both parties to the transfero Two examples 
may be given in illustration. The first is an uneducated Kiga man who had secured 
permanent employment at Kilembe mines (at an unskilled wage rate at Shs0 4/50 
a day). At the age of 25 he married by elopement, and had to pay Shs. 100/- for 
'eigambo', and Shs, 200/- for :ekyiro'. The wife was by these payments established 
in the home of the husband1 s father, and the husband returned to work at Kilembe. 
After 1 year, when he returned on annual lonve, the girl's father brought pressure 
to bear for bridewealth payment, threatening to take his daughter back if bride-
wealth was not paid. The husband then handed over Shs. 500/-. After the second 
year, again on return for annual leave, he paid the remaining bridewealth of 
1 cow and Shs. 300/- (a total including fines of 1 cow and ShsJ,100/-). A second 
case is that of a self trained tailor with education up to primary 3 who married 
in the proper channels in 1959 at the age of 20. His bride was something of 
a modern beauty although without education and modern earning power. The tailor 
had to pay a total of 1 cow, 1 bull, 10 goats and Shs 1,000/-. The cattle were 
from his sister's bridewealth. The 10 goats from nis father's herd and the 
ShSo 1,000/- from his own earnings. 

Kiga youths today complain of high bridewealth demands and give this as the 
principal reason for elopement. The facts are extremely complicated to analyse. 
Bridewealth payments increasingly tend to consist of a mixture of livestock, 
cows and goats, and money payments, and a mixture of fines and official bride-
wealth payments. To convert the varying qualities of livestock into a cash 
equivalent, bearing in mind that current values of livestock and opportunities 
for cash earnings have fluctuated over the 30 to 35 year period under considera-
tion, makes the task of comparing and quantifying bridewealth virtually impossible. 
a very crude attempt has been made in ̂ able 5 (b) to give some indication of the 
presen?'day efi1%3, ^ h i ^ t ^ l ^ n M ^ S F W s ^ f a M ^ ^ 5 

and petty traders in both home and settlement areas. There is no significant 
difference in bridewealth payments as between the homeland area in South Kigezi 
and the North Kigezi settlement area in Bu^angari. Although they must be treated 
with some scepticism, the figures tend to support the Kiga view that bridewealth 
payments have increased during the last 30 years. In the age group over 50, in 
21 cases bridewealth was less and in 21 c°ses bridev/ealth was more than the 
'tribal average' of 2 cows and 1 bullo In the a^e groups 50 and under, in 26 
cases less than the average was paid and in 4Q cases more. Alleged increase 
in bridewealth demands have to be balanced not only against new opportunities 
for cash earning and reduction in herds of livestock, but also against Kiga 
attitudes to bridewealth in reference to neighbouring tribes with whom they have 
come into contact through labour migration. In the 1930's the possibilities for 
marriages with non Kiga women were rrstircted to 'famine brides' from Ruanda. 
These were not very common. In the £ T~$lec!£750 uarri^gehi stories there were 
3 Ruanda famine brides, iGe. girls br ught over from Ruanda by their fathers 
at a time of famine and 'exchanged1 for baskets of food from Kiga men. Nowadays 
Kiga men have contact with Nlankole, Toro and Ganda through labour migration and 
resettlement and compare the high Kiga bridewealth with that asked for Toro girls 
about Shs. 100/-, and for Nyankole girls about Shs 200/- to Shs 250/-o In Toro 
at least there appear to be more girls who are prepared to enter temporary de 
facto marriages at the man's place of work without any subsequent demand for legi-
lisation of marriage through transfer of bridewealth. Reference to non Kiga 
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societies affects the attitudes and value judgements of Kiga men at the present 
day towards the institution of bridewealth payments in Kigezic 

It can be seen that the majority of cases in which more than 2 cows and 
1 bull were paid in the 50 and under ag*e categories were arranged marriages. 
To this extent Kiga youths may be held to have some economic justification 
for elopement. Tfhen individual cases sire examined however this is extremely 
difficult to establish. Elopement very rarely takes place as a direct result 
of high bridewealth demands by the girl1 s father, for the simple reason that 
eloping youths do not enter into negotiations with their future fathers-in-
law until after elopemento They assume that high bridewealth will be demanded 
and that if they get the girl to elope they will be in a better bargaining 
position. The difficulties of sorting out the economics of elopement may be 
illustrated from one case where the ycuth did in fact enter into negotiations 
with the girl's father before eloping. In this ca.se the girl's father asked 
for 2 cows and 1 bull. The youth's father said that he could not find this 
amount of livestock. Tire youth persuaded the girl to elope. 4 goats had to 
be paid as cine f±ne x'or elopment* Subsequently 2 cows and 10 goats were handed 
over as official bridewealth. According to the informant 6 goats were at 
this time considered ar the equivalent of 1 bull. According to this calcula-
tion elopement resulted in an excess payment of 8 goats (4 for a fine and 
4 in excess of the bridewealth originally asked for)o The infonnant denied 
that he lost anything since he 'gained a .fife' I In fact he may have been right 
since it was his father who paid the whole bridewealth and fine I Where a youth 
knows that his father has cattle available, elopement may be merely a way of 
forcing his hand. This brings us to another problem about Kiga elopements, 
namely why, in the majority of cases where the boys father is not able to pay 
the bridewealth, and where the youth knows that he must eventually earn the 
bridewealth payments himself, does he not go off to earn money in labour 
migration and establish his marriage according to custom by pre-payment of 
bridewealth in a lump sum before marriage? Part of the answer has already 
been given, that he expects to get away with lower bridewealth payments 
after elopemento Another reason is that he is able to pay bridewealth after 
elopement by installments, so that even if he ends up by paying the same 
amount oreven more including the fines, he feels this less on the 'never-
never' system0 Again It is a common attitude that a youth has not 'lost' if 
he has 'gained a wife' . It may be asked here what is the advantage of 
gaining a wife if, as in most cases, this means that tbe husband must go off 
in labour migration to Toro or Buganda a few months after marriage in order 
to earn money for his marriage debts. The answer here is that he hopes to 
gain both rights to land and to start a familyo After the initial period 
of 1 month's confinement in her husband's father's home the young wife is 
expected to start cultivating in her mother-in-law's plotso At the end 
of 6 to 9 months she will receive her share of the harvest and part of the 
plots to cultivate for herself for the next and subsequent seasonso It is 
therefore in a young man's interest to marry young, and in so doing to claim 
his rights in his father's land. Nowadays if he does not mariy before his 
younger brothers, he may find that he has been squeezed out of his inheritance. 
In Kiga tradition, children, both boys and girls, had to be married off in 
order of seniority of birth, but at the present time this is disregarded. 
This is both because of the tendency for sons to be responsible for finding 
their own bridewealth payments ani because of the likelihood that brothers 
will show unequal industry or capacity for earning, and because younger 
brothers cannot expected to wait indefinitely while their elder brothers are 
away in labour migrationo Since in any case the young couple are dependent on 
the husband's mother for support until after the first or second harvest, 
and since the husband hopes that his wife may be bearing a child while he 
is away earning the marriage debts, the logic in elopement according to 
current economic conditions is evident0 Parents of both the boy and girl 
may favour elopement because of the saving of the not inconsiderable expense 
involved in marriage feats« Relevant factors in the chajige in attitude 
toward the utility of large feasts are, in the case of subsistence farmers, 
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land shortage and hence lack of surplus crops-and particularly goats required 
for the feastc -There are now also alternative ways of disposal of surplus 
crops by sale. Last but not least there Is the decline in the social- signifi-
cance of affinal ties. ' f 

Traditional attitudes favouring early marriage are still current ariong 
all age groups, and tend to discourage postponment of marriage until enough 
bridewealth has been saved. vTith exception of those in professional employ-
ment, Kiga youths "are. still expected to marry at around 18 years old, although 
now with opportunities for wage migration, many do not marry until 30 to 35 
years old* There is a Kiga verb 'okuhangara' meaning to go beyond the age of , v : 
marriage, which may be used of a man around 25 years old. Considerable stigma 
is attached to the prolongation of bachelorhood-among both boys and-- girls* 
Parents begin to put pressure on sons at-any time after the age of 20, pointing 
out likely girls, criticising sons for not earning and saving money for'bride-
wealth, and asking why they are refusing to bring grandhildren: into the family. 
At about 24 to 25 years old, friends and relatives will start commenting, and 
asking the father if his son is physically abnormal,* For girls, again with.._ 
the exception of tho^e in professional employment, the problem of 6arly marriage 
is even more acute, since they cannot leave- the district in labour migration 
and since there is no accepted alternative livelihood for Kiga women other 
than in marriage. Hence the readiness of most Kiga girls to elope at the 
present time. In all the neighbourhoods studied, there was at least 1 spinster 
over the age of 30, who aroused comments of pity or derision from neighbours. 
Above this age group, spinsterhood is unknown, since with polygeny even crippled 
and reputedly lazy girls could find a husband. 

What are the present sanctions for the continuance of bridcwealth payments 
or how long can institutionalised bridewealth payments be expected to continue 
under the present trend towards increasing elopement? The constraints that 
lead to the contiruing pattern of arranged marriages, with bridewealth being 
fully paid before' marriage, apxoear to be the result of new rather than old 
patterns of value. Arranged marriages are found principally aonong the elite 
group and among the families of serious converts to Christianity, whether 
Catholic or Protestant. It has already been pointed out that the elite 
tend to be established church members, although not all regular churchgoers 
belong to the elite. Nevertheless the value patterns of the two groups arise 
from the same source, that of European Christian missionaries. Despite attacks 
oil many other aspects of traditional Kiga marriage, both Catholic and Protestant 
missions have upheld the legality of bridewealth payments, and insist on bride-
wealth being fully paid before church registration amd marriage ceremonies 
aire arranged. In the case of the Catholic Church, the sanctions against 
elopement and also the pressure to.pay bridewealth very soon after elopement, 
are not merely non recognition of the marriage tie, but also the withholding 
of sacraments to the young couple and to their respective parents until such 
time as the marriage is legalised by full payment of bridewealth, i.e. the 
s+ipulated 1 cow and 1 bull in the case of Ca.tholics0 For children of regular 
church going Catholic parents, this can be a sufficient constraint against 
elopement, and a sufficient reason for fathers to contribute as far as possible 
for their sons' bridewealth before or after elopement. For the Protestants 
there is no sanction of withholding sacraments, but among the 'Abalokoli' or 
'saved Protestants', moral censure on both the young couple and their parents 
for allowing elopement is strong. The Abalokoli evangelical movement has been 
particularly widespread in Kigezi, possibly because it originated among leaders 
of the Ruanda mission, whose first headquarters v/ere in Kabale. The emphasis 
of morality among the Abalokoli is on abstention from alchol -and smoking and 
family life, with particular condemnation of sex 'immorality' including poly-
gyny - and elopement or any premarital sex activity, including modern dancing. 
Sanctions of 'shame' are activated principally in the regular sessions of 
public confession. If a public confession of a. child's elopement is not made 
on the first occasion, some other church member will stand up to 'confess' 
his uncharitable feelings against his neighbour for allowing the elopement 
of his childl Although in the settlement area these sessions of public 
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confession have been abandoned, in the Kabale area they are still held and the 
ihfluenceof the parental generation of 'saved ones' is still strong. Among 
the elite the sanctions against elopement mainly attach to the prestige of a 
white church wedding. Even Liruka chiefs, with a salary of Shs. 150/- per 
month, will run into considerable debt for the sake of a white wedding. In 
addition, for teachers, any infringement of the correct marriage code, through 
elopement or adultery, is sufficient cause for dismissal from the service by 
the local district education authorities0 One married teaching couple had been 
forced to marry by the distract education committee when it became known that 
the girl was pregnant. They were later dismissed from the service, when the 
headmaster reported that the wife was using herbal 'magic' to distract her 
husband's attention from other women!, 

The problem of why bridewealth is paid up after elopement at all, is more 
difficult. In traditional Kiga marriage we have seen that the transfer of bride-
wealth is one among numerous, links between lineages and neighbourhood areas with 
a continuous history of inter-marriage® Transfer of bridewealth in traditional 
parentally arranged marriages is a form of social recognition of the affinal 
tie and return gifts from the bride's father are expected so long as the wife is 
well-treated in her husband's home. These return gifts take the form of a cow 
or goat presented to the husband at a coming-out ceremony after the first month's 
confinement of the wife. Substantial gifts of crops .and beer are expected at 
the first ceremonial visit of the kinsfolk and neighbours of the young wife to 
her in her new home« A cow or a goat was normally presented soon after the 
birth of the first child or the first sono Depending on the resources of the 
wife's natal family, further gifts of food or beer -might be brought annually 
at harvest time or at the birth of subsequent children. Some change might 
be expected in matters of bridewealth transference when young couples elope 
after independent meetings, and when their respective kinsfolk have no previous 
ties of friendship. ' Change might be expected also as a result of the commuting 
of bridewealth from tangible livestock to money payments, which may be immedia-
tely consumed in expenditure or which may be concealed from members of the bride's 
family except her father or elder brother. If it is true that bridewealth pay-
ments were traditionally closely linked not only to the particular marriage tie 
involved, but also to more generalised affinal links between families, this 
was largely in the context of the pre 1930 conditions of political and economic 
insecurity. It might be expected that the institution of bridewealth would be 
undermined under conditions of pplitical security and economic development, when 
new baŝ i* for the formation of ties of friendship, arising from education, religion, 
and comm::i journeys to labour migration, are able to replace those of affinity. 
Free marriage choice means that there is a looser network of affinal ties of 
family members, and hence less social pressure by other members, who in tradi-
tional marriage would be linked by the bridewealth cattle, for the maintenance 
of good relations. Resettlement of Kiga has involved a spatial separation of 
young people from their respective families of origin of distances from 50 to 
200 miles. 

The question of return marriage prestations by the wife's kin during the 
course of the marriage is extremely difficult to illustrate in any tabulated 
form. Nevertheless it is clear, from a study of the 150 marriage histories, 
that the extent of gifts by the wife's kin has decreased steadily in the younger 
age groups below 40o This is evidently partly because gifts of food, beer, and 
livestock were made as expressions of goodwill and affinal solidarity, but there 
were no institutionalised occasions when such gifts were obligatory. Even on the 
occasions of the coming-out ceremony and the birth of the first child, gifts 
depended on the resources of the wife's kin at the timeo with the present day 
possibilities for sale of excess crops, the reduction in herds of livestock, and 
the pressure of new material demands, it is not surprising that such non obliga-
tory gifts have decreasedo Gifts of 1 or 2 baskets of ;:rain or pots of beer 
are recorded among the younger age groups, as compared with 20 to 30 baskets 
of grain and 5 to 6 pots of beer during the lifetime of parents of spouses in the 
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older age groups. Gifts of livestock at the birth of a daughter's child, 
which were common among the age groups over 50, are now extremely rare. 
There is no clear correlation between the amount of bridewealth payments and 
the amount of return gifts among any age groups c This is probably because 
gifts from the wife's kin depended as much on the quality of treatment of the 
wife in her husband's home, and the abserce of marital disputes and complaints 
by the wife, as on the quaon-fcity of original bridewealth transferred. There is 
some indication that the amount of gifts from the wife's kin is correlated with 
close proximity of :he affinally related families and with parental arrangements 
for marriages * This is largely ./here traditional patterns of marriage are 
carried on and where affinal links and neighbourhoodfriendhsip in the modern 
context coincide. All these questions are linked with other factors affecting 
Kiga marriage stability and with Kiga e:cpectations concerning conjugal roles. 
They must therefore be held over until after a fuller discussion of these latter 
aspccts of Kiga marriage. 

THE CONJUGAL FAMILY 

A full analysis of -she trend towards the emergence of the conjugal family 
in its separate and independent household and of the effects of this on conjugal 
role relationships is rob possible within the limits of this paper. However 
since this has considerable relevance to Kiga marriage stability, it is necessary 
at least to outline the trends. In the South Kigezi neighbourhood areas studied, 
out of a total of 504 married men, 77 were living in monogamous conjugal house-
holds, 25 in polygynous households,33dn conjugal households with 1 or more 
dependent relatives, most commonly the husband's mother,and344±i patrilateral 
extended family households. There were 22 denuded families consisting of 
a woe:an and her unmarried children, either widows or deserted wives, both remai-
ning on the husband's land. (Se^ Table 6) In the neighbourhood area studied 
in Bugangari settlement in North Kigesi, the trend towards the emergence of the 
conjugal household was much more marked. 40 out of82inrmarried men were living 
in conjugal family households, and only 16 out of 82 in pjitrilateral extended 
family households. This is also supported by random samples taken in 3 other 
Kiga settlement areas in Ankole and Toro. (See Table 7) 

Broadly the trend towards the emergence of the independent conjugal 
family in its separate household as compared with the patrilateral extended 
family pattern of the 1930's, is associated with the release of contraints of 
security and religious sanctions operative up to the la.te 1930's. It is also 
related to new economic opportunities for independence on the part of married 
sons through trading, sale of crops, wage labour and purchase of land. In the 
settlement area the conjugal pattern is associated with the availability of land 
and consolidated holdings, and with the initial movement away from the extended 
family in the home area to take up new land in resettlement areas. The pattern 
of patrilateral family households which still predominates in the overcrowded 
homeland of South Xigezi, is however qualitatively different from the tradi-
tional pattern of the pre 1930? s. The paorila ;eral extended family household 
at the present time occurs at the two extremes of the domestic cycle. In the 
overcrowded homeland, where a son has no access to land and livelihood other 
than through marriage and dependence on allocation from his father's estate, 
he must remain with his young wife In his father's homestead, or go off in labour 
migration, leaving his wife alone in his parent's home until the young couple 
have reached a stage of domestic viability and can establish their own conjugal 
homestead. This is normally not possible within the first 3 to 5 years of 
marriage. The new ccnjugal homestead may be adjacent to his father's or at 
a distance of some miles rr a site chosen from a plot allocated to him from 
his mother's fields, or at a distance of up to 100 miles on resettlement land 
in Ankole or Toro. At the other end of the domestic cycle, extendec family 
households are found to consist of old parents still living with one or more 
of their married sens and dependent o . them snd their grandchildren for services 
in their old age. In the latter type, the father has very little control over 
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his married son except in so far as the father still has freedom to allocate 
his remaining undistributed land and livestock, and the son who remains in 
hie homestead may be eager to please him in order to gain a larger share than 
his (usually elder) brothers, who have left the parental homestead on achieving 
domestic viability. 

The relatively small number of polygynous family households reflects both 
the sucess of the missions in attacking polygyny^ and changing economic condi-
tions. \rfith shortage of land, a plurality of wives becomes an economic problem 
rather than an asseto Land may have to be purchased for a second wife, or one 
or both wives moved to a settlement area0 Other indices of social status have 
replaced the mere size (in numbers of wivos and children) of a man's house-
hold. These new indices include a larger house with corrugated iron roofing, 
educated children in salaried employment, a shop, or merely spare cash with 
which to pay for one's friends' drink. It is interesting to note how the Kiga 
have solved the problem of disposing of surplus wives of a polygynous household. 
Abandoned wives are not divorced nor sent away from their husband's land. 
The abandoned wives take ever the role of the senior wives past child-bearing 
age in the traditional Kiga polygyacus households in becoming heads of their 
respective matri-segments. The husband remains with the chosen ' church or 
ring wife' in the original homestead and either plants a cactus fence between 
the hut of the church wife and the abandoned wife or builds a new hut and 
compound for the abandoned wives, each on her own allocated section of the 
husband's land. If the abandoned wife already had a married son it is he who 
is expected to build his mother's new * homestead rather than his father, or 
the mother may simply transfer herself to her married son's already independent 
homestead. There was not a single case in the neighbourhood areas studied 
where a wife who had been abandoned for religious reasons was divorced or left 
her husband's land. This response to the mission attack on polygyny illustra-
tes the continuing strength of the matri-segment and the mother-son tie at the 
present day„ It also points to the principal expectations which a Kiga woman 
has in marriage, namely the security of land and children. If she stays as 
head of her matri-segment on her husband's land, she continues to live with 
her children and receives support from her sons in her old age. If she leaves 
to seek remarriage, she abandons her rights to land and her children have to 
remain in the ex-husband's household to be cared for by the chosen church wife. 
Unless she has a son old enough to stand up to the father as guardian of the 
property rights of the matri-segment, her younger sons are likely to be pushed 
out of their rights over land and cattle in the family estate by the children 
of the church wife. The same principle holds for deserted wives "where the 
husband has 1 disappeared' in labour migration or to a settlement area. So 
long as she remains on the husband's land, the rights of a deserted wife are 
secure. Adultery is condoned for a woman whose husband is not present over 
a period of some months, and if she has been abandoned while still relatively 
young, she may raise children by other men without any fear that her husband's 
brothers can remove her from the land or sue her father for the return of 
bridewealth. Since a woman is in any case responsible for the maintenance of 
herself and her children from cultivation of the land, fche absence of her 
husband in labour migration or desertion or effective abandonment by a baptised 
husband, makes little economic difference for her . She has to provide clothing 
for herself and her childdren and school fees which she might otherwise expect 
from her husband, and she may have to employ labour for the repair of buildings 
if her sons are not old enough to help, but at the same time she is free from 
the responsibility of feeding the husband and has complete control over the 
disposal of all her crops and small livestock. 

Land shortage in the South Kigezi homeland has resulted in an increase 
in economic independence for the ̂ fe0 »vhere land is sufficient only for 
household subsistence, with no available plots for cash crop cultivation, it 
is the wife who becomes the 'breâ dv/inner' Husbands are forced into temporary 
or long term periods of wage migration shortly after marriage to earn bride-
wealth de^ts,snd later to find money for tax, school fees, clothing and drinking 
money. With lack of alternative occupation on the home farm, drinking involves 
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professional work are expected to support their wives and children from their 
earnings, and 'frequently have to do so if the wife and children are removed from 
the home farm to the place of work. Wives may he contributory earners as 
toachers, or may be expected to perform new roles in/higher standard of hone nic&dng 
or in caring for children, while as we have seen, both Christianity and schooj. 
education tend to result in acceptance of new norms in conjugal partership by 
the elite. 

M/JtRI/,GE STABILITY: THE FACTS 
The interest of this brief outline of chaning conjugal role relationships 

for the present paper lies in the fact that despite the differences in conjugal 
roles and responsibilities and despite the economic and social changes which 
have impinged on patterns of marriage over the last 30 to 40 years, Kiga marriage 
remains highly stable. This is true both over time i.e., comparing the 
19301 s with the 1960* s, and comparing the marriage histories of different age 
groups of living informants, and in comparing the home and settlement areas which 
display such different patterns of conjugal role relationships at the present 
time. In the 150 marriage histories, there were only 2 cases of divorce, defined 
by the return of bridewealth. In 1 of these cases divorce was nought by the 
wife who believed that the husband^ senior wife was poisoning her children, 
since all 4 of her children had died in childhood. The marriage had been parent-
ally arranged with a transfer of 3 cows a.nd 4 goats as bridewealth. It was 
terminated after 10 years by the return of the bridewealth when the wife convinced 
her father that her suspicions of the poisoning were true* In the second case 
the wife was a Nyarwanda who had eloped to the husband, but the marriage had been 
legalised by a subsequent bridewealth payment of 2 cows and 1 goat. After 8 years 
of marriage, the husband drove her away and succeeded in winning his divorce 
suit with the wife* s father on the grounds tha t she was lazy and refused to culti-
vate. This illustrates a new right of husbands and wives to sue for divorce or 
to separate on grounds of non-fullfilment of conjugal roles. 

There were 19 cases of separation, but without return of bridewealth. This 
includes 1 polygynist who on baptism separated with 3 wives and kept the 4th, 
and 1 exceptional man who had a succession of marriages before the present 
6th and lasting one. The first lasted 2 years, the second, third and fourth 
lasted 2-3 weeks each and the fifth lasted six years. No bridewealth was 
paid for the first 4 marriages and only 1 goat for the fifth marriage. It is 
difficult in a case of this nature to decide what constitues 1marriagef. 
Referring to Tables 8 - 1 2 for the numerical data, if we take the transfer of 
bridewealth as the definition of marriage, this excludes 7 'marriages' still 
lasting despite no bridewealth payment, with a range of marriage duration from 
2 - 64 years, the mean being 16 years. We also ha.ve to exclude 10 'marriages' 
in which no bridewealth was paid and which ended in separation after a mean period 
of just under 1 year (the range of duration feeing from 2 weeks to 3 years). 
Should one then exclude all marriages in which only an elopement fine has been 
paid? And should one exclude all marriages for which complete bridewealth has 
not been transferred? Since marriages are now socially recognized by Kiga both 
when the elopement fine has been paid and in all marriages established over a 
number of years, whether or not any bride*, ealth has been paid, I have preferred 
to include all cases, even including temporary unofficial marriages lasting a 
few weeks. This new social recognition of de facto marriages now includes the 
affiliation of children to the father despite non payment of bride we a lth* 
Table 8 shows the reasons for termination of previous marriages of the 150 
informants. Table 10 gives an analysis of the marriages which ended in separa-
tion according to the type of formation of marriage, the bridewealth transferred, 
whether the marriage was polygynous of monogamous, which party initiated the 
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separation, or whether this was on religious grounds, and the fate of the 
wife following separation. Table 11 analyses : all 150 marriages correlating 
bridewealth transfers with the fate of the marriage. The figures show a 
tendency for marriages formed without any transfer of bride wealth to end in 
separation, but this is not so where an elopement fine only or partial bride-
wealth has been transferred. Some reasons can be given for the stability of 
the 7 marriages in which no bridewe&lth had been paid. (See Table 9) 
Three of these were famine brides from Ruanda for whom no bridewealth was 
demanded except for immediate gifts of foodstuffs. In one marriage with 
a Kiga woman, her parents were dead and she has no guatrtian interested in 
demanding bridewealth. Two were marriages with wives previously married, 
hence with increasing competition for husbands due to monogamy and increasingly 
late marriage by men on account of wage migration, both the women and their 
kin were thankful that they had found a married home and were unv/illing to 
press for bridewealth. In the last case the woman is childless and therefore, 
if she leaves her present husband, she is unlikely to find another who would 
pay bridewealth for her. Although barren women might be welcomed in tradi-
tional. polygynous households, few Kiga men would risk marrying on 1 only1 
wife if she was suspected of being barren. In the 5 cases whore marriage is 
still lasting although only an elopement fine has so far be.n paid, 2 marriages 
are only 1 year old and there is still the possibility of bridewealth payment by 
j-nstallr^nts. tOnc girl has no guardian to press for bridewealth, her father 
died after the payment of the fine, and 2 have lasted 7 and 10 years respecti-
vely with no reason for non payment of bridewealth other than the husb?ndf s 
skill in ev̂ sion/o'jnteiilirt̂ it with the marriage so that the husband is under 
no pressure to pay. The cases of separation are listed in Table 12 more 
fully, giving stated reasons for the separation and listing other factors 
likely to be relevant to marriage stability in the Kiga context. Oases 1 to 
4 are directly related to value change, involving the conversion to Christia-
nity of the polygynous husband and the abandonment of ! surplus' wives, all 
of them beyond child bearing age and all with adult sons who had been allocated 
part of their father's land and who became the gurdians of their mothers. 
Case: No. 6 is also a result of economic and value change. Since both sons 
of this wife, the senior wife of a polygynous household, had moved off to 
independent but adjacent homesteads instead of remaining in their father* s 
homestead.,' the old mother preferred to transfer to the household of one 
of her sons when she could no longer cultivate since she could expect 
support only from her sons and their wives. Cases No. 7 and 8 were due to 
the pressure of new economic conditions* In one the husband deserted to 
resettle and in the other he failed to fulfil his marital obligations by 
staying away in labour migration. In the latter or so the wife was young 
enough to remarry0 Having proved herself fertile, but having only 1 child, 
she preferred remarriage to permanent separation. In the former case, since 
the wife was past childbearing age ana had an adult sen, she preferred to 
remain on the husband's land with her children. The 11 remaining cases 
(Nos. 9 - 19) cannot be directly to any specific factors of economic and 
social change. They are to varying extents 1 frivolous1 marriage In all cases 
except one, the marriage had been formed by elopement or capture with no 
subsequent legalisation by transfer of bridowealths The 5 cses in which the 
marriage lasted less than 1 month can at best be termed failures of trial 
marriage. Since no bridewealth had been transferred, both parties were free 
to end the relationship at will. C-se I o. 12 is interesting in th.t the wife 
feared the security of her marriage, since after 3 years and despite the 
birth of a child the husband still refused to pay bridewealth. This wife 
subsequently married a deaf and dumb man who pail bridewealth by arrangement 
with her father and this marriage w- s preferable to her on grounds of 
security. 
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KIGA i£AR2IAGE STABILITY: THE bTTDERLYING- FACTORS 

With apologies for some inevitable repetition, I shall now summaries 
all the main factors related to Kiga marriage stability in an attempt to 
isolate those factors which appear to be most important in accounting for 
a continued high rate of stabilility despite fundamental economic and social 
changes affecting Kiga marriage patternso Kiga traditional marriage in the 
pre 1930' s was jurally stable, meaning by this that there was a low frequency 
of divorce in marriage properly established through payment of bridewealth. 
This marriage stability was found in the context of the demands of the pre 
1930 social and political structure,, Autonomous patri-lateral extended family 
groups required strong links with families and lineages of other clans for 
protection in travel and feuding, for security of land and property rights xmi 
as a form of economic insurance. Traditional marriage stability must therefore 
be seen as causally connected with the strength of affinal ties between kin 
groups. Marriages by arrangement, the transfer of bridewealth or ttie and return 
prestations from \ Vfe's kin during the course of the marriage, were all part of 
the pattern of establishing and maintaining strong affinal links. The conjugal 
tie w- s based on an economic relationship and the desire for children. Wives 
an/1 children in their economic capacity were both a necessity for the survival 
o^ the extended family group, both in terms of current subsistence on the land 
and future nun1 or s, and were prestige bearers both for the particular husband and 
for the extend-' d family head. In the context of the polygynous family household 
there was littl; if any concept of companionship between spouses. In the Kiga 
case this is born out by the fact that Kiga separation of conjugal interests 
and activities increases with are and the woman1 s establishment of ties of 
friendship in her husband1 s father1 s homestead, with husband's brothers1 wives 
and other women in the neighbourhood, and becomes cu-plete with the marriage of 
her eldest son and the passing of the woman's childbearing period. This is 
particularly apparent in the case of inherited wives0 Disputes between co-wives 
are almost entirely over question of property allocation and over jealousy 
between wives over the number of their children, particularly sons,often result-
ing in accusations of poisoning and witchcraft between co-wives. Similarly, 
favouritism of one wife by the husband is always referred to by Kiga in terms 
of unequal property allocation by zhe husband to that wife or to her children. 
Competition between wives to strengthen the conjugal tie is therefore in terms 
of future security for the wife and seldom in terns of sexual interest or 
companionship • 

The maintenance of marriage ties once formed, was associated with customary 
rules of patrilineal succession .and inheritance and the allocation of land and 
cattle according to the house property complexo A married .voman could expect 
economic security as an affiliated member of her husband's extended family 
group. During her husband's lifetime, if he was absent cr incapacitated she 
could expect help from her husband's brothers. This right of assistance was 
linked with the rirjht of brothers to sexual access to each ethers' wives in 
each in each others' absence. If her husband died a wife would be inherited 
by a family member and her continuing rights to the land were secure. Since 
all her sons inherited ecually from her portion of the husband's estate, all 
sons remained as resident members of the father's household. Patrilineal 
affiliation- of children -prevented, the wife from taking them with her on separa-
tion or on divorce re-marriag e. She could rarely expect help or shelter from a 
daughter's husband in the event of separation, since there were customary 
patterns of avoidance between a woman and her sons-in-law. If mcritc.l disputes 
arose, it was the duty of the husband's father to solve the quarrels. The 
economic and religious sanctions of the father's authority gave him consider-
able control over his sons' treatment of their wives, and it was a matter of 
prestige for the family head that marital disputes should be kept within the 
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extende^.fanily group-î do-r-- that--recouî so to settlement outside the extended 
family should be a last resort. If protection from the husband* s father failed 
and the wife was severely ill-treated, she had the right to return home to her 
own father or brothers where her case would be judged by her own kin when the 
husband ca:. 3 c re'li:.^ her. The difficulties of returning the bridewealth 

find her and the irJ -linked marriage ties witli other members of her/husband1 s lineage, 
ma.de for pressure by her own kin to sustain the marriage. The husband was 
encouraged to treat his wife well by a series of non-obligatory return presta-
tions from the wifefs father. 

There were constraints on the wife to sustain her marriage since she had 
no satisfactory alternative form of livelihood* She would have to 

her abandon her children to her husband to be looked after by/husbandTs mother or 
co-vr fe. Although she had the ultimate rights of support in her father's or 
brothers1 homestead, she had ro rights to land there and there would be 
dii Mculties with hnr brothers1 wives* There were also constraints on the 
bui."?.' - . for the maintenance of the marriage. There were noo legally valid 
reasons for divcrco. The husband would have to drive his wife to leave by-
severe ill treatment. In so doing he put himself in the wrong both with his 

his wife Is own father and father's brothers and witii/kin, and might find himself fined 
a goat and several pots of beer without succeeding in obtaining the return of 
of the bridewealth. He had to ensure the support of his children, s.nd other 
wives would be unwilling to support them on their own land. If the wife's 
children were old enough to support themselves, the sons' rights over the 
pro- :r 'y allocation of their mother were inalienable, and it was unlikely that 
al. t 3 1 iieww.lth for the marriage would be returned if the wonrn had born 
many < ti]dv. .. A Letter seiut.ion to divorce was therefore the effective 
abandonment of v.; wife aril l-.c-r children to fend for themselves. This was 
made easier sine; ohe wife \ s in any case responsible for the maintenance of 
herself and her children, and the division of labour en sex lines after the 
first few years of marriage gave the wife freedom to establish her own ties of 
co-operation with female neighbours, her own kin if living near, and especially 
with her children. 

Many factors of economic and social change have affected the context 
within which Kiga marriages axe formed and sustained. There hr s been a general 
weakening of the bases of affinal ties resulting from political and economic 
security since the 1930's. By economic security here, is meant principally 
protection against theft and raiding of cattle and crops and the control of 
periodic famine by administrative measures. At the same time the political 
economic and religious 'raisons d'etre' of the co-residential jatri-lateral 
extended fa-ail- have been destroyed, again weakening the sanctions for the 
maintenance of marriages of :.c b^rs. In dispute settlement the husband's 
father no longer has sanctions for his authority over sons and their wives. 
The tendency for independence and separate residence of conjugal households 
has weakened control over con jural r/i tions by family elders. There has been 
an almost complete abandonment of customs of widow inheritance, and a decline 
in the frequency with which brothers accent responsibility for assistance and 
promotion of each others wives. This is co-ter.inato with the separation 
of conjugal households of brothers, and with the acceptance of the wife's 
freedom to refuse the rights of sexual access of hur brothers-in-law. 

Free marriage choice and increasing acceptance of elopement have reduced 
the frequency of inter-linking marriages be Ween kin groups and continuing 
affirv : ties over the generations, and this has tended to reduce parental 
ir .,rr 't in the maintenance of a particular marriage. There is evidence of 
leer- frequent return prestations f-ou the wife's kin in support of the marriage, 
part J y on account of declining interests in if final connections, partly 
b cause there are alternative profitably w-.ys of disposing of surplus food 
crops, beer and livestock, which compete ,th nen-ocligatory return prestations. 
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Distance.-o£_conji^aXJaouseholds from their respective kin groups is also 
a contributory factor here. Resettlement h~s brought considerable difficul-
ties in the maintenance of relations with kin. Free movement of young 
persons and chuiĉ  of spouse from other areas has contributed to distance of 
a married Foran from her own ld.no The wife has less need to depend either 
on her husba "'s 1-rn cr on her own kin in marital disputes at the present 

she time, since/'- now appeal to catechists, IJiruka chiefs or elected neighbour-
hood elder3, and if necessary seek asylum in their houses. Increasing separa-
tion of economic interests between spouses in the heme area, among subsistence 
cultivators has resulted in the superceding of the husband1 s principal role 
in clearing new land and in the protection :f the lives and property of wives 
and ciLldren both in fighting and dispute settlement. Shortage of available 
land means that a higher proportion has to be used for the growing of subsis-
tence crops. Since this is the responsibility of the wife, her economic 
independence fro..i the husband isincreased. Moreover the modern availability 
of wacr.3 labour means that she can fairly easily dispense with her husband's 
help even for traditional male occupations. 

P ThE OQ..\iTIi\ITIl\"- STABILITY 07 ..^L.CS 

From the above analysis of social and economic change as it affects 
the ccntcnxt of Kiga marriage, we should expect to find increasing conjugal 
instability, if not .jural instability, of marriage in the homeland area of 
South Kigezi, among tne mau...ity of subsistence peasant cultivators. The 
position, as we ii.?.ve seen, judging from the 150 marriage histories and from 
intensive studies in 4 home neighbourhood art b nd in 1 resettlement area, 
is that Kiga jural marriage i\ . ins highly stable. If we take conjugal insta-
bility as the extent of residential separation of spouses without legal 
marriage breakdown through the return of bridewealth, we mu3t accept that 
despite these economic and social changes, Kiga conjugal marriage remains 
stable. (9 out of 19 of the cases of separation were breakdowns of patterns 
of cohabitation which were never legalised as marriage through the transfer 
of bridewealth, a result of the increase of freedom of choice of spouse and 
of elopement. In 6 of the 19 separations occurring in legal marriages, 
there is no qualitative change from the traditional pattern of separation 
of spouses after the childbearing age of the wife and with the marriage of 
the first son. The only difference in these separations is that following 
the demands of church lea.ders, some evidence of distinct residence is 
required, either a fence or the building of a new house. We arc left with 
a ratio of 5 out of 150 cases of conjugal separation. In one of these the 
wife became insane and the separation cannot be attributed to processes of 
social and economic change. Tvso cases were desertions. These are extreme 
cases among many inptances of temporary abandonment cf wives and children 
by the husband in labour migration. It is difficult to determine the point 
at which such desertion should be called 'separation'. Although the husband 
may not be fulfilling any of his conjugal roles, and although he may have 
set up a temporary cohabitation with a woman of another tribe at his place 
of work, or the woman may be having adulterous relations with other men in 
the home area, with or without the birth of illegitimate children, there is 
still the expectation or possibility that the husband may return to the 
home family. The final case of separation, when the wife Vv s dismissed by 
the husband, illustrates a new right cf husbands to terminate the marriage, 
in this case made easier by the fact that the full bridewealth ha/1 not been 
transferred. This right of the husband to iis:.ii3s his wife may be related 

kin to the breakdown of/support for nar_i aes at the present time. 

Since in general both jural anl conjugal marriage remains stable, fnd 
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according to-my analysis the JKiga context, for the sane reasons, I am 
treating both aspects together, although separating the factors involved in the 
different social groups in the home area and in the settlement area0 It would 
seem that despite strain on the marriage tie among subsistence cultivators in 
the home area, which is illustrated in the high frequency of marital conflict, 
constraints on the wife are the principal reason for the maintenance of jural 
and conjugal marriage stability. Most of these constraints have already been 
described so that it remains only to summarise them. The continuing patterns 
of land aliocaVon according to a house property complex and patrilineal 
inheritance by sons, is carried over into the context of increasing tendency 
towards monogamous marriage. In other words, whether a polygynous or monoga-
mous marriage, and whether in effective conjugal marriage or separation, the 

year wife has rights of usufruct over land allocated to her in the first/of marriage, 
is so long as she remains on the land. This land/divided into equal allocations 

between her sons on their marriages or after the death of both parents through 
inheritance. Given the increasing difficulty for a wife to find a aew spouse 
and continuing difficulty for a woman tc support here self other than through 
the context of marria, 3, giving her rights to cultivate her husband's land, it 
is in a woman's interest to maintain her jural marriage at all costs, in order 
both to remain on the land and with her children, her sons supporting her in 
old ago. Difficulty of remarriage is increased with the tendency to monogamy. 
Difficulty of returning to her father's or brothers1 home is increased with 
the breakdown of ties of kin solidarity, independence of brothers' conjugal 
households, and the greater economic bur "en cc.istituted by a returned sister 
in conditions cf land shortage. Solutions for a situation of intense marital 
conflict can be found most or sily by temporary or permanent desertion of the 
husband, either in resettlement with one wife, r in labour migration. This 
results in some form of conjugal separation,butEct in jural marriage breakdown. 
From the point of view of the husband, temporary or permanent abandonment of 
his conjugal roles is also the easiest way out of marital conflict. Since if 
his children are still young, he must somehow provide for their care, and 
since the offending wife's land allocation must pass to her children, there is 
little to be gained by activating his new right to dismiss the wife. Lioreover 
Kiga men still value the security of having land in the South Kigezi homeland 
' area, and hence they must have a wife remaining on this land to protect their 
rights in it vis a vis their brothers and half brothers. Rates of retujneeB 
from settlement areas were fairly high up to the middle cf the 1950's, mainly 
on account of climatic conditions and ill health from malaria in settlement 
areas. Permanent labour migration does not offer security for old a.̂ e. 
Nor is there necessarily security of employment on company mines and estates 
in Toro. Dismissal! on account cf strikes, absenteeism, sickness, or reduction 
in pay roll, are all potential hazards for Kiga wage labourers. 

These factors relate also 'to the problem raised earlier in this paper 
as to why bridewealth payments are in most cases paid within 3 to 5 years 
despite elopement and weakening kin support cf the marriaae. The young -wife 
normally puts pressure on the husband to make the briaewealth payment to her 
father. This is partly because her own relations with her parents and 
brothers suffer so long as bridewealth has not been transferred. The young 
wife, particularly in her husband's absence in labour migration, and if her 
married home is within a day's walking distance of her father's hone, expects 
to return frequently, normally once a month for a period of 2 or 3 days. 
So long as bridewealth has not been paid, her father ana or brothers will 
criticize her for not bringing bridewc^Ith which one of her brother's can 
use for his own marriage. Not infrequently the laurditer's elopement may be 
a cause of abuse by the father of her mother. Also she feels that her rights 
to land in her husband's father's estate are not secure so long as bridewealth 
has not been transferred. The young wife ie normally allocated some plots 
af̂ ter elopement, but in some co^es sire continues to work with her mether-in— 
law until bridewealth-has been transferred* From the husband's jx>int of view, 



he is anxious to make his wife -feel seucre through the transfer of bridewealth. 
If he fails to pay anything within the first year, the girl* s father or brothers 
may put pressure on her to return, and attempt to arrange a marriage for her 
with another man who has bridewealth available. If the husband is at the time 
absent in labour migration, she may be persuaded to remain at home on one of 
her normal visits until the husbaoid comes with bridewealth. Should the wife 
leave her father1 s homestead, the husband has no longer any rights to the land 
allocated to him by his father. If the husband pays part of the bridewealth 
by installment, and his wife bears children, and has been allocated adequate 
land by his parents, he can feel reasonably secure th- t she will remain. Hence 
the comparative stability of marriages in which partial bridewealth has been 
transferred, or at least a substantial elopement fine made. (See Table 9) 

In the settlement area.s and among certain social groups in the home r̂ rea, 
value change in the expectations of ccnjugai roles and responsibilities have run 
parallel to changes in the economic context of operation of the conjugal house-
hold, with a resulting new level of estabilisation of marriage. 

A number of points can be made in relating the Kiga material to current 
social anthropological theory on marriage stability. Gluckman (note 4) has 
put forward the hypothesis th*t high bridewealth and rare divorce are inter-
related but that high bridewealth is the result of rare divorce cr expecta-
tions of stable marriage. This point has been criticised by Sanwell (note o). 
However Gluckman was discussing comparisons between different societies in 
which there were prevailing tendencies for high bridewealth payments and low 
rates of divorce on the one hand, and low bridewealth payments and high rates 
of divorce on the other. Sanwell has made his criticism on the basis that the 
correlation does not hold among the Khasi comparing differential rates of bride-
wealth payment and marriage stability as between marriages of individuals 
within the same society. He says that "the payments made to effect a marriage 
can hardly be said to be an expression of or recognition of its stability". 

In the Kiga case individual variations of bridewealth payments do not 
affect the stability of marriages, since virtually all marriages a.re jurally 
stable. The exception in the Kiga case at the present day is in the case of 
the fragility of 1 marriages* in which there has been no payment of bridewealth. 
These must be taken at best as marginal marriages, and the examination cf 
individual cases would tend to support Gluckman in that bridewealth was not 
paid because neither spouse was embarking on 1 marriage 1 with any expectation of 
permanency or that non expectation of bridewealth payments on the part of the 
wife's father and brothers resulted in strong pressure on her part to return 
home within the first year of marriage. There is some further support of 
Gluckman* s hypothesis in the Kiga reasoning which is frequently given in 
explanation of high bridewealth payments for Kiga wives, in comparison with 
lower bridewealth paid among the neighbouring Nyankcle and Toro. Kiga say 
that their ?/omen have a high reputation as faithful and hardworking wives, 
* faithful1 here implying that they can safely be left alone on the homeland with 
their children and expect to be still found there 5 to 10 years later, assuming 
that bridewealth has been paid, but not in terms of sexual fidelity. This 
reputation is itself, as we have seen, the result of other factors rtich 
constrain the wife to hold/the jural marriage bond Inter-tribal jural 

mar'iage is still rare among the Kiga. It is found with Kuandan famine brides 
fcr whom no bridewealth is paid. Temporary cohabitation with ncn Kiga girls 
In Too or Buganda. seems to be fairly frequent, but I have found no case in 

"which such girls were brought home and established on the land in Kigezi. 
In the settlement areas Kiga brides are at a premium despite higher bridewealth 
compared to local Ankole and Toro wives, and the explanation is always in temis 
of the justified reputation for hard work of Kiga girls, obvicusly a very 
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important quality in a settler's wifeo Moreover most first generation settlers 
are already married with at least 1 or 2 children in South Kigezi before they 
decide to reset tie o This is because resettlement is seriously considered only 
as a result of insufficient land for family support in the home jares., *nd land 
shortage is felt mainly only at the point of increase in * size of the conjugal 
household* The majority of settlers are first sons or sons of senior wives 
of a polygynous household who cannot expect to receive more land until all 
their younger brothers have married. 

Schneider's point (note 6) that a distinction should be made between 
conjugal and jural marriages and that there should be a clear distinction as 
to different aspects of stability, is importanto In the Kiga case however, 
there appear to be the same underlying reasons accounting for jural and conjugal 
stability, at least in terms of rates of divorce and 'separation' in which the 
husband is not expected to return. The Kiga case would seem to show that it 
is necessary to irake a careful balance sheet of the various aspects of change. 
On the one hand there may be changes in the expectation of conjugal relationships 
and roles which include value changes^ and on the other hand changes in the 
rules of jural marriage or mechanisms for the maintenance of jural and conjugal 
marriage in terms of the kin context in which marriage takes placo. In the 
Kiga case of settler communities and the elite : roup, conjugal marriage stabi-
lity continues under conditions of marked economic and social change, but on 
account of new rather than traditional factors. This relates to Pallers . 
analysis of increasing instability of marriage in Busoga as due tc "the breaking 
up of stable communities and the consequent destruction of the social structure 
which forms the context for marriage" (note 7) he speaks of a"greater froquency of 
separation where there/resettled communities and the absence of large lineage 
clusters and under conditions in which there is greater possibility for 
independent survival of divorced or separated women". The Kiga material shows 
that neither resettlement nor the destructive' influences on the social structure 
which forms the context for marriage will necessarily result in jural or 
conjugal marriage instability. Y/hether or not such social changes result in 
instability may depend on the parallel rates of value change and economic change 
and the possibilities for achieving a new level of conjugal stability. The Kiga 
material on the peasant communities in the homeland areain South Kigezi, tends 
to support Fallers1 analysis, but here change in the social and economic context 
of marriage has resulted in role strain and conflict but not in instability as 
defined in terms of permanent separation. Perhaps here some wider definition 
of what constitutes 'conjugal instability' is necessary, although any defini-
tion of instability other than permanent residential separation would be 
extremely difficult to apply cross-culturally. In the Kiga case there is 
a greater possibility for survival of widows or deserted or temporarily abandoned 
wives, but only in the context of jurally stable marriage, since there aire few 
alternative avenues of subsistence for women except in terms of access to the 
husband's land. 

Sailers has reformulated G-luckman' s hypothesis that "divorce is rare and 
difficult in those (societies) organised on a system of marked father right and 
frequent and easy to obtain in other types." Fallers reformulation was, 
"where a woman, either through the complete transfer of her childbearing pro-
perties or by other means, is socially absorbed into her husband's lineage, 
patriliny tends to stabilise marriage, where a aife is not so absorbed and thu3 
remains a member of the lineage into which she was born, patriliny tends to 
divide marriages by dividing the loyalties of spouses. The hypothesis could, 
perhaps, be generalised to cover corporate groups of whatever type. Common 
corporate group memberships tend to reinforce the marriage bend, different 
corporate group memberships to work against it." 

In the Kiga ease, mrried -woacn were never fully absorbed into their 
husband's lineage, they remained nc:abcrs of thoir father1 s linca c and had 
riohts cf support in their father's extended family in the event of marriage ' 
bircakdowiu Continued agricultural co-operation between mother and married daughter 
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was common and in cases of infertility the wife had recourse to the spirits 
of her paternal ancestors and not to those of her husband* s family* Her 
child bearing properties were however transferred to the husband1 s family, 
and this we have seen was an important aspect of Kiga marriage stability® 
It would seem that in the Kiga case the stability of marriage is dependent 
primarily on the system of land allocation according to the house property 
complex and on patrilineal inheritance and succession, combined with the 
absence of other opportunities for livehood for women outside marriage, 
and with the need of the men to obtain security cf land in the home area of 
South Kigezi through regularised jural marriage. Although continuing Kiga 
marriage stability cannot be associated with any strength of corporate kin 
groups at the present time, nevertheless the systems of property allocation 
and inheritance and the consequent attitudes of Kiga towa.rds the desirability 
of stable marriage are based on the previous structure of strong corporate 
kin groups, and have so far succeeded in combating counter tendencies of 
social and economic change working towards the disruption of the marriage tie 
in the homeland area of South Kigezi. 
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formulation of Gluckman1 s hypothesis", in Africa 27 1957 . „ 
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Table 5 (b) AMOUNT OP BR3DZ ,'E ALTH 

CHOICE CF SPOUSE. 

1. Elopements after independent 
meeting of young couple. 

2. Free meeting & choice of 
spouse uninfluenced by kin 
groups but subsequently 
marriage arranged through 
family channels e 

3. Free choice but partners met 
within context of existing 
kin relationships e.g. one 
partner visiting >*m in area 
of the other. 
(Elopement or Arranged) 

4. Spouses grew up in same 
village or related affinally 

(Elopementor arranged.) 

ing degrees of choice or 
veto by husband only. 

6. Arranged marriages with no 
choice for either husband 
or wife. 

7. Marriage by capture . (of 
woman) and "famine" brides 
from Rwanda o 
Marriage by inheritance. 
(Widows o) 

20 + under 21-30 31-40 41-50 

/ • 

51-60 Dver 60 1 ?o-kals 

5 5 5 5 i 1 
4 0 24 

1 5 4 2 2 4* 18 

1 5 3 7 2 1 19 

0 8 5 7 5 7 32 

1 6 6 2 6 6 27 

0 1 4 5 3 6 19 

0 0 1 2 3 3 9 

0 0 0 0 1 
( 

1 2 

Totals: 8 30 28 \ 30 26 28 150 

* All mariages between elderly persons previously married or ineligible. 2 
cripples, 1 old couple both previously widowed, 1 "cheap" widow as 2nd wife, 
1 ex prostitute as 2nd wife. 











Table 5 (b) AMOUNT OP BR3DZ ,'E ALTH 

NUMBER OP ADULT LARRIED MEN LIVING IN DIFFERENT 'TYPES OF 
HOUSEHOLD CLASSIFIED -ACCORDING TO PESIDENTLJL DOMESTIC 

GROUPS IN THE SOUTH KIGEZI AREA.. 

Type of household: Number: 

In patrilateral extended family 344 

In conjugal family 77 

In polygynous fajiily 25 

In conjugal family plus dependents 36 

Denuded families 22 

Totals: 504 

plus 
The above figures are for two miraka areas/three neighbourhood valleys, 
all in Kyanamira sub-county, South Kigezi. 
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